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ABSTRACT 

An Evidence-Based Sociolinguistic Profile of Early Roman Israel 

LAM Esther 

Master of Arts 

with major in Applied Linguistics 

Dallas International University, April 2020 

Supervising Professors: Dr. Joshua Harper and Dr. Peter E. Unseth 

The use of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek in the Land of Israel in the early Roman period 

(63 BC to AD 135) has been a topic of intensive scholarly interest for many decades. The 

aim of the present study is to use evidence to systematically portray the use of Classical 

Hebrew, Late Classical Hebrew, Middle Hebrew, Imperial Aramaic, Middle Aramaic, 

and Koine Greek in early Roman Israel. Through secondary literature, language use data 

are garnered from primary sources such as rabbinic traditions and written texts from the 

Judean Desert. The dates of the primary sources are carefully considered. The pieces of 

data are classified according to domains of language behavior. It is found that in many 

domains, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek were all used. Besides Aramaic and Greek, 

Hebrew was also used in non-religious domains, even outside Qumran. Language 



 

 
 

attitudes toward Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek are also investigated. In the conclusion, 

some implications for Bible translation and exegesis are discussed.
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1 

1  Introduction 

1.1. The research question 

This study aims at painting a fuller picture of the basic sociolinguistic situation of 

early Roman Israel in a systematic way. “Early Roman” refers to the period from 63 BC 

to AD 135, i.e. between the time when the Roman general Pompey conquered Jerusalem 

(Schäfer 2003, 33) and when the Bar Kokhba Revolt was defeated by the Romans 

(Schäfer 2003, 162). This period is chosen because it includes the life-time of Jesus, his 

apostles, the composition period of the New Testament (NT), and a few decades before 

and after these as context. 

The core of the thesis is a linguistic repertoire of six major codes used in that 

society, involving three languages: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek.1 In this thesis, 

language use refers to speaking or listening comprehension or reading or writing or 

singing or memorizing, or one of these, or some of these, or all of these. The interest of 

this thesis is not only in speech. The term code is used by sociolinguists to refer to dialect, 

                                                 

1 Latin is not included in the scope of this study, because it was used much less than Hebrew, 
Aramaic or Greek in early Roman Israel (Millard 2000, 125-31). 
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vernacular, language, or style (Wardhaugh 2010, 84). For instance, three different 

chronological forms of a language are three different codes. This study mainly 

investigates this question: in which areas of life in early Roman Israel was a certain form 

of these languages used? 

Why would we need such a study? There has been a lot of scholarly interest on 

the language use of this population in this period, but several phenomena are confusing in 

the published studies. First, no one has yet put relevant evidence into a well-structured 

framework, separating various codes. Second, some scholars are bent on finding the one 

“primary” language in that society (e.g. Porter 2012, 351). Rather, it is necessary to 

portray the whole sociolinguistic picture for all the major codes used in that society. 

A third issue awaiting improvement is that language use data is not always 

classified according to domains2 of language behavior. Domain is a useful 

sociolinguistic concept for looking at multilingual societies, first elucidated by Fishman 

(1965, 72-65). A domain of language use is a combination of topic (i.e. subject matter), 

setting (i.e. place, location, type of building, occasion, etc.), and participants (Fishman 

                                                 

2 Domain as a sociolinguistic term can refer to a combination of topic, setting, and participants that 
involves writing, as well as to those combinations that involve speaking. For example, the 
following authors use domain to describe combinations of topic, setting, and participants that 
involve written texts, not speech: Švejcer (1986, 69), Švejcer and Nikol’skij (1986, 68-69), 
Androutsopoulo (2014, 28), Squires and Iorio (2014, 354), Hawkey and Langer (2016, 94, 103). 
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1972, 15-22). Examples of domains in studies of modern societies are business and 

religion. Some scholars who study NT times Israel lump several domains under imprecise 

labels. For instance, Porter groups business, commerce, politics, law, and religion 

together and calls the language used therein the “primary” or “prestige” language (2012, 

351). Spolsky makes the following comment about the whole Roman period (63 BC to 7 

c. AD): “In Roman Palestine, with regional variations, the three languages filled different 

functions for different people, but there does not seem to be enough evidence to map 

domains more precisely” (2014, 61). Actually, it is possible and necessary to process 

existent evidence according to domains. 

The fourth concern is that we need some evidence-based rather than 

inference-based studies. Many authors state theoretical inferences without giving 

evidence. Educated guesses are freely mixed with data. Authors often jump to 

conclusions from very broad premises. Here is an example: “Jesus’ knowledge of 

Hebrew is probably tied up with reading (and learning to read) the Torah in the Temple 

(Lk. 4.16)” (Paulston 2000, 83). The Luke account does not say in what language that 

scroll was written. Moreover, assuming that it was indeed a Hebrew scroll, the fact that 

Jesus read Hebrew Scripture is not sufficient reason to infer that his knowledge of 

Hebrew was probably tied up with this. That would be like saying, “because this U.S. 
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citizen reads his English Bible, he probably has learned English for use in religious 

circles.” Other examples of typical inferences are: “Many of Jesus’ disciples were 

fishermen…They almost assuredly would have needed to conduct in Greek much of their 

business of selling fish” (Porter 1993, 212). “‘I thirst’…Since it was addressed to the 

soldiers standing by, it may have been in Latin” (Patterson 1946, 67). These inferences 

are plausible to various degrees, but are not facts for making further inference. 

The fifth problem is that anachronistic or undatable data is used. Quite often, a 

book or article title that explicitly states its scope as the 1 c. AD uses rabbinic dicta from 

the 2 c. AD or later (e.g. Turnage 2014, 112). Undatable sources are also frequently 

utilized, such as certain rabbinic sayings without names of the speakers or other clues for 

dating. Undated rabbinic traditions may originate after the period that this thesis is 

concerned with, i.e. after AD 135. 

Sixth, sometimes the arguments are plainly invalid: the logic is fallacious, the 

purportedly supporting facts are only partial truths, or the data cited is wrong. Here is an 

example of fallacious logic. Having Philo in mind, an author writes: “It would seem that 

if the educated leaders of the Jewish population were already writing and speaking in 

Greek outside of Palestine, much of the Jewish population in Palestine must have been 

losing the ability to read, write, and speak in Hebrew” (Gleaves 2015, 7). For an example 
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of partial truths, Casey’s remark about m. Šeqal. 6:5 is misleading. He says that the 

inscriptions on the shekel chests in the Temple were in Aramaic, and infers thus: “That 

the Temple authorities should have put this, and did not rather expect people to 

understand the Hebrew for shekels, nor have it written in Greek, can only be explained if 

Aramaic was the lingua franca of Israel” (1997, 326; Casey repeats this argument in 

1999, 57, 78). Actually, this Mishnah passage says that there were thirteen chests, on 

which were some Aramaic and some Hebrew words (see data set  (224) in this thesis). An 

example of wrong data is this: “the Greek evidence, including the composition of 

religious texts in Greek in Palestine (1 Esdras, 2 Maccabees, as well as the importance of 

the LXX), points away from Hebrew’s preservation as a prestige religious language” 

(Porter 2000, 58). The original language of 1 Esdras is likely Hebrew or Aramaic 

(deSilva 2002, 283). Its date and provenance are uncertain. Educated guesses are the 2 c. 

to the 1 c. BC Egypt (deSilva 2002, 284). 2 Maccabees was probably composed before 63 

BC in Alexandria or Judea (deSilva 2002, 269-70). 

As a consequence of these six issues, conflicting conclusions abound about 

language use in NT times in Israel. One major conflict revolves around to what extent 

Hebrew was used. By focusing on different domains, using late data, and collapsing 

competences (reading, writing, speaking, oral memory, etc.) and codes, commentators 
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have arrived at widely disparate but equally confident-sounding conclusions about the 

use or non-use of Hebrew, the dominance of Greek or Aramaic, etc. In the present study, 

these pitfalls are avoided by focusing on datable evidence, entering them into the 

linguistic repertoire in various domains, and noting the situations of different 

competences. 

Another reason for this study is that there are potential implications on the 

translation and footnoting of specific Bible verses. For instance, the word Ἑβραϊστι 

(Hebraisti) in the NT is now variously translated as ‘Aramaic’ (e.g. John 5:2 ESV, NET, 

NIV, LEB, NASB footnote) or ‘Hebrew’ (e.g. John 5:2 NASB, CSB, ESV footnote). 

What is the best translation? Beyond the pressing issue of translation, exegesis is the next 

area that can benefit from a clearer picture of the linguistic repertoire of early Roman 

Israel. 

1.2. Brief history of the Land of Israel, 63 BC to AD 135 

Language use is completely interwoven in the fabric of a society. In order to 

understand the sociolinguistic profile of early Roman Israel, background knowledge 

about that society is indispensable. Here is a brief description of the history of the Land 

of Israel (hereafter “the Land”) from 63 BC to AD 135. Information about key events, 
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personages, and groups introduced in this section is useful for comprehending the rest of 

this thesis. 

The Greek language became the language used by the government in the Near 

East, including in the Land, after the Greek Alexander the Great’s conquest (333 BC) 

(Cotton 2000, 1:324). After Alexander died (323 BC), the Land was controlled by the 

Ptolemaic kingdom and the Selucid kingdom in turn. Both kingdoms used Greek for 

government affairs (Graves 2013, 486). In 142 BC, the Jewish Hasmonean family 

established an independent Jewish state in the Land (Graves 2013, 486). 

Between 63 BC and AD 135, the overarching governing political power was the 

Roman Empire. Rome took power in 63 BC. There is no evidence that the Romans forced 

Latin use (Millard 2000, 125-31). On the eve of 63 BC, the independent Jewish state was 

ruled by Aristobulus II, a monarch of the Hasmonean family. His brother Hyrcanus II 

fought him for the kingship. In the midst of this strife, the Roman general Pompey 

invaded Israel in 63 BC. He defeated Aristobulus II and set up Hyrcanus II as puppet 

ruler of the Jewish state (Schäfer 2003, 78). The governor of the Roman province of 

Syria then took control. Hyrcanus II ruled semi-autonomously until 40 BC (Schäfer 2003, 

83). That year the Parthians invaded. Aristobulus II’s son Mattathias Antigonus became 

king under Parthian protection. The Romans appointed Herod, who was an Idumean 
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converted to Judaism, as client king and supported him to defeat Antigonus. He did so in 

37 BC (Schäfer 2003, 87-89). This man, later known as Herod the Great, ruled the Land 

from 37 to 4 BC (Schäfer 2003, 94-99). 

When Herod died in 4 BC, Rome divided his kingdom into three parts, ruled by 

his sons. Archelaus was ethnarch over Judea, Samaria, and Idumea. Antipas was tetrarch 

ruling Galilee and Perea. Philip was tetrarch over Gaulanitis and some other regions 

(Schäfer 2003, 103). Antipas ruled until AD 39. Philip’s tetrarchy included Caesarea 

Philippi and Bethsaida. He ruled until AD 33/34 (Schäfer 2003, 104). Archelaus ruled 

only until AD 6. On his subjects’ complaint against his brutal rule, Rome exiled him. His 

territory became the Roman province Judea governed by Rome directly (Schäfer 2003, 

107). The governor was called procurator. From AD 6 to 41, there were seven 

procurators of Judea, including Pontius Pilate (Schäfer 2003, 110). 

Around AD 37 to 41, Rome gave Agrippa I, a grandson of Herod the Great, the 

title of king as well as Philip’s tetrarchy, Antipas’ tetrarchy, Samaria, and Judea (Schäfer 

2003, 115). He ruled until AD 44 (Schäfer 2003, 115). Thereupon the whole Land of 

Israel became a Roman province. In AD 50, Rome conferred control of the Temple to 

Agrippa I’s son Agrippa II. In AD 53 he received Gaulanitis and some other regions. In 

AD 61 he was given part of Galilee and Perea. He ruled as king until AD 92/93. 
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Afterwards his kingdom became part of the province of Syria (Schäfer 2003, 116), which 

originally consisted of present-day Syria and Lebanon only. 

Map 1. The Land of Israel in AD 1 c. (adapted from Andrew c 2006)3 

 

During AD 44 to 66, there were many Jewish uprisings against Roman authority 

(Schäfer 2003, 117-20). AD 66 saw the start of the First Jewish Revolt (Schäfer 2003, 

                                                 

3 The author of this map requires users to refer to him as Andrew c, even though this does not 

conform with the Chicago style. In the References section of this thesis, see the entry Andrew c. 

2006…for full copyright information. 
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123). The rebels held out in some places for about 5 years. Josephus was sent to Galilee 

as commander of the rebel force (Schäfer 2003, 125). He was defeated by the Romans in 

AD 67 and defected to their side (Schäfer 2003, 126). In AD 70, the Roman general Titus 

suppressed the revolt and the Temple was destroyed. In AD 74, the last stronghold of the 

Jewish rebels, Masada, fell (Schäfer 2003, 127-31). 

After the First Jewish Revolt, Judea was a Roman province, while Agrippa II still 

had part of Galilee, Perea, and some other regions (Schäfer 2003, 116, 135). One-third of 

the Jewish population in the Land died in the revolt (Schäfer 2003, 135). In AD 116 to 

117, the Jews in Cyrenaica, Egypt, Cyprus, and Mesopotamia revolted against Roman 

rule. This is sometimes known as the War of Quietus, perhaps named after the Roman 

general who suppressed the revolt in Mesopotamia and was rewarded with governorship 

of Judea. Perhaps some Jews in Judaea revolted, too (Zeev 2010, 541). 

In AD 132, the Bar Kokhba Revolt broke out in the Land (Schäfer 2003, 149). 

The leader was Shimʿon bar Kosiba; Kokhba ‘star’ is his nickname (Schäfer 2003, 152). 

In AD 135, the Romans suppressed the revolt (Schäfer 2003, 162). Rome rebuilt 

Jerusalem as a Greek-style city and renamed it Aelia Capitolina. Jews were forbidden to 

enter it (Schäfer 2003, 163). The Romans also changed the name of the whole province 

from Judaea to Syria Palestina (H. Eshel 2010, 425). 
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Before AD 70, the Sanhedrin held religious power and some judicial power. 

Headed by the high priest (Schäfer 2003, 136), it was a council of Jewish elders in 

Jerusalem with probably seventy or seventy-one members. Its exact origin and function 

are debated (Evans 2010, 1193-94). It disappeared after AD 70, because after AD 70 no 

one claimed to be high priest anymore (Schäfer 2003, 136). 

Between AD 6 and 74, many Jews in the Land participated in resistance 

movements against Roman rule. These include the proponents of the “Fourth Philosophy,” 

which said that Jews should serve God alone and not the Romans as master (e.g. J.W. 

2.118), bandits, the Sicarii, some priests, the Zealots, John of Gischala, Shimʿon son of 

Giora, and their followers (McLaren 2010, 1135-40). 

Turning now to the history of some religious, ideological, and social movements 

between 63 BC and AD 135, the Pharisees started their movement between 150 and 100 

BC, in Hasmonean times. From 63 BC to AD 70, they had an important role in Jewish 

society (Baumgarten 2000, 2:657). They emphasized “the tradition of the fathers,” i.e. 

behavioral regulations or laws passed down orally as the essential supplement to the 

Written Law (Baumgarten 2000, 2:658-59). Among them, Hillel (fl. 30 BC-AD 10) 

(Schechter and Bacher 1906, 6:397) and Shammai (fl. 50-1 BC) (Mandel 2010, 1224) 

were two important teachers. Their disciples became Beit Hillel and Beit Shammai, 
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which existed in the 1 c. AD and not after that (Jastrow and Mendelsohn 1906, 3:115). 

The Pharisaic movement survived the destruction of the Temple, because they 

reinterpreted worship as consisting of Torah study and observance in daily life (Schäfer 

2003, 162), not animal sacrifices and Temple rituals. After AD 70 rabbi became an 

official title (Schäfer 2003, 137). The continuation of the Pharisaic movement after AD 

70 is usually referred to as Rabbinic Judaism (Schäfer 2003, 73). An important leader 

was Johanan ben Zakkai (Schäfer 2003, 139-41). He made Yavneh in central Israel near 

the Mediterranean coast the base of reorganized Judaism shortly after AD 70 (Schäfer 

2003, 141). The leader of each generation of rabbis was called rabban (Schäfer 2003, 

137). (Some rabbans are relevant to the following discussion and are mentioned in the 

data.) Between AD 120-35, two rabbis were particularly prominent: Rabbi Akiva (ca. AD 

50-135) and Rabbi Ishmael (fl. ca. AD 100-35) (Schäfer 2003, 144). The rabbis kept 

orally passing on memories, traditions, legal rulings, and famous sayings of former days. 

In about AD 200, R. Judah the Patriarch (Judah ha-Nasi or Judah the Prince, frequently 

denoted by just the word Rabbi) committed them to writing, and the collection is called 

the Mishnah (Cohen 2010, 960). 

Another influential Jewish group was the Sadducees. They were already 

functioning at the end of the 2 c. BC or the beginning of the 1 c. BC. They used the 
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Temple as their basis of power. They denied resurrection and the “traditions of the fathers” 

(Main 2000, 2:813-15). They were powerful priests and people related to the high priest 

by marriage and other social relations (Kohler 1906, 10:630). After AD 70, the 

Sadducees as a movement disappeared because the Temple was demolished (Schäfer 

2003, 137). 

The Essene movement started in 152 BC. Qumran inhabitants between 100 BC 

and AD 68 were Jewish Essenes, but there were more Essenes living in other places (Frey 

2010, 602). The Qumran community produced some of the DSS. They believed that their 

leader, the Teacher of Righteousness, revealed the true interpretation of the Hebrew 

Scripture. They believed that they were living in the end time and viewed the Temple in 

Jerusalem as defiled (Frey 2010, 600-01). The Essene movement probably came to an 

end when the Romans destroyed Qumran in AD 68 (Frey 2010, 602). 

Jesus of Nazareth started a weighty Jewish Messianic movement. He was born 

some time before 4 BC (Sanders 2010, 803). He proclaimed that the Kingdom of God 

was at hand. Sometime between AD 29 and 33 he was crucified (Sanders 2010, 803). His 

messianic movement survived the defeat of the First Jewish Revolt. According to the 

fourth-century Christian writer Eusebius, before AD 70, Jerusalem Christians fled to 
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Perea (Hist. eccl. 3.5.3), but between AD 70 and 135 there were Jewish bishops of 

Jerusalem (Hist. eccl. 4.5.1-4, 4.6.1-4). 

1.3. The six codes 

This section introduces the six codes in the three languages in order to provide 

background information for these terminologies in Chapters 2 to 4, and to give the 

rationale for organizing Chapter 5 around them. Three codes are Hebrew, two are 

Aramaic, and one is Greek. 

In this thesis, Smelik’s division of the chronological stages of Hebrew is followed. 

Classical Hebrew (Standard Biblical Hebrew, Classical Biblical Hebrew; henceforth CH) 

refers to the kind of Hebrew found in the majority of the Hebrew Scriptures. Late 

Classical Hebrew (Late Biblical Hebrew; henceforth LCH) is used in biblical books 

written after the Exile, such as Chronicles and Ezra (Sáenz-Badillos 2002, 113-14) and 

the majority of the non-biblical DSS (Rabin 1976, 1015; Sáenz-Badillos 2002, 113; 

Smelik 2010, 130). Middle Hebrew (Tannaitic, Mishnaic, or Rabbinic Hebrew; 

henceforth MH) is the kind of Hebrew used in 4QMMT, the Copper Scroll, Bar Kokhba 

letters, and the Mishnah (Smelik 2010, 124). 

The chronological stages of Aramaic described by Fitzmyer (2000a, 1:48-49) are 

adopted by the present study. Imperial Aramaic (Official Aramaic, Standard Literary 
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Aramaic; henceforth IA) is the code in which Aramaic portions of Ezra and Daniel are 

written (Fitzmyer 2000a, 1:48-49; Greenspahn 2007, 6; Gzella 2015, 205-06). Middle 

Aramaic (henceforth MA) refers to Aramaic used between about 200 BC to AD 200 

(Fitzmyer 2000a, 1:49; Muraoka 2011, xxv). 

Koine Greek chronologically followed Classical Greek, after Alexander the Great 

rose to power in 333 BC. Koine means ‘common’ (Graves 2013, 486). Mussies’s usage 

of the term Koine Greek (henceforth KG) (1976, 1040) is adopted for this thesis. He uses 

it to include “what are regarded as the more colloquial and popular, or even vulgar and 

solecistic types of language” in Koine Greek, as well as “the chancellery style of the legal 

documents and the more literary uses of language, including the archaizing style that 

came into vogue from the reign of Augustus on (‘Atticism’).” For Mussies, “the term 

Koine Greek…is the equivalent of Hellenistic Greek and covers the language of such 

highly Atticizing authors as Aelius Aristides and Lucian of Samosata, as well as the 

clumsy patois of the letters and petitions of Egyptian peasants” (1976, 1040). 

1.4. Thesis overview 

A literature review is presented in chapter 2. Important studies about language use 

in early Roman Israel, published after 1999, are organized into two groups: those which 

emphasize Aramaic and Greek, and those which also emphasize Hebrew. Chapter 3 
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discusses methodological considerations. Additionally, primary sources and issues related 

to their use are described, and the use of domains is clarified. 

Chapter 4 paves the way for the linguistic repertoire by clarifying five important 

questions. First, how should we determine the language of a proper name? Second, how 

to decide whether a word is a loanword from Hebrew to Aramaic or vice versa? Third, 

did Jewish people in Israel in that period do code-mixing? Fourth, is each Semitic word 

in the NT Hebrew, Aramaic, or both? Fifth, does Ἑβραϊστι (Hebraisti) in early Roman 

Israel mean Aramaic, Hebrew, or both? 

Chapter 5 presents the evidence for the use of the six codes by the early Roman 

Israelite population. For each code, domains of use are supported by data. Chapter 6 

involves two other aspects of the sociolinguistic profile: regional distribution of and 

language attitudes toward these languages. And, finally, chapter 7 gives a summary of the 

findings, suggests some implications, and raises questions for further research. 

The main findings of this thesis are as follows. Hebrew and Aramaic were thought 

of as two different languages. Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek were all used in early Roman 

Israel. Middle Hebrew was used in daily life, as well as in many other non-religious 

domains. In some domains, one of these languages was used more frequently. For 

instance, Hebrew was used more frequently than Aramaic or Greek in religion-related 
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domains, but not to the exclusion of Aramaic and Greek. Functional distribution of the 

codes existed, but only to a certain extent. MH, MA, and KG were used side-by-side in 

many domains, and code-mixing is evidenced in some occasions among Israelite 

residents in the early Roman period. 
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2  Literature review 

Many authors have explored the use of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek in early 

Roman Israel. Because related literature is so prolific, this chapter reviews works 

published after 1999 as well as one earlier seminal work. 

Existing literature can be classified into two categories: studies which hold that 

only Aramaic and Greek were widely used in early Roman Israel, and studies which hold 

that Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek were widely used. For each work, I briefly summarize 

its important content and then discuss how it still leaves unanswered questions which this 

study analyzes. 

2.1. Aramaic and Greek 

Some commentators think that Greek and Aramaic were the two main languages 

used in early Roman Judea and Galilee, believing that Hebrew was used to a negligible 

extent, merely in exclusively religious contexts and in Qumran. 

In the 19 c., many scholars believed in the “exclusive Aramaic model” which 

hypothesized that Aramaic had completely replaced Hebrew as a spoken language in 1 c. 

AD in Israel. “Exclusive” here means that Aramaic had excluded Hebrew. Because those 

scholars did not deny that Greek was also used, they thought Greek and Aramaic were the 
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two main languages used in early Roman Israel. Baltes (2014a) traces the origin and 

proponents of the “exclusive Aramaic model” since the 16 c. In the 19 c., proponents 

included Arnold Meyer, Theodor Zahn, and Gustaf Dalman (Baltes 2014a, 15-20). 

Paulston, a sociolinguist rather than a historian, starts by assuming that there was 

a shift from Hebrew to Aramaic and Greek (2000, 83), but she does not provide any 

evidence to support this claim. Her method is to use other speech communities in modern 

times as analogies to facilitate speculation about 1 c. Israel (2000, 83). She is satisfied 

with “working with little or no data” (2000, 84), relying instead on theoretical 

reconstruction. This approach is contrary to the approach of many studies reviewed 

below, as well as that of this thesis. 

Lee proposes Greek and Aramaic bilingualism with code-mixing as the 

description of language use in 1 c. Israel. His position can be summarized thus: “I 

disagree that Hebrew was used in Palestine between 300 BC – 70 AD” (2012, 91), and 

that in 1 c. Israel all kinds of individuals were completely bilingual in Greek and Aramaic 

both because the whole society was bilingual and because of personal factors such as 

family, occupation, etc. (2012, 398). 

Lee’s book-length study is helpful in many regards but is not a satisfactory 

evidence-based sociolinguistic profile, since his methodology involves theoretical 
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inference. He writes, “Contemporary language settings clearly provide data that one may 

attempt to use in order to create theoretical models. These models may then assist in the 

evaluation of ancient linguistic contexts and allow a more confident approach to 

linguistics in the past” (2012, 78). His description of the use of Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, 

and Latin of first-century Israel is extremely cursory, merely one paragraph long for all 

four languages together (2012, 97). It is not substantiated with evidence. Moreover, he 

uses anachronistic data. For instance, he employs y. Soṭah 7.1, 29b about reading the 

Shema in Greek in Caesarea (see  (15) ) sometime between AD 290 and 320 to illustrate 

the situation in the mid 1 c. (2012, 199). 

Ong is another supporter of Greek and Aramaic bilingualism in early Roman 

Israel (2012a; 2012b). He has published several sociolinguistics investigations about 

NT-period Israel. One is a book-length study of the sociolinguistic situation of Jesus’ 

time (2015b). In his later works (Ong 2015a; 2015b), he admits Hebrew into the 

linguistic repertoire, but still thinks that it was limited to the public, formal, and official 

religious setting and the education of some subject matters (Ong 2015b, 226-27). He 

divides Jesus’ sociolinguistic world into six domains: family, friendship, government, 

transaction, religion, and education (2015c, 225-27). He makes many interesting 
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observations connecting sociolinguistic concepts to early Roman Israel, such as 

competences, domains, social network, and language shift. However, his study still leaves 

room for the present study, for the following reasons. 

First, although he raises the issue of language varieties (2015a, 341), he has not 

discussed the domains involving CH, LCH, MH, IA, and MA separately. Second, he sets 

out to demonstrate that “Greek was the lingua franca and prestige language of the speech 

community” (Ong 2015b, 119). This aim limits his study, because the population may not 

necessarily have just one prestige language. It is conceivable that CH had higher prestige 

than Greek in Jewish religion-related domains. 

Third, the real extent of use of MH may not be as small as Ong suggests. He has 

indeed mentioned other scholars’ arguments for more widespread use of Hebrew (Ong 

2015b, 35-44), but brushes them aside for this reason: “archaeological and literary 

evidence for Hebrew have mostly been discovered in locations inhabited by the Qumran 

community” (Ong 2015b, 44). Nevertheless, he himself has touched on Wadi Murabbaʿat 

and Naḥal Ḥever (2015b, 37), which are not Qumran. Section  5.1 of this thesis presents 

more archaeological and literary evidence for Hebrew from different parts of the Land, in 

the regions summed up in  6.1.1, especially in  Table 46. Moreover, ancient peoples lived 
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in religion to a far greater extent than moderns; to them, many aspects of life, if not most, 

were related to religion ( 3.4.2). 

Fourth, Ong touches on the issue of code-switching and code-mixing (2012a, 46ff) 

but only uses data from the NT. He thinks that “the limited amount of textual material in 

the Gospels that reflects such intra- or inter-sentential code-switching instances mitigates 

us from being able to apply it to the linguistic situation of ancient Palestine” (2015a, 344). 

This thesis shows that code-switching instances can be gathered also from other early 

Roman primary sources ( 4.3). 

Gleaves’ research question is whether Aramaic or Greek was the dominant 

language used by Jesus and his contemporaries: “My thesis is that within the region of 

Galilee in Roman Palestine in the first century AD, Greek became the dominant language 

spoken among Jews and Gentiles” (2015, xxiii-xxiv). He believes that Hebrew was 

limited to the Essenes at Qumran, Temple rituals and synagogue worship. “The majority 

of the Jews no longer understood Hebrew” (2015, 2). He uses anachronistic Mishnah 

passages as evidence of Greek Scripture use (2015, 5-7). His method is the kind of 

inference that the current study avoids. For example, he writes: 

I can also safely assume that both Jesus and his disciples were fluent in Greek 

because the cultural landscape of the times demanded such fluency. The knowledge 

that Greek was the common language and that the cultural character of Palestine 
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(especially in Galilee) was primarily Greek provides two major pieces of 

supporting evidence. (Gleaves 2015, 80) 

2.2. Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek 

Other scholars think that Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek were the main languages 

used in early Roman Judea and Galilee. 

An important argument for widespread Hebrew use in that period comes from 

Segal (1927). The Mishnah presents most of its sayings (also called traditions) in Hebrew 

and some sayings in Aramaic. Segal explains the Mishnah’s usefulness in this regard: 

Its trustworthiness is established by the old rule, older than the age of Hillel, that a 

tradition—which, of course, was handed down by word of mouth—must be 

repeated in the exact words of the master from whom it had been learnt: ָאָדם ַחָייב 

ַרּבֹו ִּבְלׁשֹון לֹוַמר  [ḥayyāb ʾādām lômar bilšôn rabbô]. This rule was strictly observed 

throughout the Mishnaic and Talmudic periods (cf. ʿEd. i. 3, with the commentaries; 

Ber. 47 a; Bek. 5 a)….This rule makes it certain that, at least in most cases, the 

sayings of the Rabbis have been handed down in the language in which they had 

originally been expressed. (1927, 19) 

The establishment of the usefulness of the Mishnah in the 1920s (agreed by, e.g., 

Emerton 1973; Rabin 1976, 1032-33, 1020; Safrai 2006, 236) and the discovery of the 

written texts from the Judean Desert since the 1940s have seriously challenged the 

“exclusive Aramaic model” of the 19 c., which said that Aramaic had fully replaced 

Hebrew as spoken language in Israel by the 1 c. On this foundation, decades of research 

have explored the three languages used in early Roman Israel. 
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Millard’s study (2000) surveys the situation of language use in the time of Jesus. 

In chapter 4, he presents evidence of written Aramaic, Greek, Hebrew, and Latin. In 

chapter 5, he discusses some evidence of what he calls multilingualism, i.e. the use of 

multiple languages without more specification of who, when, why, and in what manner of 

combination, such as the use of both Aramaic and Greek on one ossuary (2000, 134), and 

the Latin, Greek, Aramaic, and Hebrew documents found on Masada (2000, 136). After 

these, he concludes about which languages were used: “The haphazardly preserved 

inscriptions and manuscripts of Herodian Palestine leave no room for doubt that all three 

languages [Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew] were current, with Hebrew more widely used than 

many have allowed…” (2000, 138). Chapter 6 discusses what section(s) of the population 

could read or write. In this chapter, some statements are supported by evidence, such as 

the ability of some people who were not scribes to sign the documents found in the Bar 

Kokhba caves (2000, 176-78). Some statements are inferences or speculations, such as: 

“Scribes who copied the Scriptures presumably also wrote legal deeds and other 

documents of daily life, although there would certainly have been many scribes who 

wrote the latter but not the former, as we have observed” (2000, 176). Some statements 
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are buttressed by data of uncertain date and interpretation, such as using Sifre 

Deuteronomy 33 to illustrate people’s ability to read government edicts (2000, 166). 

Millard’s book is a good start for evidence-based understanding of language use 

situation in early Roman Israel. However, some aspects can be improved. First, the data 

he uses come from a very long period. The book’s title is Reading and Writing in the 

Time of Jesus, but he includes evidence from at least 400 years around Jesus’ lifetime, e.g. 

an ostracon of the early 3 c. BC and a Mishnah passage (m. Ketub. 4:12) that does not 

cite any rabbi’s name, thus probably reflecting the ruling of the compiler’s time, i.e. AD 

200 to 220. Moreover, his report includes the partial truth mentioned by Casey (1997, 

326), i.e. only Aramaic words were on the shofar chests. His presentation of the evidence 

of written Aramaic, Greek, and Hebrew and simultaneous use of the languages could 

have been more detailed, comprehensive, and systematic. He has not divided the usage 

into domains or different codes, and he usually cites secondary sources rather than 

primary sources. 

His conclusion regarding the use of written Aramaic leaves something to be 

desired. After surveying evidence of written Aramaic and before doing the same for 

Greek and Hebrew, he writes, “All of these texts show that Aramaic was the dominant 

written language for the people of the land, for affairs of daily life and death and was also 
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actively used for literature” (Millard 2000, 102). One needs to compare the use of written 

Aramaic with written Hebrew and written Greek in order to conclude whether Aramaic 

was dominant in writing-related domains. Moreover, he uses only three domains: daily 

life, death, and literature. These are inadequate. 

Watt (2000b, 34) has sociolinguistic definitions of high and low codes in mind. 

He argues for this linguistic repertoire: 

High 1 = biblical Hebrew (written) 

High 2 = Mishnaic Hebrew (spoken, written) 

Low 1 = Judean Aramaic (spoken, written) 

Low 2 = Galilean Aramaic (distinguishable in speech only) 

Tertiary 1 = Koine Greek (spoken and written) 

Tertiary 2 = Latin (spoken? written?) 

In a later article (Watt 2013, 22), he discusses theoretical conclusions about 

language contact (bilingualism, code-switching) in that society, without giving evidence. 

He also says, 

[W]e can assume that the ancient contact situation enabled many who lived in 

Palestine not only to use multiple languages but to use varieties of those languages 

particular to the perceived needs of each occasion—in speech and in writing. 

Evidence of this fact is plentiful, and there is more to be done as we attempt to 

discern just how these codes interacted at that time. (2013, 22) 
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The present study aspires to heed Watt’s advice: to look at the plentiful evidence 

of the use of multiple languages in Palestine in different occasions, in speech and in 

writing, and how these codes interacted in the form of code-switching. 

In the first part of Safrai’s article (2006), he examines evidence for spoken 

languages. He concludes, 

Although the Jewish inhabitants of the land of Israel in the time of Jesus knew 

Aramaic and used it in their contacts with the ordinary, non-Jewish residents, 

Hebrew was their first or native language. It is especially clear that in enlightened 

circles such as those of Jesus and his disciples, Hebrew was the dominant spoken 

language. (Safrai 2006, 234) 

Galileans’ competence in Hebrew was not worse than that of Judeans’ (Safrai 

2006, 231-32). Greek was the language used by the government (Safrai 2006, 225). In the 

second part, he discusses evidence for “literary languages”; for him, this refers to oral and 

written compositions (Safrai 2006, 235). He argues that midrash, prayers, parables, letters, 

dirges and eulogies, prophecy, and non-rabbinic literature were mainly composed in 

Hebrew. 

Safrai’s article is invaluable in that he has provided many pieces of evidence of 

use of Hebrew and Aramaic in rabbinic literature. Only scholars who are very familiar 

with the vast rabbinic literature can render such service. However, some of his examples 

cannot be securely dated to the early Roman period. As he himself says elsewhere, each 
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single tradition unit in the Mishnah, etc., needs to be dated individually (Safrai 1987, 73). 

Besides, although the second half of his article is organized according to “literary genres, 

works and motifs,” (Safrai 2006, 236) that is still not an analysis by domain. 

Smelik’s article is about the whole Roman period (1 to 6 c. AD). He first says that 

the Romans used Greek to communicate with the subjects of the eastern part of the 

empire and used Latin among the officers themselves (2010, 122). Then he describes how 

we have come to know that MH was spoken: 

The Hebrew Bar Kokhba letters, the Copper Scroll, and 4QMMT show a clear 

affinity with Mishnaic Hebrew, suggesting that its usage extended beyond rabbinic 

circles and preceded the second century CE. Segal’s thesis that Mishnaic Hebrew 

reflects a colloquial dialect of Hebrew has now been widely accepted. (Smelik 

2010, 124) 

Then he explores the possibility of Hebrew dialects, the geographical extent of 

Hebrew use, and the degree to which Hebrew was understood, without conclusive 

answers. Next, he briefly discusses the use of Aramaic and Greek, sociolinguistic aspects, 

language choice, and evidence from inscriptions. 

Smelik (2010, 133) says that Stern (1994, 79) maintains that language was not 

part of Jewish identity. However, what Stern actually writes is that language was “not (or 

hardly) presented [by early rabbinic writings] as distinctive features of Israel” (Stern 
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1994, 79). Stern’s observation is about the conscious presentation of one body of Jewish 

literature, not an objective conclusion about the whole Jewish population. 

Spolsky maintains that Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek together produced “a 

trilingual pattern that was to be a template among Jews living in Palestine or elsewhere in 

the eastern Mediterranean throughout Roman rule during the later Second Temple period, 

and more or less until the Islamic conquest” (2014, 46). He favors “a double diglossia, 

Hebrew as the H [high] language and Aramaic as the L [low] within Palestine, and Greek 

as an H language in Gentile-Jewish interaction” (2014, 52). “High” and “low” refer to the 

high status code and the low status code in a diglossic situation respectively (Wardhaugh 

2010, 85). Spolsky thinks that there was “socially established multilingualism” (2014, 61). 

Spolsky’s chapter is useful, but he has not clearly described the domains, and his scope is 

much larger than ours. Moreover, the labelling of Hebrew and Aramaic as high and low, 

and Greek as high in cross-cultural interaction may be too simple. 

Fassberg (2012) traces the history of research and debate about whether Jesus and 

his contemporary Jews in Israel spoke Aramaic or Hebrew, or both. Besides the 

arguments furnished by Segal (1927) and the DSS, he summarizes other arguments which 

he thinks can further support Hebrew as one of the spoken languages at that time and 

place, such as the use of Hebrew nicknames (Fassberg 2012, 274) and the varieties of 
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Tannaitic Hebrew (i.e. Middle Hebrew) shown in ancient Mishnah mss., characteristic of 

a spoken language rather than a language of the elites confined to liturgical use (Fassberg 

2012, 274-75). His position is that “speakers in Palestine before and after the turn of the 

Common Era were at least bilingual” in Aramaic and Hebrew, “in many cases also 

trilingual with Greek” (Fassberg 2012, 274). 

Contributors to the volume The Language Environment of First Century Judaea 

(Buth and Notley 2014) maintain that Hebrew was alive as a spoken language then. They 

argue this point from various angles. For example, Buth and Pierce (2014) explain why it 

is more reasonable to understand the Greek word Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) in the NT and 

Josephus as referring to Hebrew, not Aramaic. Baltes (2014b) presents a summary of 

epigraphic evidence. However, the book does not contain any systematic presentation of 

a sociolinguistic profile of that time and place. 

2.3. Conclusion 

Although there is some discussion of the sociolinguistics, domains, codes, and 

language competences of 1 c. Israelite population, there is not yet any evidence-based 

sociolinguistic profile. Moreover, no work has pointed out how a clear sociolinguistic 

picture may affect the translating and footnoting of specific Bible verses.
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3  Methodological considerations 

3.1. General method 

The major method for this study is to collect evidence from primary sources and 

classify them into the right categories, enlightened by a broader understanding of social 

settings and practices, so that a clearer pattern of language use in early Roman Israel can 

emerge. The evidence presented here is not exhaustive. The list of primary sources 

defined by the current study is found in section  3.3. In these bodies of literature, only 

those portions composed in or highly relevant to the Jewish regions in the Land of Israel 

and dated between 63 BC and AD 135 are used as sources. 

“Collecting evidence” does not mean reading through the primary sources or 

conducting exhaustive searches in them, which would be ideal but too enormous a task 

for this thesis. Rather, it refers to collecting pieces of evidence mentioned in secondary 

literature, checking them against the primary sources, garnering additional evidence when 

perusing primary sources in this process, and relying on whatever familiarity I already 

have with the primary sources to look for more data. 
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Claims or conclusions found in the secondary literature are not automatically used 

as evidence. Rather, the arguments behind those claims are analyzed. If those arguments 

do not include support from any primary source, that claim is unusable. References to 

primary sources are verified, including the date and region, as well as whether they really 

support those claims. The verified items are compiled into the appropriate sections of this 

thesis. 

Most of the useful primary data was discovered by other authors, and it is 

collected here as a result of reading and checking secondary literature. It would be too 

tedious to acknowledge the authors who first pointed out the usefulness of each piece of 

data. Moreover, all the primary sources are available for public access. Therefore, I 

collectively acknowledge and thank them here. 

3.2. Evidence-based 

3.2.1. Not starting with any model 

This study is interested in laying out the facts in a systematic way, according to 

the structure that emerges in the data, rather than fitting the data into any model, such as 

those about diglossia. Diglossia means that in a society, one code is used in one set of 

circumstances and another code is used in a wholly different set of circumstances 
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(Wardhaugh 2010, 85).4 This is found to be unhelpful for early Roman Israel (Paulston 

2000, 89; Smelik 2010, 131-32; Lee 2012, 96). In section  5.4, the summary of evidence 

for codes used in various domains, a pattern emerges for the matching of codes and sets 

of circumstances, and this situation really is not diglossia. 

3.2.2. Evidence-based, not inference-based 

As mentioned in section 1.1, evidence is relied on, rather than theoretical 

inference or speculation, as far as possible in this study. Looking for evidence in 

surviving written texts does not mean taking the statements of ancient authors at face 

value; each author wrote with his own motivation and was prone to present facts with 

words that suited his purposes. This study utilizes careful analysis of those ancient 

writings and distills useful data about the sociolinguistic profile. Often the information or 

attitude incidentally disclosed by the authors is a valuable reflection of the situation. 

There is a limit to how much we can know about the spoken forms by way of the 

written forms. 

One need bear in mind that writing as one speaks is a very modern practice. Prior to 

the introduction of such a practice virtually everything written down was distinct, 

                                                 

4 There are different definitions of diglossia. This study adheres to Wardhaugh’s (2010) definition. 
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to varying degrees, from what it would appear in its spoken variety anywhere in the 

world and in any language… (Muraoka 2011, xxvii) 

However, we can still know something about speech from writing. For example, 

“certain spelling practices such as phonetic spelling departing from the standard 

orthography…can be explained as cases of intrusion of one language variety [the spoken] 

into the other [the written]” (Muroaka 2011, xxvii). 

3.2.3. NT calques are not evidence for Hebrew or Aramaic 

It is often argued that because certain Greek NT words come from a Hebrew or 

Aramaic idiom, those words were originally in Hebrew or Aramaic.5 ‘Flesh and blood’ 

(e.g. Matt 16:17) meaning ‘human-being’ is such an example (Grintz 1960, 36; Joosten 

and Kister 2010, 336-37). Although this calque in Greek may reflect that Jesus originally 

spoke that phrase in MH, this is not entirely sure. This is because, even if a 

Hebrew-speaker was writing in Greek or dictating in Greek to a scribe, the text may still 

contain such calques as a result of interference happening in the speaker’s mind. This is 

proven by ‘flesh and blood’ meaning ‘mere human-being(s)’ in 1 Co 15:10, Gal 1:16, and 

Eph 6:12. Presumably no one would argue for Hebrew originals for these epistles. 

                                                 

5 For discussion of the claim that the NT or some books therein were originally written in Aramaic, 

see section  5.2.2.13. 
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3.3. Primary Sources 

This study uses works that were composed in early Roman period Israel or in this 

period outside Israel but highly relevant to things that happened there. This section 

briefly presents some information and issues related to the primary sources. 

3.3.1. New Testament 

NA28 (German Bible Society 2016) is used for the Greek text of the NT in this 

thesis. Some NT books may not have been written in the Land, but all of them are highly 

relevant to things that happened there. Bible quotes in English are from the English 

Standard Version unless otherwise stated. 

3.3.2. Rabbinic traditions 

A “rabbinic tradition” refers to a content unit in rabbinic works such as the 

Mishnah and the Tosefta. Because each of them has been passed down, they are called 

“traditions.” For example, here is one rabbinic tradition: “The Aramaic sections in Ezra 

and Daniel render unclean the hands. If an Aramaic section was written in Hebrew, or a 

Hebrew section was written in Aramaic, or Hebrew script, it does not render unclean the 

hands” (m. Yad. 4:5). 
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Here is a brief introduction to the dates of the rabbinic works mentioned in this 

thesis. Some rabbinic works are Tannaitic. Tannaim refers to rabbinic teachers between 

about 50 BC to AD 220 (Evans 2005, 217). Tannaitic works were redacted in the 3 c. AD 

and may contain rabbinic traditions from the 1 c. BC up to that time. Examples are the 

Mishnah (abbreviated as m.), the Tosefta (abbreviated as t.), ʾAbot de Rabbi Nathan 

(version A abbreviated as ARN A, version B abbreviated as ARN B; Evans 2005, 229), 

and Halakhic Midrashim such as Mekilta and Sifre Deuteronomy (Evans 2005, 231). All 

these works were written in MH, with sporadic Aramaic words or sentences. Megillat 

Taʿanit dates from the end of the Second Temple period (Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn, and Millar 

2012, 143; Safrai 1987, 84). Midrash Tannaim to Deuteronomy (Hoffman 1908-09) was 

a reconstruction of a Tannaitic midrash to Deuteronomy from several textual sources 

(Strack and Stemberger 1996, 273-75). Sifre Numbers was probably redacted during AD 

250-300 (Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn, and Millar 2012, 69) or AD 350-400 (Evan 2005, 235). It 

uses Mishnaic Hebrew (Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn, and Millar 2012, 70) and contains Tannaitic 

traditions (Evan 2005, 235). 

Some rabbinic works are Amoraic. Amoraim refers to rabbinic teachers between 

AD 200 and 500 (Evan 2005, 217). Amoraic works may contain earlier traditions. 
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Examples include the Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud, edited in AD 350-400 

(Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn, and Millar 2012, 30) and the Babylonian Talmud, redacted in the 

6-7 c. AD (Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn, and Millar 2012, 34-35). 

Some traditions in Amoraic literature may shed light on language use in early 

Roman Israel. “Statements of Tannaim quoted in amoraic literature, whether early or late, 

are always in Hebrew. This holds true throughout all rabbinic literature, early and late, 

whether created in the land of Israel or in Babylonia” (Safrai 2006, 236; so also Rabin 

1976, 1032-33). 

The use of rabbinic traditions requires two kinds of caution: assessment of date 

and content reliability. How do we assess the date of a rabbinic tradition? As mentioned 

above, each tradition needs to be dated individually (Safrai 1987, 73). The dates of the 

final redactions of rabbinic works may not be the dates of each individual tradition. There 

are guidelines to date individual rabbinic traditions with certain levels of confidence, 

such as attribution of a named rabbi (Safrai 1987, 73). Instone-Brewer dates some 

rabbinic traditions with thirteen levels of confidence (2004, 40). 

About the reliability of content and attribution, some authors, especially those 

influenced by Neusner, require external primary sources (such as archaeology) or 
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evidence from the chronological development of rabbinic ideas as substantiation. If 

neither is available, they assume that the rabbinic tradition is unreliable. Along the same 

line, Stemberger thinks that names of rabbis who lived earlier than AD 70 are not reliable 

for dating, because traditions may be attributed to famous rabbis as pseudepigraphy 

(2009, 87). This approach treats rabbinic traditions as untruthful unless proven true. 

Other authors, such as Feldman (2001, 213) assume the opposite: rabbinic 

traditions are truthful unless proven untrue. Some of Feldman’s arguments for this 

assumption are: “It is much more difficult to tell a lie, especially systematically, than to 

tell the truth” (2001, 213); the rabbis valued accurate transmission of traditions highly, as 

demonstrated by b. Meg. 15a: “Whoever reports a saying in the name of its originator 

brings deliverance to the world” (2001, 214). Instone-Brewer’s attitude has the same 

effect. He says, 

The attribution of a saying to a named rabbi cannot be assumed to be correct, but 

extensive historico-critical work has suggested that such attributions are generally 

correct. Even when the attribution is suspect, the saying can usually be assumed to 

date from the same time period as the person to whom it has been attributed. (2004, 

31) 

This study follows a middle way between these two kinds of assumptions. I 

assume that rabbinic traditions are informative to some extent, i.e. we can learn 

something about the past from them, either directly or indirectly, with various degree of 
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confidence, depending on existing analysis of the attribution, date, and content of each 

rabbinic tradition. There is much research into the reliability and dates of bodies of 

rabbinic literature to help us make these decisions. For example, Rosen-Zvi has 

demonstrated that the m. Soṭah procedures that deal with suspected adulteresses when the 

Temple was still standing were not true (2012, 153-82). 

If the Mishnah attributes a tradition to or associates a tradition with a named rabbi 

or person between AD 70 and 200, the period when that person flourished can be safely 

taken to be the date of that tradition (Stemberger 2009, 87-88). 

There are several resources to consult for the dates of named rabbis, including the 

online version of Jewish Encyclopedia (Singer 1901-06) and Frieman’s book Who’s Who 

in the Talmud (1995). Instone-Brewer’s website shows dating information for each 

named rabbi (2008). Instone-Brewer’s website looks the most convenient, but is not 

perfect, for it contains some dating errors (e.g. in m. Šeqal. 5:1). 

How reliable are mishnaic traditions around the Temple and its activities? Some 

scholars ascribe low reliability to them (e.g. Stemberger 2009, 86). Rosen-Zvi (2012) 

uses the suspected adulteress ritual and the Atonement Day ritual as examples of 

unreliable descriptions. On the other hand, there are Temple rituals in the Mishnah which 
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“are founded on traditions that are clearly historical” (2012, 241), “for example, the 

description of the preparation of the water by children in m. Parah 3:2, with an explicit 

rejection of this practice at Qumran (4Q271 2:13)” (2012, 241). Therefore, just like other 

rabbinic traditions, ideally, we need to evaluate the reliability of the Mishnah’s various 

descriptions of Temple practices one by one. 

To sum up, when this study considers the use of rabbinic traditions, each tradition 

is assessed individually for date and content reliability. When there is no reason to doubt 

these, or when the above guidelines allow, the attribution to the named rabbi, the events 

described, and the language used are considered credible. 

3.3.2.1. Unusable rabbinic traditions for early Roman Israel 

At this point it is appropriate to list some rabbinic traditions that cannot support 

claims about language use in early Roman Israel. These traditions are often cited as if 

they depict early Roman situations, but actually come from later dates, are undatable, or 

have contents that cannot be counted on as historical truth. 

AD 135-170 

(1)  y. Soṭah 7.1, 29a-29b (cf. m. Soṭah 7.1) 

“These are said in any language: soṭah [Num 5:19-22]…Shema, [Deut 6:4-9], the 
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Prayer, Grace after Meals.… ‘In any language which she understands,’ the words of 

R. Josiah.” This rabbi was active AD 135-70 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

(2)  m. Meg. 4:10 

It mentions R. Judah and R. Eleazar who had additional rulings related to the 

practice of orally translating Scripture passages in synagogues. They were active AD 

135-70 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

(3)  m. Meg. 1:8 

Scripture scrolls were allowed to be written in non-Hebrew languages. R. Shimʿon 

ben Gamaliel says that books of the Scripture also were permitted to be written only 

in Greek. There were two rabbans with this name. This is the later one (fl. AD 

140-65, Bacher and Lauterbach 1906, 11:347-48; Novoseller 1988, 20). 

(4)  m. Giṭ. 9:3 

Bill of divorce in Aramaic. This tradition mentions R. Judah (fl. AD 135-70 

(Instone-Brewer 2008). 

AD 201-250 

Many traditions in the Mishnah are not preceded by any rabbi’s name. They may 

be the rulings of the generation of R. Judah the Patriarch, near AD 200. Traditions 

attributed to him also naturally belong here. 

(5)  m. Giṭ. 9:8. Bill of divorce in Greek. 

(6)  m. Ketub. 4:7-12; m. Qidd. 4:1. Marriage contracts in Hebrew and Aramaic. 
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(7)  m. Meg. 4:4 mentions an interpreter or translator in synagogues for readings from the 

Torah and the Prophets. 

(8)  m. Meg. 2:1. Reading the Book of Esther in other languages. 

(9)  m. Yad. 4:5. Scripture scrolls apart from Ezra and Daniel written in Aramaic. 

(10)  b. B. Qam. 82b 

“Rabbi said: ‘In the Land of Israel why (does one use) Aramaic? One should use 

either the Holy Tongue or Greek.” 

(11)  b. Roš Haš. 26b and b. Meg. 18a relate that the handmaid of Rabbi knew the 

meaning of certain Hebrew words while the rabbis did not. 

(12)  b. ʿErub. 53a 

Rab Judah cited Rab as criticising Galileans’ language use. Rab Judah was active in 

Babylonia in AD 250 to 290 (Instone-Brewer 2008). Rab was active in Babylonia in 

AD 220 to 250 (Frieman 1995, 252). 

AD 201-300 

(13)  y. Meg. 1.9, 10a; y. Soṭah 7.2, 30a 

“Greek for song, Latin for war, Aramaic for dirges, and Hebrew for speaking.” This 

was said by R. Jonathan of Bet Gubrin, active in the 3 c. AD (Schechter and 

Mendelsohn 1906, 7:234; Emerton 1973, 15). 

AD 251-290 

(14)  y. Šabb. 6:1, 7d 

“R. Abbahu in the name of R. Yohanan, ‘It is permitted for a man to teach Greek to 
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his daughter, because such learning is an ornament for her.’” R. Yohanan was active 

AD 250-90 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

AD 290-320 

(15)  y. Soṭah 7.1, 29b 

“R. Levi bar Haitah (Chaysa or Haita) went to Caesarea. He heard them read the 

Shema in Greek. He wanted to stop them from doing so. R. Yose heard and was 

angered. He said, ‘Should I say, “He who does not know how to read them in 

Assyrian letters [of Hebrew] should not read them at all”? Rather one fulfills his 

obligation in any language which he knows.’” R. Levi ben Haitah was active in AD 

290 to 320 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

(16)  b. ʿErub. 53b 

R. Abba referred to the Judeans’ and the Galileans’ pronunciation of gutturals. This 

rabbi was active in Babylonia in AD 290 to 320 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

Undatable 

(17)  b. Ber. 32a 

R. Eleazar also said: Moses spoke insolently towards heaven, as it says, And Moses 

prayed unto the Lord. Read not ʾel [unto] the Lord, but ʿal [upon] the Lord, for so in 

the school of R. Eliezer ʾalefs were pronounced like ʿayins and ʿayins like ʾalefs. 

Instone-Brewer’s website (2008) shows that there were two rabbis Eleazar and 

two rabbis Eliezer, belonging to different eras. Because R. Eleazar mentioned what 

happened in R. Eliezer’s school, R. Eleazar should be active at the same time or later then 
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R. Eliezer. Both of the possible active dates for R. Eliezer could fit this situation. Thus, 

this tradition cannot be dated. 

(18)  t. Qidd. 1.11 

“What is a commandment pertaining to the father concerning the son [m.Qid.1:7]? 

To circumcize him, to redeem him [if he is kidnapped], to teach him Torah, to teach 

him a trade, and to marry him off to a girl.” No name of any rabbi is mentioned. The 

redaction date of the Tosefta is uncertain. 

(19)  t. Meg. 3:13 

“A synagogue of non-Hebrew speakers, if there is someone among them who can 

read [the Torah] in Hebrew, he should commence and conclude in Hebrew [reading 

the middle part in Greek]. If only one person is able to read, then only he should 

read.” No name of any rabbi is mentioned. The redaction date of the Tosefta is 

uncertain. 

(20)  Sifre Deuteronomy 46 

“The Sages have said: Once an infant begins to talk, his father should converse with 

him in the Holy Tongue…” (Hammer trans. 1986, 98). It is not sure that all sayings 

in Sifre Deuteronomy originate before AD 135. 

(21)  m. ʾAbot 5:21 

“He used to say: At five years old [one is fit] for the Scripture, at ten years for the 

Mishnah, at thirteen for [the fulfilling of] the commandments, at fifteen for the 

Talmud…” The text as it now stands attributes this tradition to Judah ben Tema (in 

m. ʾAbot 5:20). Danby dates him to the end of the 2 c. (1933, 458). Instone-Brewer 

(2008) indicates that he was active AD 170-220. Moreover, m. ʾAbot 5:21 is 

generally recognized as a later addition to ʾAbot (Lightstone 2017, 41). MS 

Kaufmann of Mishnah, the best ms., does not contain this passage. 
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Unreliable content 

(22)  m. Soṭah 7:8 

King Agrippa read a Torah passage, and the sages dialogued with him. Daniel 

Schwartz reviews many studies and concludes that it is unclear whether this passage 

refers to Agrippa I or II (1990, 159-62). 

(23)  t. Soṭah 2:1; y. Soṭah 7.1, 29a-29b 

The priest should explain to a woman accused of adultery in her mother tongue. 

Rosen-Zvi has proven that the whole set of procedures is not a reliable description of 

what happened in Temple times (2012, 153-82). 

(24)  b. Yoma 53b 

On the Day of Atonement, the high priest said a prayer containing an Aramaic 

sentence. Safrai argues that this “certainly does not reflect the reality of the end of 

the Second Temple period,” the reasons being: first, it does not appear in the parallel 

passage in y. Yoma 42c; second, this Aramaic prayer has been taken from Targum 

Onkelos on Genesis 49:10 (2006, 238). 

(25)  b. Ned. 66b 

A Babylonian man went to Palestine and got married with a woman there. His wife 

misunderstood his speech, acted on his orders wrongly, and ended up hitting the 

head of a sage with two candles. The sage lived in the 1 c. BC. This story is too 

humorous and is written with a certain motivation, so that it is unlikely to be a report 

of historical truth (Kiperwasser 2017). 

(26)  t. Soṭah 13:6 

Shimʿon the Righteous heard a heavenly voice about the Roman emperor Gaius 

Caligula, in Aramaic. The content is unreliable because Shimʿon the Righteous did 

not live in Roman times (Tropper 2013, 20). 
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3.3.3. Written texts from the Judean Desert 

This category includes the DSS found in Qumran and ancient written materials 

found in other locations in the Judean Desert. 

The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library (Israel Antiquities Authority 

2019) is a useful database. It actually contains information about almost all the written 

texts from the Judean Desert. In this thesis, its ms. dating is used, unless otherwise stated. 

On this website, the “Herodian Period” means 37 BC to AD 73, while the “Roman Period” 

refers to 63 BC to AD 324. Because of what is known about the texts, these “Roman 

Period” mss. actually date to 63 BC to AD 135. The dates refer to the manuscript’s date, 

not the composition date of the work itself. For example, the Book of Jubilees was 

composed in the 2 c. BC (Wintermute 1985, 44), while 11Q12 is a Herodian copy of it. 

As for deeds of sales, marriage contracts, etc., the manuscript’s date equals the 

composition date. 

3.3.3.1. Dead Sea Scrolls 

That a DSS of a certain work (e.g. a pseudepigraphon) existed in the early Roman 

period does not entail that it was read or used, because the scroll might be simply stored. 

For an analogy, in large modern libraries there are many old books printed in the 19 c. 
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This does not prove that nowadays the people living near that library read those books. A 

better way to argue that the Qumran community read or use a certain work in the early 

Roman period is by citing a ms. copied in this period. Copying seems to imply reading, at 

least once by the scribe. Another way is to cite a DSS composed in this period that quotes 

or comments on that work. 

The composition dates of many DSS cannot be found in the literature in a 

convenient way. To pinpoint the composition dates of all the DSS is beyond the scope of 

the present study. Scrolls that have an easily determined composition date are used as 

evidence for composing in that code. 

Among the DSS, Genesis Apocryphon (1Q20) is frequently regarded as reflecting 

language use in the early Roman period. Actually its composition date is disputed. 

Fitzmyer dates its composition to the mid-1 c. BC (2004, 28). Machiela reviews many 

proposals, adds his own and suggests the late 3 c. to the early 2 c. BC (2009, 17). Esther 

Eshel says that it is “generally dated to the second or first century B.C.E., but an earlier 

date in the third century B.C.E. should not be ruled out” (2010, 664). Thus, in the present 

study it is not included as a work composed in the early Roman period. 
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3.3.3.2. Other written texts from the Judean Desert 

There are several important groups of texts. One group is called the Bar Kokhba 

Letters, written by this revolt leader. Another group is the Babatha Archive. Babatha was 

a Jewish woman who lived originally in the village of Maoza (Lewis, Yadin, and 

Greenfield 1989, 20). About AD 132, she and her family fled from Maoza to Naḥal 

Ḥever as the revolt broke out (Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 1989, 4). She was quite 

wealthy (Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 1989, 22) and brought with her documents from 

AD 93-132 (Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 1989, 4). Yet another group is the archive of 

Eliezer son of Shemuel (Yadin et al. 2002, 2), a wealthy farmer from Engedi (Wise 2010, 

374). 

All these groups of texts were discovered at Naḥal Ḥever, near the west bank of 

the Dead Sea, south of Engedi (Yadin et al.  2002, 2). These mss. are designated by the 

abbreviations P. Yadin, 5/6Ḥev, or 5/6HEV (The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital 

Library) interchangeably. Besides, there are other written texts discovered at various 

locations and belonging to various people, such as at Masada and Jericho, dating to the 

early Roman period. 
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3.3.4. OT Pseudepigrapha and Apocrypha 

Among the Old Testament (OT) Apocrypha, only chapters 3 to 14 of 2 Esdras 

were composed in early Roman Israel. Those chapters are alternatively called 4 Ezra, 

customarily included in the Pseudepigrapha. 

The following OT Pseudepigrapha are counted among the primary sources of this 

thesis, probably composed in Israel in the early Roman period: 2 Baruch (Henze 2010, 

427; Klijn 1983, 617); 4 Baruch (Herzer 2010, 431); 4 Ezra (Metzger 1983, 520); the 

Apocalypse of Abraham (Rubinkiewicz 1983, 683; Harlow 2010, 297); Assumption of 

Moses (Testament of Moses) (Priest 1983, 921; Tromp 1993, 116-17; Keddie 2013, 335); 

Psalms of Solomon (Joosten 2003, 31; R. Wright 1985, 641); and Pseudo-Philo (Biblical 

Antiquities) (Murphy 2010, 440; Harrington 1985, 299-300). 

Some OT Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha are often mentioned in scholarly 

literature about language use in NT times, and some information in them is relevant for 

this study, but they were not or cannot be proven to be composed in early Roman Israel. 1 

Enoch is not one of the primary sources of the present study because its books 1, 3, 4, and 

5 were composed earlier than 163 BC (Nickelsburg 2000, 1:250). Although book 2 

(chapters 37-71) dates to the turn of the era (Nickelsburg 2000, 1:250; Greenfield and 
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Stone 1977), there is no conclusive evidence about its original language. Chapters 106 

and 107 may date from the mid 2 c. BC to the early 1 c. BC (Machiela 2009, 12). Ben 

Sira was composed in Hebrew between 195-180 BC and translated into Greek in about 

132 BC (B. Wright 2000, 1:91-93). Jubilees dates to the 2 c. BC (Wintermute 1985, 44). 

It was written in Hebrew (Wintermute 1985, 43; VanderKam 2000, 1:435). The Letter of 

Aristeas was composed by a Jew, perhaps in Alexandria. Shutt says that most studies date 

it to between 150-100 BC, while he favors ca. 170 BC (1985, 8). 

3.3.5. Josephus 

The Jewish man Josephus (AD 37/38-early 2 c.) wrote four Greek works which 

have become important primary sources for understanding the society of early Roman 

Israel, although he did not compose these books while living in Israel. He joined the First 

Jewish Revolt (AD 66-70) as a Galilean commander against the Romans. Then he 

defected to the Roman side. After AD 70, he went to live in Rome and was granted 

Roman citizenship. There, he composed the Jewish War (J.W.), Antiquities of the Jews 

(A.J.), his autobiography Life, and Against Apion (Ag. Ap.) (Evans 2005, 173-74). 
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3.3.6. Inscriptions 

Inscriptions from the Land in the early Roman period are consulted in the four 

volumes of Corpus Inscriptionum Iudaeae/Palestinae (CIIP), which cover Jerusalem, 

Caesarea, the Middle Coast, the South Coast, Judea, and Idumea (more volumes are 

forthcoming). This multivolume corpus includes all inscriptions in all the languages 

(Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Aramaic, etc.) found in Israel or Palestine from 333 BC to the 7 c. 

AD (Cotton et al. 2010, v). Mass-produced inscriptions such as impressions of 

amphora-handle stamps, brick stamps etc. are not included (Cotton et al. 2010, vii). Many 

inscriptions from Masada are not included in CIIP, but can be consulted in the reports by 

Yadin and Naveh (1989). As for inscriptions from Galilee, Scott Charlesworth’s list 

(2016) provides the data for this analysis. Note that the inscription of the Ordinance of 

Caesar is purportedly from 1 c. Nazareth (e.g. Kee 1992, 20; van der Horst 2001, 162; 

Lee 2012, 107), but actually “the provenance of this discovery has never been confirmed; 

it may well have come from one of the cities of the Decapolis” (Evans 2003, 35). 

In the present study, all CIIP inscriptions in Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek that are 

dated to the early Roman period are used. Some inscriptions are dated more precisely, e.g. 

because they mentioned a certain year of a ruler. For such cases, only those between 63 
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BC and 135 AD are included. The majority of the inscriptions are dated to a longer 

period. This study only includes all of those dated to the 1 c. BC, because only 37 years 

of the estimated period are outside the stated scope; those dated to the 1 c. BC and the 1 c. 

AD, for the same reason; those dated to the 1 c. AD; and those whose dating include the 

early 2 c. AD. Those dated solely to the 2 c. AD or to the 1 c. and 2 c. AD are excluded 

because as many as 65 years of the estimated period are outside the stated scope. 

There are existing summaries of inscriptional evidence about the use of Greek, 

Aramaic, and Hebrew in Israel or Palestine (van der Horst 2010; Lee 2012, 106; Baltes 

2014b), but they cannot be directly adopted, because the time frames and criteria are 

different. 

Within the examples of inscription texts, sometimes the Hebrew, Aramaic, or 

Greek text is presented, as samples to let readers have a more authentic impression of the 

language use. English translation is also supplied. Because of limited space, sometimes 

only English translations are given, together with indicators of the languages. 

The following illustrates the treatment of some words frequently found in 

inscriptions. Names with Semitic etymology written in Greek are classified as Greek (see 

section  4.1 for how to determine the language of proper names). בן (bn) is Hebrew for 
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‘son of.’ This word is not in the Aramaic lexicon, as can be verified in the 

Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon Project (Hebrew Union College, n.d.; henceforth CAL; 

see  3.5.2). בר (br) ‘son of’ is both Hebrew and Aramaic, because it is in both lexicons 

(see  (94) ). בת (bt) ‘daughter of’ is both Hebrew and Aramaic. Although ‘daughter’ in 

Aramaic is ברת (brt), “the construct state is regularly pronounced and spelled baṯ” (CAL 

s.v. “brh, brtˀ”). Other words that are both Hebrew or Aramaic are: בני (bny) ‘sons of;’ מן 

(mn) ‘from;’ אחי (ʾḥy) ‘my brother;’ אבא (ʾbʾ) ‘father’ (see  (94) ) or the proper name 

‘Abba;’ and אמא (ʾmʾ) or אמה (ʾmh) ‘mother’ (Maʾagarim; CAL s.v. “ˀm, ˀmˀ”) or the 

proper name ‘Imma.’ אמא (ʾmʾ) ‘mother’ belongs to the Hebrew lexicon, as can be 

verified in the Maʾagarim website hosted by the Academy of the Hebrew Language 

(henceforth Maʾagarim; see  3.5.2). אשת (ʾšt) is Hebrew ‘wife of,’ while אתת (ʾtt) and אנתת 

(ʾntt) are Aramaic ‘wife of.’ For ease of reading, all upper case Greek letters are 

represented in lower case in this thesis. 

Smelik reminds us that “by default, epigraphic language selection does not reflect 

the vernacular of those who commissioned or executed the inscription” (2010, 136). In 

this thesis, conclusions are not made beyond what can be legitimately concluded from 

inscriptions. 
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Epigraphy on coins is a special kind of inscription. Since coins were issued by the 

ruling authorities, numismatic inscriptions often reflect the ideologies which they wanted 

to promote among their subjects. Meshorer’s Ancient Jewish Coinage volumes 1 and 2 

(1982a and 1982b) are used. 

3.3.7. Not included in the primary sources 

No early Christian work, except the NT, has been found useful for shedding light 

on language use in early Roman Israel in the secondary literature consulted here. Didache 

may have been composed in the 1 c. AD, but its provenance is unknown (Chapman 1908, 

4:779-81). The non-canonical Epistle of Barnabas was written possibly in Egypt in the 

130s (Paget 2007, 75). These two works were possibly composed in the early Roman 

period, but not in Israel (or not proven to be there). Therefore, they are excluded as 

primary sources of this thesis. 

The targumim are also not counted as primary sources for this study. This word 

refers to Aramaic translations of the Hebrew Bible transmitted under rabbinic auspices, 

such as Targum Onkelos, Targum Jonathan, and Targum Pseudo-Jonathan. Their dating 

is uncertain, and there is no evidence that they were used in 1 c. synagogues. The earliest 

existing targumim date from the 3 c. AD (Fraade 2010, 1278). “The custom of translating 
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the readings of the Torah and Prophets into Aramaic is not mentioned in any source 

before approximately 140 C.E.” (Safrai 2006, 228). 

Philo’s works are not included as primary sources because he lived in Alexandria 

in Egypt. Only passages that are relevant to the situation in Palestine are consulted. 

Samaritan works are not included as primary sources because the focus of this 

study is the territories inhibited by Jews. 

3.4. Domains of language use 

In this thesis, the evidence of the use of each code is classified into domains 

(Fishman 1965, 72-75). This section first discusses which domains are used in this thesis, 

and then explains the treatment of education and religion in more detail. 

The domains used for early Roman Israel should not be exactly the same as those 

used in contemporary sociolinguistic investigations. Because there is no exhaustive and 

unified list of domains that fits every speech community (Fishman 1965, 73), it is better 

to tailor-make sociolinguistic domains for the Israelite society in early Roman times, 

according to their social reality. “The appropriate designation and definition of domains 

of language behavior obviously calls for considerable insight into the socio-cultural 

dynamics of particular multilingual speech communities at particular periods in their 
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history” (Fishman 1972, 19). We need a different way to “carve up” reality for early 

Roman Israel, approximating their emic point of view. Ong uses the following domains: 

family, friendship, transaction, religion, education, and government (2015c, 122, 

194-227). These categories are too broad and unnuanced for the early Roman Israelite 

society. Because every domain is a combination of topic, setting, and participants, each 

of the domains used by Ong should be further divided into more domains. Take education 

as an example. Two different subject matters as topics of education (e.g. Torah 

commandments or Greek language) would make two different domains. Three different 

settings (e.g. mountain slopes, the Temple, homes) would make three different domains. 

Potentially there would be half a dozen domains in early Roman Israel related to 

education, if not more. 

Most authors who discuss language use around Jesus’ times do not use the 

terminology of domains, but use other labels, such as “genres” (e.g. Safrai 2006, 235). 

Some of those labels can be better differentiated or clarified and then used in the domain 

labels of the present study. Commentators talk about law or legal texts, but this is 

potentially confusing, because some authors use these words to refer to the laws enforced 

by the Roman government (thus encompassing business contracts, etc.), while some 
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authors use them to talk about religious laws recognized as coming from Hebrew 

Scripture or oral tradition of the fathers (thus including Sabbath laws, etc.). A second 

group of labels include administrative, commercial, economic, fiscal, business, 

non-literary, contract, and documentary, referring to letters, deeds of sales, marriage 

contracts, bills of divorce, court notices, etc. found in the Judean Desert, used by various 

authors and publications. In this thesis they are instead categorized under various 

domains. 

In this thesis, each domain label usually consists of a topic, a setting, and a 

participant group. For example, Community administration: Israel: Jews and Community 

administration: Qumran: Jews are two domain labels. However, in many cases the 

domain labels of the present study cannot be constructed this way. This is because much 

of the data is written or inscribed text, not spoken utterance. Any written text is produced 

in a certain combination of setting, topic, and participants, but can be conveyed to other 

settings, used for other topics, and by other participants. Thus, it is somewhat tricky to 

specify what the domain of a written text is. This study decides on domain labels for 

these texts by considering each case. Following is an explanation of some of the domain 

labels used (in bold-type). 
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Any topic: Israel: God or angels. This includes heavenly voices heard by 

people. 

Community administration: Israel: Gentiles. Examples are city council 

monuments. 

Community administration: Israel: Jews. Synagogues administration is 

included in this domain (see section  3.4.2 for why it is not purely in a religion-related 

domain). 

Community administration: Qumran: Essenes. Because some people think that 

the Qumran community was quite different from the rest of the Jewish population, 

Qumran is treated as a separate setting from other locations in Israel. 

Daily-life writing: Israel: anyone. The participants slot is specified as anyone 

because it is often difficult to find out whether the people who made the inscriptions were 

gentile or Jewish. Daily-life writing includes graffiti, utensil labels, accounts, etc. 

Account refers to written records of some items and a numeral associated with each item. 

The numeral may indicate the amount of the item, or a sum of money (e.g. CIIP 1/1.693). 

Often it is not known for sure what the setting, participants, or even the topic of the 

account were. 
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Funerary: inscriptions: anyone. Ideally it would be best to separate this into two 

different domains, one with Jewish participants and one with gentile participants. 

Practically it is too difficult. 

Genealogies: Israel: Jews. The participants were Jewish. The topic was names of 

ancestors. The setting of composition was within the Jewish community. 

Government administration: Israel: Jewish. Evidence includes coins, weights, 

and letters of officials. Although coins and weights were used in commerce, the language 

on them was the product of the governing authority who issued them. Thus, for the texts 

on these items, the participants were the rulers and the government officials. Three kinds 

of governments need to be differentiated: Jewish governments (the last Hasmonean ruler 

Antigonus, and the two revolt governments); Roman government (through the 

procurators); and Jewish client kings under the Romans. Thus, they make three different 

domains. 

Government administration: Israel: Roman. Besides coins and weights, this 

domain includes communication between roman government officials and lay people 

such as the lay people’s land declarations, and the officials tax receipts issued to lay 

people. 
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Government administrations: Israel: client kings. Client kings include Herod 

the Great, Agrippa I, and Agrippa II, etc. 

History books: composing: Jews. The participants were the authors. 

Letters: various settings: lay people. Topics, settings, and participants can vary. 

This domain excludes letters in government, religious, or community administration. 

Religion: daily life: Jews. Settings include homes, markets, etc. but exclude the 

Temple. Items that belong to this domain include mezuzot and phylacteries, discussion of 

religious topics with a crowd, blessings before meals, and personal prayers, etc. 

Religion with liturgy: Qumran: Essenes. This includes praise songs, prayers, 

and liturgy. 

Religion with liturgy: synagogue: Jews. Prayers and liturgy in synagogues 

belong to this domain. 

Religion with liturgy: Temple: Jews. This includes acts of worship such as 

praise songs and prayers. 

Religious administration: Temple: Jews. This includes signs, seals, chest labels 

in the Temple, letters from religious authorities to local congregations, and donation 

plaques to the Temple. 
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Religious and ethical instruction: Israel: Jews. Ideally it would be good to 

distinguish at least a public setting and a private setting, but there is no clear evidence of 

which language was used in such instruction in private. Written Scripture interpretation, 

oral sermons, proverbs, parables, etc. are classified under this domain. Interpretation here 

does not include translation or narratives based on the Bible, although these two things 

might have instructional intention. 

Religious narratives: composing: Jews. The composition of a religious narrative 

should date between 63 BC and AD 135 for that text to be placed in this domain. 

Religious narratives include rewritten Bibles and many of the Pseudepigrapha but 

exclude the Hebrew Scripture. NT Gospels are included here because in the earliest stage 

they were not yet considered part of Scripture. 

Religious narratives: reading or use: Jews. If a religious narrative was copied 

or commented on between 63 BC and AD 135, that text is placed in this domain. Copying 

seems to imply reading, at least once by the scribe. 

Religious laws: Israel: Jews. This includes the statement of and debates about 

laws, but excludes trials in religious courts, execution of the laws, and punishment. 
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Scripture: archive: Jews. This includes written copies of the Old Testament in 

any language. Archiving refers to the presence or storage of a scroll or papyrus of 

Scripture at a place. Its function may be as a model for other copies, or unknown. The 

setting slot is specified as archive, written texts can be used in different settings, so it is 

unimportant to specific a setting. More important is how the text was used. Evidence 

usually permits us to say whether the written text was archived, composed, or read and 

used in the early Roman period. 

Scripture: reading or use: Jews. When there is evidence that people in Israel 

between 63 BC and AD 135 copied, read, used, or commented upon any version of Old 

Testament books, the evidence is entered under this domain. 

Written acknowledgments about marriage. This includes marriage contracts 

and bills of divorce. When these two kinds of documents were composed, the participants 

were usually the couple, their families, a scribe, and witnesses. The ethnicity of these 

participants may influence the choice of code. When these documents were used later, if 

necessary, the participants would also include civil or religious governing officials. 

Written acknowledgments about property. The thing involved can be money, 

goods, or land properties. Such texts include deeds of sale, deeds of gifts, receipts, 
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acknowledges of loans or debts, etc. They cannot be classified under a domain of 

“commerce,” because the spoken language used when the participants discussed the deal 

could be different from that used to draw up the deed of sale. The initial participants were 

the buyer, the seller, the scribe, and witnesses. When it was later used, if necessary, the 

setting would be the law court, and the religious or government officials were the 

additional participants. The ethnicity of these participants may influence the choice of 

code. 

Written declarations. Examples are waivers of claims. 

Written declarations’ subscriptions. This refers to the participants’ and 

witnesses’ written statements at the end of written declarations in their own handwriting 

(Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 1989, 136). 

3.4.1. Education 

This thesis does not have education as one of the domains. An explanation is 

necessary because education is traditionally important in sociolinguistic investigation 

(Fishman 1972, 22), and because Ong’s sociolinguistic study of Jesus’ time has education 

as a domain (2015c, 225-27). It seems that sociolinguistic discussion usually uses 
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“education” to mean non-vocational training, including literacy, learning classical texts, 

mathematics, etc. This usage is followed. 

In the present study, education is not used as one of the domains because in Israel 

between 63 BC and 135 AD there was probably no purely Jewish educational domain, 

and there was no unified, singular educational domain. Earlier in this section it has been 

mentioned how education was not one unified domain for that society. Here the focus is 

how there was probably no purely educational domain there. This was the case in four 

potentially educational settings: schools, synagogues, homes, and discipleship. 

3.4.1.1. At schools? 

Were there Jewish schools in early Roman Israel? Ong believed so (2015c, 220). 

On the other hand, according to Hezser (2010, 469-71), there were no organized Jewish 

primary schools during the early Roman period. The two sources usually used to claim 

that there were such schools (y. Ketub. 8:11, 32c; b. B. Bat. 21a) were “written down 

many centuries after the ‘events’ they purport to describe…The text [b. B. Bat. 21a] 

refers to wishful thinking rather than reality…” (Hezser 2010, 471) Indeed, the Hebrew 

Bible, the New Testament, Philo, Josephus, and all Jewish works of the Second Temple 
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period never directly mention Jewish schools for primary education (Morris 1937, 3-8, 

14-15). 

(27)  b. B. Bat. 21a 

…Joshua ben Gamla…but for him the Torah would have been forgotten from Israel. 

For at first if a child had a father, his father taught him, and if he had no father he 

did not learn at all. … They then made an ordinance that teachers of children should 

be appointed in Jerusalem…. Even so, however, if a child had a father, the father 

would take him up to Jerusalem and have him taught there, and if not, he would not 

go up to learn there. They therefore ordained that teachers should be appointed in 

each prefecture, and that boys should enter school at the age of sixteen or seventeen. 

[They did so] and if the teacher punished them they used to rebel and leave the 

school. At length Joshua ben Gamla came and ordained that children’s teachers 

should be set up in each and every town and district, and that [children] should be 

entered at six or seven [years old]. 

Joshua ben Gamla was a high priest in office about AD 64 (Gottheil and Krauss 

1906a, 7:289-90). The passage does not use the word ‘school’ or equivalent in relation to 

children of six or seven years old. It says that “children’s teachers” should be set up. 

Even if b. B. Bat. 21a was not wishful thinking, and even if “children’s teachers” 

implies schools, it would still not be a purely educational domain, because preserving the 

Torah was the aim of such schools, according to this Talmud passage. Such schools 

would belong to both a religious domain and an educational domain. 
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(28)  y. Taʿan. 4:8, 69a 

Rabban Shimʿon ben Gamaliel says: There were five hundred schools in Bethar, and 

in the smallest of them were not fewer than five hundred children. They used to say: 

“If the enemy comes upon us, we shall go out to meet them with these pencils and 

bore out their eyes.” 

This Rabban was active AD 140-65. Bethar was the town that was conquered by 

the Romans at the end of the Bar Kokhba revolt. The “enemy” refers to the Romans 

(Schäfer 2003, 162). Besides being late, the exaggeration makes it somewhat doubtful. 

(29)  b. Sanh. 32b 

Our Rabbis taught: “‘Justice, justice shall you follow’ means to follow the scholars 

 .e.g. follow R. Eliezer to Lydda, R ,(yšbh) (ישיבה) to their academies (ḥkmym) (חכמים)

Johanan ben Zakkai to Beror Hail, R. Joshua to Pekiʿin, Rabban Gamaliel to 

Yavneh, R. Akiva to Benai Berak, R. Mathia to Rome, R. Hanania ben Teradion to 

Sikni, R. Jose [ben Halafta] to Sepphoris…, or the Sages to the Chamber of Hewn 

Stones.” 

The R. Eliezer mentioned here was active AD 80-110 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

Rabban Gamaliel of Yavneh was active in the years after AD 70 (Frieman 1995, 153). 

“The Chamber of Hewn Stones” refers to a chamber in the Temple precinct which was 

the Sanhedrin’s meeting place before AD 70 (m. Mid. 5:4; Rainey and Notley 2006, 365). 

Although the rabbis here mentioned lived in the 1 c. or up to AD 135, this tradition is 

found in the Babylonian Talmud, redacted around AD 500. 

The following references to something like a school are datable to before AD 135. 
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(30)  Ben Sira 51:23 

 ‘Turn to me, you fools, and lodge in my school (בבית מדרשי) (bbyt mdršy).’ 

This passage mentions only one school. There were not necessarily many more 

schools. Moreover, ‘lodge’ is intriguing. Was it a boarding school? Besides, it is unclear 

what kind of school the Hebrew phrase beit midrash refers to. Was it a place for studying 

Scripture only? For people of what age? 

(31)  m. Ber. 4:2 

R. Nehunia ben Ha-kaneh used to say a prayer as he entered the Beth Ha-Midrash 

and as he left it a short prayer. They said to him: what sort of prayer is this? He 

replied: when I enter I pray that no offence should occur through me, and when I 

leave I express thanks for my lot.” 

This rabbi was active AD 80-110 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

(32)  m. ʾAbot 2:7 (Danby 1933 trans., 448) 

He [Hillel] used to say: “…The more schooling (ישיבה) (yšybh), the more wisdom.” 

These last three pieces of data still do not give us concrete information about 

whether schools for literacy, second language, etc. existed. Hezser argues for “informal 

schools” existing in early Roman Israel. She contends that the “teachers” mentioned in b. 

B. Bat. 21a might be private teachers conducting informal lessons, like those in 

Greco-Roman society of the same period, “which supplemented parental education rather 
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than replacing it” (2010, 471). However, her argument is not based on primary sources, 

but on analogy with other parts of the Greco-Roman world. 

Some scholars suggest that Jewish children and youth could go to Hellenistic 

schools in Israel in early Roman times (e.g. Hezser 2001, 91-92). However, there is no 

evidence. In any case, because in the present study no evidence from primary sources 

about which language was used in any Hellenistic school in early Roman Israel is 

encountered, in this thesis it is unnecessary to answer the question of whether there was 

any such school or whether any Jew attended such a school. 

3.4.1.2. In synagogues? 

Next, another potentially educational setting, the synagogue is examined. Ong 

writes that secondary schools were supported by synagogues; besides, “the synagogue 

played a major part in the life of Jewish children…Paul went to synagogues first 

whenever he entered a new city to preach the gospel…Jesus taught in the synagogue of 

Nazareth…” (2015c, 222-23). 

Certainly, primary sources indicate that “teaching” happened in synagogues, but it 

is uncertain what kind of teaching is meant. For example, the Theodotus inscription 

(see  (274) ) shows that in that Jerusalem synagogue (dated to 1 c. BC-1 c. AD), there was 
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“teaching of the commandments.” There is no guarantee that this meant teaching children 

to read Torah texts. This may mean orally teaching children, adolescents, or people of 

various ages to orally memorize commandments in the Torah, preaching, expounding, 

exhorting people based on Torah commandments, or inculcating commandments of the 

“traditions of the fathers,” among other possibilities. Another set of examples is the NT 

verses that Ong mentions. Surely Jesus and Paul “taught” in synagogues, but does that 

mean they taught children or others read and write or to memorize Torah? Or did they 

teach people biblical, theological, historical, ethical knowledge like in modern Sunday 

school classes? This would fit our modern word “education.” Or did their “teaching” 

consist mainly of persuasion? This is more in line with what we read in the NT (e.g. Luke 

4:16-30; Acts 5:25). Thus, it is confusing to bring up NT synagogue passages to support 

the view that synagogues played an important role in children’s education. 

Moreover, even if primary or secondary education did happen in synagogues, 

religion would be the primary subject, so it cannot be a purely educational domain. 

Josephus mentions Jewish people hearing and learning Torah on Sabbaths at 

synagogues (Ag. Ap. 2.175, 178). He asserts that the result of such hearing and learning is 

that “our people, if anyone does but ask anyone of them about our laws, he will more 
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readily tell them all than he will tell his own name…” (Ag. Ap. 2.178). It is hard to say 

whether he intends “learning” to consist of hearing, or that hearing and learning were two 

separate activities. Moreover, again this is education plus religion. 

3.4.1.3. By parents 

Parents’ teaching at home was another potentially educational setting. “Primary 

education” in Ong’s description in 1 c. Israel boils down to this. He says, “Primary 

education began at the early age of five but, because primary schools were scant in the 

first-century CE, the home was the center for the Jewish religious education” (2015c, 222). 

(See  (21) for the reason why we should not assume that Jewish boys in early Roman 

Israel started to study at five.) In a footnote he adds that because “the government and the 

society in general” were uninterested “in primary education,” fathers had to function as 

teachers (2015c, 223). 

Parental teaching is mentioned by primary sources, but we must not infer too 

much from what was actually said. 

(33)  Testament of Levi 13:2, composed in the 2 c. BC 

And you also ought to teach your children letters (γράμματα [grammata]), that they 

may have understanding all their life, in order to read (ἀναγινώσκοντες 

[anaginōskontes]) the law of God without ceasing. 
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(34)  Josephus Ag. Ap. 2.204 (Thackeray trans. 1926, 375) 

The law…orders that they [our children] shall be taught to read, and shall learn both 

the laws and the deeds of their forefathers, in order that they imitate the latter, and, 

being grounded in the former, may neither transgress nor have any excuse for being 

ignorant of them. 

These two are statements of ideal, not fact. 

(35)  Josephus Ag. Ap. 1.60 

Our principal care of all is this, to educate our children well (παιδοτροφίαν 

φιλοκαλοῦντες [paidotrophian philokalountes]); and we think it to be the most 

necessary business of our whole life, to observe the laws that have been given us, 

and to keep those rules of piety that have been delivered down to us. 

 Although Whiston (1828 trans., n.p.) translates παιδοτροφίαν (paidotrophian) 

as ‘educate our children,’ this word means ‘child-rearing’ (LSJ s.v. “παιδοτροφία”). It 

sounds far-fetched for Carr (2010, 888) to interpret this as teaching children to read at 

home. Oral teaching could achieve the same goal. The same caution applies to the 

following two passages: 

(36)  Josephus Ag. Ap. 2.178 

[We learnt our laws] immediately as soon as ever we became sensible of anything, 

and of our having them, as it were, engraved on our souls. 

(37)  m. Soṭah 3.4 

Hence declared Ben Azzai, a man is under the obligation to teach his daughter Torah, 
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so that if she has to drink [the water of bitterness], she may know that the merit 

suspends its effect. 

Ben Azzai was active AD 110-35 (Instone-Brewer 2008). This tradition does 

imply that boys were taught Torah, but not necessarily literacy. 

 Again, as is obvious from these five primary sources about teaching (one’s own) 

children, the Law was the focus. Thus, religion and education overlapped in the parental 

teaching setting. 

 Jewish parental teaching of Greek language is discernable in the primary 

sources. Because the topic is not Torah, this would be another domain. 

(38)  m. Soṭah 9:14 

During the war of Quietus they decreed against [the use of] crowns worn by brides 

and that nobody should teach his son Greek. 

The War of Quietus took place in AD 116-17 (see section  1.2). “Quietus” is the 

reading in MS Kaufmann. Other mss. have “Titus.” 

(39)  t. Soṭah 15:8 

In the war against Titus they made a decree…that a man should not teach Greek to 

his son. They permitted the household of Rabban Gamaliel to teach Greek to their 

sons, because they are close to the government. 
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Although this tradition is similar to m. Soṭah 9:14 in  (38) , a different war is 

referred to. The war of Titus means the First Jewish Revolt (Wilfand 2017, 371). The first 

Rabban Gamaliel died about twenty years before AD 70 (Frieman 1995, 152). Thus, this 

one who lived during the Quietus War (AD 116-117) must be the second Rabban 

Gamaliel who was active AD 80-110 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

These two parallel traditions show that some Jewish fathers taught their own sons 

Greek, i.e. these sons learnt Greek at home, not in any school. 

3.4.1.4. Discipleship 

The Hebrew and Greek words for ‘disciple’ both mean ‘learner.’ Jesus, John the 

Baptist, the Pharisees, Paul (e.g. Matt 9:14; Mark 2:18; Luke 5:33; Acts 9:25), and 

Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai (m. ʾAbot 2:8) had disciples. Rabban Gamaliel (the first one; 

Frieman 1995, 152) teaches: “Provide yourself with a teacher” (m. ʾAbot 1:16). This 

means that one should become a disciple of someone. 

The situation of Jesus and the disciples provides a good picture of what 

discipleship looked like. They accompanied him everywhere (cf. Luke 9:57), ate meals 

with him (e.g. Matt 9:10), attended a wedding feast with him (John 2:2), borrowed a 
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donkey and prepared a Passover meal for him, and handled his finances (John 12:6). Such 

education was integrated with daily life, because 

individuals who decided to study with a rabbi and were accepted by him would 

‘serve’ that rabbi…by living in his household, accompanying him everywhere, and 

carrying out various mundane and even servile functions…In turn, they would be 

able to closely observe the rabbi’s practices and to absorb his wisdom. Just as 

rabbis’ halakhic regulations concerned all areas of daily life, no clear-cut 

distinction was made between Torah study, socializing, and professional work. 

(Hezser 2010, 472-73) 

This kind of education cannot be classified as purely in the educational domain. It 

interacts with at least the daily-life domain and the religious domain. Ong even classifies 

it under the friendship domain (2015c, 197). 

3.4.1.5. Conclusion 

It would be beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate which scholarly 

description of Jewish education in early Roman Israel (e.g. Drazin 1940; Carr 2005; 

Hezser 2001; Hezser 2010; Viviano 2010, 561-63) is the most valid. Within the present 

study, it is unnecessary to investigate the real shape of education in early Roman Israel, 

because this study is evidence-based, and there is no evidence about which code was used 

in purely educational situations. The important thing is to explain that there is no pure 

and unified educational domain in early Roman Israel. Instead, in this thesis “religious 

and ethical instruction” is used as the topic to form a domain. 
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3.4.2. Religion 

Religion is another domain traditionally investigated by sociolinguistic studies 

(Fishman 1972, 22). Ong (2015c) lists it as one of the six domains relevant to Jesus’ 

sociolinguistic world. However, there is a need to recognize the fusion of religion with 

other areas of life in early Roman Israel. 

Religion permeated many aspects of life for ancient people. This would have 

consequence for the debate about language use in early Roman Israel. For example, even 

if it were found that people used Hebrew only in the Jewish religious domain, we still 

need to rethink whether this implies little use of Hebrew. The permeation of religion into 

many aspects of early Roman Jewish life is illustrated below. 

In the NT, many matters that by modern urban standards are unrelated to religion 

were approached by the early Roman Israelite and Mediterranean inhabitants from the 

religious perspective, such as sickness (Jas 5:15), grocery trips (Mark 7:4), cups and pots 

(Mark 7:4), and rest and work (John 9:16). Josephus says plainly: “Religion governs all 

our actions and occupations and speech; none of these things did our lawgiver [Moses] 

leave unexamined or indeterminate” (Ag. Ap. 2.171, Thackeray trans. 1926, 361). 
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Religion and politics overlapped. For instance, the Jewish Sanhedrin had both 

legal and religious functions (Schäfer 2003, 132). Jewish resistant movements against 

Rome involved both religious and political sentiments (e.g. Josephus A.J. 18.23; J.W. 

2.118). 

Religion and education also intertwined. Besides what is presented in 

section  3.4.1 and among the evidence presented in chapter 5 (such as 1Q26 in  (170) ), the 

heavy religious element in education can also be seen in how Josephus describes his own 

achievement in learning when he was fourteen years old; “love of learning” results in 

“accurate understanding of points of the law.” 

(40)  Josephus Life 9 

Moreover, when I was a child, and about fourteen years of age, I was commended 

by all for the love I had to learning; on which account the high priests and principal 

men of the city came then frequently to me together, in order to know my opinion 

about the accurate understanding of points of the law. 

Scripture, which seems to be a paramount religious item, was simultaneously 

considered as national history. Millar (1993, 338) points this out by observing how 

Josephus talked about the Hebrew Bible: 

(41)  Josephus Ag. Ap. 1.38-40 (Thackeray trans. 1926, 179) 

Our books, those which are justly accredited, are but two and twenty, and contain 
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the record of all time. Of these, five are the books of Moses, comprising the laws 

and the traditional history from the birth of man down to the death of the lawgiver. 

This period falls only a little short of three thousand years. From the death of Moses 

until Artaxerxes, who succeeded Xerxes as king of Persia, the prophets subsequent 

to Moses wrote the history of the events of their own times in thirteen books. 

In early Roman Israel, synagogues were not solely religious spaces. Levine says: 

the first-century synagogue was primarily a communal institution serving the many 

and varied needs of the local community, including the religious ones…. 

First-century sources—Josephus, the New Testament, rabbinic literature, and 

epigraphy—note a wide range of activities and services that took place there: 

political and social gatherings, judicial proceedings (including meting out 

punishment), a hostel, collecting monies for both local and Temple needs, a local 

archive, communal meals, religious instruction, and worship—be it prayer or 

Torah-reading. (Levine 2004, 93) 

One example is an emergency town meeting in the synagogue of Tiberias 

(Josephus Life 277-98). The Theodotus inscription shows that a synagogue in Jerusalem 

had a hostel (see  (274) ). First-century Judean synagogues excavated at Gamla, Masada, 

Herodium, Qiryat Sefer, and Modiʿin have “no notable religious components, such as 

inscriptions, artistic representations, or the presence of a Torah shrine” (Levine 2010, 

1261). 

Jesus’ religious persuasion or teaching took part in many settings, not only in an 

exclusively religious setting such as the Temple (John 7:14). The other settings include: 

in synagogues (e.g. Matt 4:23), outdoors on a mountain (e.g. Matt 5:1-2), on a boat (e.g. 
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Luke 5:1-3), in a friend’s home (e.g. Luke 10:38-40), etc. The apostles did likewise. They 

taught religion or propounded their theology from house to house, in the Temple (Acts 

5:42), on a stranger’s chariot on the road (Acts 8:29-31), etc. 

3.5. How to classify the language of a word 

3.5.1. Method 

In this study, it is necessary to look at words and decide to which code they 

belong. This is done by matching its linguistic features with known norms of the 

linguistic features of that code. The linguistic features include at least the lexicon, 

phonology, morphology, and syntax. 

To decide the code of a word in the present study, extra-linguistic factors are not 

relied on; extra-linguistic factors include who the speaker or writer was, who the 

audience or reader was, where the utterance was spoken, where the inscription was 

discovered, etc. A simplified example of what would not be done is this: because the 

word x was used in a town whose dominant language must be Aramaic by estimation or 

inference, it is decided that x must be an Aramaic word; and if another utterance from 

another town includes the word x, then the dominant language of that town must also be 

Aramaic. This would be circular reasoning. 
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To determine to which code the word x belongs, dictionaries and grammars of 

Hebrew and Aramaic of that period are checked. If both the stem and the morphology are 

Hebrew forms, x belongs to Hebrew; if both the stem and the morphology are Aramaic 

forms, x belongs to Aramaic. If the stem and the morphology are in both Hebrew and 

Aramaic, x is a word common to both languages. If the stem is Hebrew and the 

morphology is Aramaic, or vice versa, x is a word that employs code-mixing at the 

feature level ( 4.3.2). 

Moreover, the decision of the language of a word in this study is not influenced 

by the decisions of the language of nearby words. For instance, if there is a word string x 

y z, and it is decided by the stems and morphologies that x and z are Aramaic words and y 

is a Hebrew word, the conclusion will be that this phrase employs word-level 

code-mixing. It would not be rashly concluded that “by this time y has become an 

Aramaic word, because it was used in an Aramaic phrase.” Such a conclusion must be 

substantiated by more instances and considerations. 

3.5.2. Tools 

Here are the resources that guide decisions in the present study. 
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Hebrew. The Maʾagarim website hosted by the Academy of the Hebrew 

Language (2019) offers access to all extant Hebrew compositions which are included as 

primary sources in the present study. One can see the lexical entry of each word in the 

texts. One can set a filter to search only in texts composed between 63 BC and AD 230. 

For the present study, the limit is set up to AD 230 in order to include Tannaitic works. 

Here we can see the judgment of lexicographers about whether a word is in the Hebrew 

lexicon of the period. In this thesis, searching this database with this setting is 

abbreviated as “a search in Maʾagarim.” LCH grammar can be found in Kutscher (1982, 

81-114), Qimron (1986), and Reymond (2014). MH grammar is available in Segal (1927), 

Kutscher (1982, 120-47), and Fernández (1997). 

Aramaic. The online Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon Project (CAL) is a lexicon 

and text database that encompasses Aramaic text from the 9 c. BC to the 13 c. AD 

(Hebrew Union College. n.d.). Rosenthal has a grammar for IA (2006). Muraoka 

(2011)’s MA grammar uses a corpus from the 2 c. BC to the mid-2 c. AD. 

MH and MA. Jastrow (1926) is a helpful reference, which contains Hebrew and 

Aramaic lexemes found in the Mishnah and other Tannaitic work, the Tosefta, the 

targumim, the two Talmudim, and the midrashim (Jastrow 1926, v). 
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KG. For lexicons, there are LSJ (Liddell, Scott, Jones, and McKenzie 2011), 

BDAG (Danker 2000), and Muraoka’s lexicon of the LXX (2009). Smyth’s (1920) 

grammar is consulted. 
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4  Preliminaries for Classifying Data 

Before taking on the main task of this study, i.e. to look at pieces of language data 

and classify to what code each item belongs, some complicated and controversial issues 

concerning the data must be addressed. Objectively, Hebrew and Aramaic are two 

different languages with similarities and differences (Barr 1970, 11). Because Hebrew 

and Aramaic used the same script and have many similarities, classifying data as Hebrew 

or Aramaic is not as easy as it would sound. Moreover, many commentators claim that 

the Greek word Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) and its cognates refer to Aramaic, not Hebrew (e.g. 

Watt 2000b, 32; Versteegh 2002, 73; Graves 2013, 486; Millard 2000, 141). If they are 

correct, many pieces of data from the NT and Josephus should be classified as Aramaic, 

not Hebrew; if they are incorrect and Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) really refers to Hebrew (e.g. 

Barr 1970, 28; Lapide 1975, 488-89; Safrai 2006, 229; Penner 2019), those pieces of data 

should be classified as Hebrew (for a detailed treatment of this disagreement, see  4.5). 

Therefore, this controversy must be addressed in this chapter, before the data is classified 

in chapter 5. In chapter 4 this problem is tackled with five sub-sections. The first four 

sub-sections provide necessary and detailed background arguments and clarification in 
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preparation for the last sub-section, which argues for the position that Ἑβραϊστί 

(Hebraisti) refers to Hebrew. 

The first four sub-sections ask the following questions in turn. First, how should 

we determine the language of proper names? Second, were there any loanwords between 

Hebrew and Aramaic? How should we determine the language of loanwords? Third, did 

people in early Roman Israel mix words, phrases, sentences, etc. of two or more 

languages in one single utterance or one single written text? If they did, how would it 

affect the decisions for classifying data? Fourth, what are the languages of transliterated 

Semitic words in the NT? In the last sub-section, I review the arguments for and against 

Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) referring to Hebrew, make use of the analysis in sections  4.1 to  4.4, 

and conclude that Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) signifies Hebrew, and that Hebrew and Aramaic 

were not thought to be the same language by the population living in early Roman Israel. 

4.1. How to determine the language of a proper name 

Because there are many proper names of people, places, and people groups in this 

thesis’s data and in scholarly discussion, it is important to have a carefully 

thought-through way to decide to which language each name belongs. This is not as 

simple as it might sound. For a thought experiment, imagine a man living in early Roman 
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Israel. Suppose he was monolingual, speaking only Aramaic all his life. His name was 

Shimʿon. This was a well-known name with a long history in the Hebrew Bible. The 

etymology is based on the meaning of the Hebrew verb ‘hear’ (Gen 29:33). In his name 

an Aramaic or Hebrew word? 

This thought experiment lets us see why scholars in the field of early Jewish 

language research have varied practices in determining the language of proper names. 

Here are some examples. Σάπφιρα (Sapphira) ‘Sapphira’ was a female name (Acts 5:1). 

In both Aramaic and Hebrew, the root ׁשפר (špr) means ‘beautiful,’ and ִׁשְפָרה (šiprâ) is a 

female name in the Hebrew Bible (Exo 1:15). Should this name be classified as Hebrew 

or Aramaic? Ilan opts for Hebrew (2002, 4), while Felsenthal counts it as Aramaic (1885, 

188). 

Commentators often do not state their criteria for deciding the language of names. 

Such decisions are in turn used to argue for or against the prevalence of Hebrew or 

Aramaic, or other finer points regarding language use in early Roman Israel. A more 

careful approach for classifying names into languages is necessary. 

One common method is to decide a proper name’s language by the origin of its 

lexeme, i.e. its etymology. For example, ‘Martha’ has been judged to be an Aramaic 
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word (Kautzsch 1884, 105) because the root mar ‘master’ is an Aramaic lexeme, not a 

Hebrew lexeme. However, etymology is not a valid factor for deciding a proper name’s 

language. Consider the name ‘Esther’ borne by many modern U.S. citizens whose mother 

tongue is English. It comes from Persian stâra ‘star’ (BDB s.v. “ֶאְסֵּתר”) via the Hebrew 

Bible into English. Is ‘Esther’ by virtue of these etymologies a Hebrew word or a Persian 

word in the speech of these U.S. citizens? Most of us would say no, it is an English word. 

The pronunciation of a proper name is a more valid factor for determining its 

language. Some languages have very different phonological features, so that by these 

features we can determine whether the name in a person’s mouth belongs to one language 

or another. For example, 張瑪莉 is a Hong Kong Cantonese speaker’s name. The given 

name 瑪莉 is a Chinese transcription of English ‘Mary.’6 If a friend calls her /mɑ  lei˨/, 

this friend is speaking a Cantonese word. The presence of lexical tones, the /ɑ/ and /l/ 

phonemes, etc. enable us to reach this conclusion. If he calls her /ˈmeɹi/, he is speaking an 

English word. The phonemes /e/, /ɹ/, /i/, etc. are the determining factors. Unfortunately, 

                                                 

6 Following Myers, transcription means “writing a source language entity in a script associated with 
a target language,” which can be based on phones or phonemes, while transliteration means 
“transcribing the written form of a source language entity in a target language script” (2019, 8-9). 
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this method is hardly applicable for deciding whether a word in an ancient text is Hebrew 

or Aramaic, because we do not know for certain how those words were pronounced by 

that individual, because the phonologies of Hebrew and Aramaic might not be so 

different from each other and because these two languages used the same alphabet in the 

early Roman period. 

For nicknames, idols’ names, demons’ names, and people groups’ names, 

sometimes the morphemes in the name can help us decide its language. For example, in 

Φαρισαῖος (Pharisaios) ‘Pharisee (separated),’ the /i/ after the second consonantal root to 

denote the passive is Aramaic (Muraoka 2011, 103, 114), not Hebrew (see  (140) ). 

However, we cannot rule out the possibility that once a nickname was formed and 

entered another language, it could function almost as a proper name in that other 

language. In that case, it is again unclassifiable. 

Although the discussion above does not presume to completely clarify the 

problem of classifying proper names into languages, at least I can draw the following 

practical conclusion for this thesis. In ancient texts, a proper name with only one word 

and one morpheme is not classifiable into any definite language. Some existing 

publications use this practice. In the CIIP, when an inscription contains a single name 
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such as שמעון (šmʿwn) (Shimʿon) or יחנן (yḥnn) (John), the editors state that the language 

is Hebrew or Aramaic. Baltes labels the language of such inscriptions as “neutral,” which 

means “‘Jewish script,’ but non-distinguishable Hebrew or Aramaic” (2014b, 50). 

What I have concluded for personal proper names is also applicable to place 

names. The logic is the same. Here are some illustrations of how the etymology of place 

names cannot be a determiner of the language of that name. 

Buth and Pierce point out the US city names Los Angeles and San Francisco, 

originally from Spanish (2014, 104). When an English speaker says ‘Los Angeles,’ is she 

saying a Spanish phrase? Not if she says /los ˈænd͡ʒələs/, but if she pronounces it as /loʊs 

ˌɑŋɡəˈles/, she is saying a Spanish phrase. Therefore, when we see merely a printed or 

written text of the words “Los Angeles,” we cannot conclude that it is Spanish. Similarly, 

Buth and Pierce say about Gabbatha in John 19:13: “Even if the etymology were Aramaic, 

it would still be the name in use in Hebrew, just like Californians call their two biggest 

cities San Francisco and Los Angeles in English” (2014, 104). 

Macau is a special administrative region of China, formerly colonized by the 

Portuguese. The native language of the region is Cantonese. The city’s Cantonese name 

is 澳門 /ou˧ mun /. The Portuguese name Macau /mɐˈkɑw/ derives from another 
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Cantonese proper name媽閣廟 ‘Ma Kok Temple’ /ma˥ kɔk˧ miu /. The English name 

follows the Portuguese name. The Chinese and English names of the city are not a 

translation or transcription of each other. Moreover, ‘Macau’ /mɐˈkɑw/ is not a 

Portuguese or Cantonese word in the mouth of an English speaker. It is not even a 

Cantonese word in the mouth of a Cantonese speaker who is speaking English; if she is 

speaking Cantonese, she would use the pronunciation /ma˥ kɔk˧/. 

These examples not only show that etymology cannot determine the language of a 

place name, but also demonstrates the complications that can obtain in the interaction of 

semantics, phonology, and orthography of place names. The surest way to judge the 

language of a place name lies in the pronunciation of the speaker. This has great 

consequences for the present investigation of the use of Hebrew and Aramaic in early 

Roman Israel (see  4.4 and  4.5). 

4.2. Loanwords between Hebrew and Aramaic 

The possibility of loanwords between Hebrew and Aramaic is another issue that 

can plague the classification of data. According to some authors, some Aramaic words 

had entered MH by the early Roman period, so that the occurrences of those words 

should be counted as Hebrew. For instance, Safrai claims this for ταλιθα (talitha) ‘girl’ 
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(Mark 5:41) (2006, 232). On the other hand, some authors argue that if we see occasional 

Hebrew words in the NT, they should be understood as Hebrew loanwords into Aramaic. 

For example, Lee claims this for ἀμήν (amēn) ‘amen’ and ὡσαννα (hōsanna) ‘hosanna’ 

(2012, 335). Thus, before words can be classified into Hebrew or Aramaic, it must be 

thought through how loanwords are defined and how to decide whether an Aramaic word 

had become a loanword in the MH lexicon, or vice versa. 

Using loanwords (word borrowing) is different from code-mixing ( 4.3). “In the 

case of word borrowing foreign words are adopted into the lexicon. In the case of 

code-mixing two grammars and vocabularies are used in producing a sentence or a text” 

(Muysken 2004, 70). Loanwords are also called borrowed words. 

Borrowing…occurs when the new word becomes more or less integrated into the 

second language. One bilingual individual using a word from language A in 

language B is a case of switching [i.e. code-mixing], but when many people do, 

even speakers of B who don’t know A are likely to pick it up. At this stage, 

especially if the pronunciation and morphology have been adapted, we can say that 

word has been borrowed. (Spolsky 1998, 49) 

From these definitions, we can see that a word should meet at least one of the 

following criteria in order to be called a loanword: it has entered the lexicon of the 

receiving language; many speakers of the receiving language use it; its pronunciation has 
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been adapted to the receiving language; its morphology has been adapted to the receiving 

language. 

Can we use these criteria to decide whether an Aramaic word had become a 

loanword in Hebrew in the early Roman period, or vice versa? For the first criterion, we 

are not able to interview early Roman speakers to find out whether a word was in their 

mental lexicon of Hebrew or Aramaic. We also do not have lexicons composed by any of 

those ancient speakers. So we can only use lexicons for those ancient languages 

composed in modern times as references (see section  3.5.2 for such lexicons used in this 

study). The decisions of these lexicographers may not be absolutely correct for every 

word, but because they have processed a lot of texts and a lot of words, their judgment is 

conceivably more reliable than researchers who have not done so. The second criterion is 

almost useless for the present study, because it requires ascertaining whether the speaker 

of the utterance containing the word was a speaker of Hebrew or Aramaic. This is 

precisely the question of this study. The third criterion uses pronunciation adaptation as a 

test. This is difficult to observe from Hebrew and Aramaic orthography alone. The fourth 

criterion, morphological adaptation, is not very useful, either, because the corpora of 

ancient texts are of limited size, so that if no morphological adaptation is found in the 
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corpora, it is uncertain whether this is because the word was not a loanword or due to the 

accidental nature of ancient text preservation. For example, the form ברים (brym)—the 

Aramaic lexeme for ‘son’ בר (br) suffixed with the Hebrew M.PL suffix ים- (-ym)—is not 

found. Essentially, the only method left is to use lexicons to decide whether a word has 

become a loanword. 

It should be noted that many authors who discuss texts and language use in early 

Roman Israel use “loanword” or “borrowing” in a broader sense, including what is called 

code-mixing in this thesis. For example, Muraoka calls נשי (nśy) ‘leader’ a loanword from 

Hebrew used in the Aramaic document XḤev/Se 8.1 (2011, 14).7 In this thesis, a 

distinction between loanwords and code-mixing is maintained; words are accepted as 

loanwords only after checking the lexicons. It should also be remembered that there are 

many cases where it is hard or even impossible to decide whether loanwords are used or 

there is code-mixing (Muysken 2004, 70-71). 

                                                 

7 Documents designated with XḤev/Se are judged to be from Naḥal Ḥever by 

archaeologists, although the Bedouins who sold them to the antiquities market 

claimed that they came from Naḥal Ṣeʾelim. Both of these locations are in the 

Judean Desert (H. Eshel 2000c, 2:859). These documents were composed in the 

early Roman period. 
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4.3. Code-Mixing 

The possibility of code-mixing—using two codes successively in one utterance or 

in one group of written words—must be addressed before classifying data. Insofar as 

Watt uses code-mixing to describe language alternation in sentences in printed 

newspapers (1997, 45), this concept can be used to described written text too, not just 

speech. The presence of Aramaic words in someone’s words in NT times does not mean 

that that person was speaking the whole speech in Aramaic. For example, ῥακά (rhaka) in 

Matt 5:22 is an Aramaic word (see  (130) ). About this verse, Watt considers two 

alternative scenarios: first, Jesus was teaching in Aramaic, raqa was the word he used, 

and in the next clause he switched to Greek μωρέ (mōre); second, Jesus was teaching in 

Hebrew, and he switched to Aramaic raqa (2013, 25-26). Birkeland argues that Jesus 

normally spoke Hebrew, and his Hebrew words were presented in the Gospels in Greek; 

when he exceptionally used Aramaic words, those words were transliterated in the Greek 

Gospels (1954, 25). In the present study, no position is taken about in what code Jesus 

usually spoke; these arguments are brought up to demonstrate that code-mixing is 

conceivable for Jesus and his contemporaries, and that it needs to be considered. 
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Sociolinguists have used the terms “code-mixing” and “code-switching” in 

different ways. Wardhaugh treats these two as synonyms (2010, 98). Theorists have 

defined sub-categories of code-mixing: inter-sentential code-mixing is a change of code 

between sentences; intra-sentential code-mixing happens within one sentence 

(Wardhaugh 2010, 98); situational code-mixing means that people choose to change to 

another code because of the situation; metaphorical code-mixing means that the change is 

induced by a change of speech topic (Wardhaugh 2010, 101). 

In this thesis, another set of sub-categories is used to look at code-mixing in the 

data. The sub-categories mentioned above are not suitable here, because in order to judge 

between situational and metaphorical code-mixing, one must find the motivation of the 

switch. It is impossible to do this with precision with ancient speakers and writers. As for 

the difference between inter-sentential and intra-sentential code-mixing, the distinction is 

not fine enough. To suit the data, I use the following sub-categories. 1. Repetition. The 

same meaning is expressed two or more times, every time in a different code. 2. 

Feature-level mixing. The features intended here include phonetic and morpho-syntactic 

features. A feature from one language is used in a word or sentence of another language. 

3. Word-level mixing. This refers to using one or more than one word from a language 
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in a sentence of another language. 4. Sentence-level mixing. This means switching to 

another code between sentences. 5. Paragraph-level mixing. In the same discourse, one 

paragraph is in one language and another paragraph is in another language. 

Some authors have touched on code-mixing in early Roman Israel. Lee discusses 

code-switching in the NT (2012, 334-93) but does not let this affect his decision about the 

language(s) that Jesus spoke, because he assumes that “the consensus of modern New 

Testament scholars” is that “Jesus spoke Aramaic as his matrix language” (2012, 342). 

He attributes Aramaic words to the writers of the Greek NT texts, not to the speakers 

narrated by the Greek texts; he says, “the authors deliberately employ the embedded 

Aramaic words as codeswitching in their narrative in Greek regardless of their sources” 

(2012, 391). Lee’s assumptions are different from those of the present study (see 

section  2.1), so his presentation and conclusion about code-mixing are not directly 

relevant to this thesis. 

Segal thinks that between 37 BC and AD 135, the Jewish people in Jerusalem 

used “both Aramaic and MH [Mishnaic Hebrew] indiscriminately in ordinary life” (1927, 

13-14). In Watt’s estimation, code-switching in early Roman Israel took place “on a 

limited scale—a few dozen Greek-Aramaic shifts of a word or phrase, along with some 
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calques, and limited kinds of morphological and syntactic alternations” (2013, 22). Is 

there really so little evidence of code-mixing in early Roman Israel, such that Jesus and 

other speakers in the NT were unlikely to use code-mixing? This section presents 

evidence of code-mixing, categorized in five levels. We can see that the evidence is not 

that little. 

4.3.1. Repetition 

(42)  John 19:19-20, Revised Standard Version 

Pilate also wrote a title and put it on the cross; it read, “Jesus of Nazareth, the King 

of the Jews.” Many of the Jews read this title, for the place where Jesus was 

crucified was near the city; and it was written in Hebrew, in Latin, and in Greek. 

Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) means ‘in Hebrew;’ see the detailed arguments in 

section  4.5. 

(43)  Mark 10:46 

ὁ    υἱὸς  Τιμαίου   Βαρτιμαῖος 

ho    huios  Timaiou   Bartimaios 

DEF.M.SG.NOM son.NOM Timaeus.GEN Bartimaeus.NOM 

‘Ⓖthe son of Timaeus, ⒽⒶBartimaeus’ 

Βαρ probably corresponds to Hebrew and Aramaic בר (bar) ‘son’ (see  (94) ). The 

second morpheme of Βαρτιμαῖος (Bartimaios) is τιμαῖος (timaiois). The etymology of 

this second morpheme is uncertain (see  (100) ). 
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(44)  Mark 14:36; Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6 

αββα  ὁ     πατήρ 

abba  ho     patēr 

abba  DEF.M.SG.NOM  father.NOM 

‘ⒽⒶAbba, ⒼFather’ 

Abba is Hebrew or Aramaic; see  (88) . 

(45)  Rev 9:11 

ὄνομα   αὐτῷ  Ἑβραϊστὶ  Ἀβαδδών,  

onoma   autō  Hebraisti  Abaddōn,  

name.NOM 3s.DAt in Hebrew Abaddon 

‘ⒼHis name in Hebrew is ⒽAbaddon, 

 

καὶ  ἐν  τῇ    Ἑλληνικῇ ὄνομα   ἔχει     Ἀπολλύων 

kai  en tē    Hellēnikē onoma   echei     Apollyōn 

and in DEF.F.SG.DAT Greek name.NOM have.IND.PRS.ACT.3S  Apollyon 

Ⓖand in Greek he is called Apollyon.’ 

Lee points out that this and the following two examples as instances of bilingual 

repetition (2012, 368). Abaddon is Hebrew; see  (87) . 

(46)  Rev 12:9 

ὁ     καλούμενος       Διάβολος   καὶ   ὁ   Σατανᾶς 

ho     kaloumenos       Diabolos   kai   ho    Satanas 

DEF.M.SG.NOM  call.PP.PRS.PAS.NOM.M.SG  devil.nom  and DEF.M.SG.NOM  Satan 

‘Ⓖwho is called the devil and ⒶSatan’ 

Satan is Aramaic; see  (135) . 
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(47)  Rev 20:2 

ὅς   ἐστιν   Διάβολος  καὶ  ὁ    Σατανᾶς 

hos    estin   Diabolos  kai  ho    Satanas 

rp.nom.m.sg be.IND.PRS.3S devil  and  DEF.M.SG.NOM  Satan 

‘Ⓖwho is the devil and ⒶSatan’ 

(48)  XḤev/Se 8, Deed of Sale B 

This is a deed of sale from the Judean Desert. Written in AD 135, this is a “double 

document” (Yardeni 1997a, 26), which is a format used by some ancient papyri. They 

have two parts: an upper (closed, inner) part and a lower (open, outer) part, on the same 

sheet of papyrus. The contents of the two parts are the same. The upper part was rolled up 

and tied with strings to forestall alteration and tampering; witnesses signed at the back. 

The lower part was not rolled up, for reference at any time (Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 

1989, 7). 

The upper part of XḤev/Se 8 was written in Aramaic, while the lower part was in 

Hebrew (Yardeni 1997a, 26). 

(49)  Josephus, J.W. 5.193-94 (Thackeray trans. 1928, 257, 259) 

Proceeding across this toward the second court of the temple, one found it 

surrounded by a stone balustrade…in this at regular intervals stood slabs giving 

warning, some in Greek, others in Latin characters, of the law of purification, to wit 

that no foreigner was permitted to enter the holy place… 
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The Jewish man Josephus wrote the book Jewish War in Rome after AD 70. The 

main subject is the history of the First Jewish Revolt, but he touched on other things in 

the Jewish Israelite society as well (see section  3.3.5). This refers to the warning 

inscriptions in the Temple court (see  (307) ). 

(50)  Josephus, J.W. 6.124-25 (Thackeray trans. 1928, 413) 

Titus, yet more deeply distressed, again upbraided John and his friends. “Was it not 

you,” he said, “most abominable wretches, who placed this balustrade before your 

sanctuary? Was it not you that ranged along it those slabs, engraved in Greek 

characters and in our own, proclaiming that none may pass the barrier? And did we 

not permit you to put to death any who passed it, even were he a Roman?” 

“Our own” characters were Latin characters. These two passages testify to Greek 

and Latin repetition of the warning signs. 

(51)  CIIP 2.2145, game counter found in Dor, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

VII βαρις  Ζ 

7 tower.NOM 7 

‘Ⓛ 7 Ⓖtower (or boat) 7’ 

The game counter is a circular token made of bone. The number seven was 

written twice, once with the Latin numeral VII, once with the Greek letter Z that 

represents seven. 
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(52)  CIIP 3.2397, game counter found in Ascalon, ca. 45 BC to AD 68 

VIII  φαμολης   Η 

8  Phamoles.NOM 8 

‘Ⓛ 8 ⒼPhamoles 8’ 

This game counter is similar to  (51) . The number eight was written twice, once 

with the Latin numeral VIII, once with the Greek letter H that represents eight. Phamoles 

is perhaps an epithet of the Egyptian god Osiris. 

(53)  CIIP 1/1.410, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

הבשנית אמיה       Ἀμμία  Σκυθοπολιτίσσα 

ʾmyh hbšnyt    ammia skythopolitissa 

Ammia DEF-Beth-Sheʾanite  Ammia Scythopolitan.NOM.F.SG 

‘ⒽⒶAmmia Ⓗthe Beth-Sheʾanite ⒼAmmia the Scythopolitan’ 

Scythopolis was the Greek name of the city Beth-Sheʾan. 

(54)  CIIP 1/1.412, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Παπίας    הבשני פפיס     

Papias   ppys   h-bšnyt  

Papias.NOM Papias  DEF-Beth-Sheʾanite  

‘ⒼPapias. ⒽⒶPapias Ⓗthe Beth-Sheʾanite.’ 

 

Παπίας   καί Σαλώμ<η>  Σκυθοπολεῖται 

Papias   kai salōmē   skythopoleitai 

Papias.NOM and  Salome.NOM Scythopolitan.NOM.M.PL 

‘ⒼPapias and Salome, Scythopolitans.’ 
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(55)  CIIP 1/1.451, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

‘ⒽⒶMariam,Ⓗthe wife of ⒽⒶMathia. ⒼMariame, the wife of Mathia. Whoever 

moves these (bones), blindness will strike him.’ 

For how I decide whether a word is marked as Hebrew or Aramaic or just as 

Hebrew, see section  3.3.6 (words other than proper names) and  4.1 (proper names). 

(56)  CIIP 4/2.3762, ossuary inscription found in Bethennim (modern Khirbet Beit 

ʿAnun), dated to the 1 c. AD with some uncertainty. 

פרוריה בר עמי       Ἀμμαἰδος  ὁ     Φερώρου 

ʿmy   br     prwryh   ammaidos  ho     pherōrou 

Ami  son.M.SG.CST  Pheroriya  Ammaidus DEF.NOM.M.SG  Pheroras.GEN 

‘ⒽⒶʿAmi son of Pheroriya’ ‘ⒼAmmaidus son of Pheroras’ 

 

(57)  CIIP 1/1.341, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

יהודה אתת שלום,  יהדה אשת שלום  

šlwm  ʾtt    yhwdh,  šlwm  ʾšt    yhwdh 

Shalom  wife.F.SG.CST  Judah  Shalom  wife.F.SG.CST  Judah 

‘ⒽⒶShalom, Ⓐwife of ⒽⒶJudah, ‘ⒽⒶShalom, Ⓗwife of ⒽⒶJudah’ 

‘Shalom’ was a popular female name in that period. 

(58)  CIIP 1/1.110, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

 Σαοῦλος  שאול

šʾwl  saoulos 

Saul  Saul.NOM 

‘ⒽⒶSaul ⒼSaul’ 
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(59)  Other ossuary inscriptions with the same name once in Hebrew or Aramaic and 

once in Greek include: CIIP 1/1.88, 199, 318, 456, 266, 279, 295, 308, 309, 339, 

354, 358, 360, 388, 398, 399, 526, 587, 348, 356, 493 (found in Jerusalem), and 

4/1.2823, 2825, 2826 (found in Jericho). 

The following data sets are instances of partial repetition code-mixing. A message 

is written in one language, and then one or more words in that message are repeated with 

another language. 

(60)  CIIP 1/1.98, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

ὀστατὼν   τοῦ    Νεικάνορος  Ἀλεξανδρέως  

ostatōn   tou    neikanoros  alexandreōs 

ossuary.NOM  DEF.GEN.M.SG  Nicanor   Alexandria.GEN 

‘ⒼThe ossuary of Nicanor of Alexandria 

 

ποιήσαντος     τὰς    θύρας     אלכסא נקנר ,  

poiēsanatos     tas    thyras   nqnr  ʾlksʾ 

make.PP.AOR.ACT.NOM.M.SG  DEF.ACC.F.PL  gate.ACC.F.PL Nicanor  Alexandrian 

who made the gates. ⒽⒶNicanor the Alexandrian.’ 

 Alexandrian.’ This may be the Nicanor of‘ אלכסנדרוני is an abbreviation of אלכסא

Alexandria in m. Mid. 1:4, 2:3, 6; cf. Josephus J.W. 5.201. 

(61)  CIIP 1/1.500, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Ἰωνάθης   ושלמצין יהונתן      Σελασιων 

iōnathēs   yhwntn    w-šlmṣyn   selasiōn  

Ionathes.NOM Yehonatan  and-Shelamzin Selasion.NOM  

‘ⒼIonathes ⒽⒶYehonatan and Shelamzin ⒼSelasion 
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Μαρθα<τ> 

marthat 

Martha(?).NOM 

Martha(?)’ 

‘Ionathes’ and ‘Yehonatan’ are the same name. ‘Selasion’ and ‘Shelamzin’ are the 

same name. 

(62)  CIIP 1/1.215, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Ἰούδας   יהודה שפירא  

ioudas   yvwdh  špyrʾ 

Judah.NOM Judah Sapphira 

‘ⒼJudah ⒽⒶJudah, Sapphira.’ 

(63)  CIIP 1/1.349, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. AD 

Ἐλισάβη   טרפון אתת אלישבע  

elisabē    ʾlyšbʿ   ʾtt    ṭrpwn 

Elisabe.NOM  Elishevʿa  wife.F.SG.CST Tarfon 

‘ⒼElisabe. ⒽⒶElishevʿa, Ⓐthe wife of ⒽⒶTarfon.’ 

(64)  CIIP 1/1.452, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

‘ⒶMasters of the tomb. ⒼMathia and Simon, brothers, sons of Iaeiros, masters of 

the tomb.’ 

(65)  CIIP 1/1.411, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Ανιν   Σκυθοπολείτης   הבשני חנין  .  

anin    skythopoleitēs   ḥnyn  hbšny.  

Anin.NOM  Scythopolian.NOM.M.SG  Ḥanin  DEF-Beth-Sheʾanite.  

‘ⒼAnin the Scythopolitan. ⒽⒶḤanin Ⓗthe Beth-Sheʾanite. 
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 .יהוסף בר חנין בשניה

yhwsp   br    ḥnyn  bšbyh.  

Yehosef   son.M.SG.CST  Ḥanin  Beth-Sheʾanite.  

ⒽⒶYehosef son of Ḥanin Ⓗthe Beth-Sheʾanite, 

 

 אבה קבר בריה.

ʾb-h    qbr     br-yh 

father-PSX.3.M.SG  bury.Q.QTL.3.M.SG  son-PSX.3.M.SG 

Ⓐhis father, buried his son.’ 

‘Anin’ and ‘Ḥanin’ are the same name. Scythopolis was the Greek name of the 

city Beth-Sheʾan. 

4.3.2. Feature-level mixing 

(66)  In the Babatha Archive’s Greek documents, in many places where Greek grammar 

requires the article, there was none, likely because the corresponding expression in 

Hebrew and Aramaic would not require any article (Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 

1989, 14). 

5/6Ḥev 16.21 

πρὸς    τὴν    δύν]αμ
‧

ιν
‧

   τόκου    [ἀ]ργ
‧‧

υρίου
‧‧‧‧

 

pros    tēn   dunamin   tokou   argyriou 

commensurate.with DEF.F.SG.ACC income.SG.ACC interest.SG.GEN money.SG.GEN 

 

[αὐ]τοῦ   [κ]α
‧

ὶ [τῶν]   λοι
‧‧‧

πῶ[ν]  ὑ
‧

[
‧

παρχόντων   αὐτοῦ 

autou  kai  tōn   loipōn  hyparchontōn  autou 

3.M.SG.GEN and DEF.N.PL.GEN rest.N.PL.GEN property.N.PL.GEN 3.M.SG.GEN 
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‘commensurate with the income from the interest on his money and the rest of his 

property’ 

4.3.3. Word-level mixing 

(67)  Matt 27:46 

ηλι     ηλι    λεμα  σαβαχθανι 

ēli    ēli     lema  sabachthani 

God-PSX.1.CN.SG  God-PX.1.CN.SG  why  forsake.Q.QTL.2.M.SG-PSX.1.CN.SG 

‘ⒽMy God, my God, Ⓐwhy have You forsaken me?’ 

Muraoka refers to this whole sentence as using “mixed language” (2011, 79). ηλι 

(ēli) is Hebrew (see  (115) ). λεμα σαβαχθανι (lema sabachthani) is Aramaic (see  (122) 

and  (131) ). 

(68)  Mark 15:34 

ελωι    ελωι    λεμα  σαβαχθανι 

elōi    elōi    lema  sabachthani 

God-PSX.1.CN.SG  God-PX.1.CN.SG  why  forsake.Q.QTL.2.M.SG-PSX.1.CN.SG 

‘ⒽMy God, my God, Ⓐwhy have You forsaken me?’ 

ελωι (elōi) is Hebrew (see  (113) ). The difference between the two Greek 

transcriptions of Hebrew can be attributed to the contribution of different witnesses. In 

Hebrew, ֵאל (ʾel) and ִהים  . both mean ‘God.’ For details, see  (113) and  (115) (ʾĕlōhim) ֱא
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(69)  CIIP 1/1.366, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Ἰώσηπος  Καλλων יהוסף בר שמעון 

iōsēpos kallōn  yhwsp  br    šmʿwn 

Joseph  Kallon  Joseph  son.M.SG.CST  Shimʿon 

‘ⒼJoseph Kallon. ⒽⒶJoseph son of Shimʿon.’ 

These two appellations refer to the same person. ‘Kallon’ is a family name that 

lasts for several generations (CIIP 1-1, p.387, JJP/HM). 

(70)  CIIP 1/1.84 is an ossuary inscription found in Jerusalem, from 1 c. BC-1 c. AD, 

with a name in Jewish script with the Aramaic word אנתת ‘wife of,’ and an 

undecipherable Greek word κνιφ. 

(71)  CIIP 1/1.25, ossuary inscription found in Jerusalem, 1 c. AD 

שאול ברת שלום חלת   

ḥlt    šlwm brt     šʾwl  

ossuary-F.SG.CST Shalom daughter.F.SG.CST Shaʾul  

‘ⒶOssuary of ⒽⒶShalom daughter of ⒽⒶShaʾul,  

 

ברתה שלום שברת די  

dy  šbrt       šlwm  brt-h 

rel die.while.giving.birth.Q.QTL.3.F.SG Shalom daughter-PSX.3.F.SG 

who Ⓗdied while giving birth to Ⓐ(her) daughter ⒽⒶShalom’ 

 as a root that means ‘difficult childbirth’ does not occur in Aramaic; it is (šbr) שבר

not in CAL or Jastrow (1926). The editors Price and Misgav (CIIP 1/1:73) point out that 

this root with this meaning is found in CH (e.g. 2 Kgs 19:3; Isa 37:3; Hos 13:13). 
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(72)  CIIP 1/1.72, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

הנזיר בר חנניה אנתה שלום  

šlwm  ʾnth   ḥnnyh   br    h-nzyr 

Shalom wife.F.SG.CST Ḥananiya  son.M.SG.CST  DEF-Nazarite 

‘ⒽⒶShalom Ⓐwife of ⒽⒶḤananiya son of Ⓗthe Nazirite’ 

(73)  CIIP 1/1.504, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

אתת יעקב בנ יהוספ בת מרתה   

mrth   bt     yhwsp  bn    yʿqb   ʾtt  

Martha  daughter.F.SG.CST Yehosef son.M.SG.CST Yaʿakov  wife.F.SG.CST 

‘ⒽⒶMartha daughter of Yehosef Ⓗson of ⒽⒶYaʿakov, Ⓐwife of  

 

 יהוספ בנ חונ

yhwsp  bn    ḥwn 

Yehosef son.M.SG.CST Ḥon 

ⒽⒶYehosef Ⓗson of ⒽⒶḤon’ 

(74)  CIIP 1/1.534, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. AD 

הגדל הכהן תפלוס בר יהוחנן ברת יהוחנה  

yhwḥnh  brt     yhwḥnn  br 

Joanna  daughter.F.SG.CST Johanan  son.M.SG.CST  

‘ⒽⒶJoanna Ⓐdaughter of ⒽⒶJohanan son of 

 

tplws   h-khn  h-gdl 

Theophilos DEF-priest  DEF-high 

ⒽⒶTheophilos Ⓗthe high priest’ 

This high priest was in office AD 37-41 (Josephus Ant. 18.123-24, 19.297). 
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(75)  CIIP 1/1.565, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

העגל אתת מרים  

mrym ʾtt   h-ʿgl 

Mariam wife.F.SG.CST DEF-calf 

‘ⒽⒶMariam, Ⓐwife of Ⓗthe Calf’ 

‘The Calf’ is apparently a nickname for a man. 

(76)  CIIP 4/1.2682, ossuary inscription, found in Gophna, AD 1-135 

הסופר יהוחנן בר יועזר  

ywʿzr br   yhwḥnn  h-swpr 

Yoʿezer son.M.SG.CST Yohanan  DEF-scribe 

‘ⒽⒶYoʿezer Ⓐson of Yohanan, Ⓗthe scribe’ 

(77)  CIIP 1/1.601, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Θαιμι   בן יהודה 

thaimi  bn   yhwdh 

Thaimi  son.M.SG.CST Judah 

‘ⒼThaimi ⒽSon of ⒽⒶJudah’ 

(78)  CIIP 1/1.211, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

 διδασκάλου תדטיון

tdṭywn   didaskalou 

Theodotion  teacher.GEN.M.SG 

‘ⒽⒶTheodotion, Ⓖof (the) teacher’ 

(79)  Other ossuary inscriptions with one or more names in Hebrew or Aramaic, and one 

or more names in Greek, all found in Jerusalem: 1/1.174, 267, 319, 324, 402, 421. 
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(80)  CIIP 1/1.304, ossuary inscription, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD 

Ἀρίστων אפמי ארסטון . 

aristōn ʾrsṭwn  ʾpmy 

Ariston Ariston.CST Apamea 

‘ⒼAriston ⒽⒶAriston of Apamea 

 

הגיור יהודה   

yhwdh  h-gywr 

Judah  DEF-proselyte 

ⒽⒶJudah Ⓗthe proselyte’ 

This may be the Ariston from Apamea mentioned in m. Ḥal. 4:10ff. The editors 

Price and Misgav explain the last word this way: “l.3 is in Hebrew, if a bit garbled: 

proper Hebrew would require הגר hgr, and the present form הגיור hgywr seems an attempt 

to Hebraize the Aramaic word גיורא gywrʾ.” (CIIP 1/1:327) They also explain that Judah 

was not the same person as Ariston. 

4.3.4. Sentence-level mixing 

(81)  1 Cor 16:22 

‘ⒼIf anyone has no love for the Lord, let him be accursed. ⒶOur Lord has come.’ 

μαράνα θά ‘Our Lord has come’ is in Aramaic; see  (125) . 
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4.3.5. Paragraph-level mixing 

(82)  XḤev/Se 13, Waiver of Claims?, AD 134 or 135 

line 12  מראב[ר] שמעון מ  ת ת מ  

      mtt  br   šmʿwn mmr-ʾ 

      Mattat  son.M.SG.CST Shimʿon speak.Q.INF-PSX.3.F.SG 

      ‘ⒶMattat so[n] of Shimʿon, at her word.…’ 

 

line 13 ...בר שמעון עד 

       br    šmʿwn ʿd 

       son.M.SG.CST  Shimʿon witness 

       ‘Ⓗson of Shimʿon, witness.’ 

 

line 14 משבלה בן שמעון עד 

      mśblh   bn    šmʿwn ʿd 

      Masabalah  son.M.SG.CST Shimʿon witness 

      ‘ⒽMasabalah son of Shimʿon, witness.’ 

(83)  XḤev/Se 8A, Deed of Sale C, AD 134 or 135 

line 16 שמעון בר יהוסף עד 

       šmʿwn br   yhwsp ʿd 

       Shimʿon son.M.SG.CST Joseph witness 

       ‘ⒽShimʿon son of Joseph, witness.’ 

 

line 17  ון שהדע מ בר ש  ר אלעז  

      ʾlʿzr  br   šmʿwn šhd 

      Elʿazar  son.M.SG.CST Shimʿon witness 

      ‘ⒶElʿazar son of Shimʿon, witness.’ 
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line 18 יהודה בר יהודה שהד 

      yhwdh br   yhwdh šhd 

      Judah son.M.SG.CST Judah witness 

      ‘ⒶJudah son of Judah, witness.’ 

By checking the dictionaries listed in section  3.5.2, we can see that עד (ʿd) is a 

Hebrew word for ‘witness,’ while שהד (šhd) is the corresponding Aramaic word. For how 

to decide whether a word is marked as Hebrew or Aramaic or just as Hebrew, see 

section  3.3.6 (words other than proper names) and  4.1 (proper names). 

(84)  5/6Ḥev 20, Concession of Rights 

It is a Greek text, with one paragraph in Aramaic. Among the seven signatures, one 

is in Greek, six are in Aramaic. 

(85)  5/6Ḥev 15, Deposition, AD 125 (Lewis, Yadin, and Greenfield 1989, 61-62) 

Line 36 ⒼAnd there were at hand seven witnesses. 

Line 37 ⒶYehudah son of Khthousion ‘lord’ of Babatha: In my presence Babatha 

confirmed all that is written above. Yehuda wrote it. 

Line 38 Ⓝ ʿAbdʾobadath son of Elloutha: In my presence and in the presence of 

Yoḥana, my colleague, son of ʿEgla, this testimony is written according to what is 

written above. ʿAbdʾobadath wrote it. 

Line 39 ⒶYehoḥanan son of Aleks, by the hand of Yehoseph his son. 

It is a Greek document. These lines are called subscriptions. Line 38 is in 

Nabatean. Three witnesses wrote the three lines respectively. 
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(86)  Other written texts from the Judean Desert that have Greek as the main body and 

Aramaic subscriptions: 5/6Ḥev 17 Deposition, 5/6Ḥev 19 Deed of Gift, 5/6Ḥev 20 

Concession of Rights, 5/6Ḥev 21 Purchase of a Date Crop, 5/6Ḥev 22 Sale of a Date 

Crop, 5/6Ḥev 27 Receipt, 5/6Ḥev 18*101 Marriage Contract. For example, 5/6Ḥev 

18*101 was signed by the bride’s father, the bridegroom, and five witnesses. One 

witness signed with Greek, while the six other people signed in Aramaic (Lewis, 

Yadin, and Greenfield 1989, 77). 

4.3.6. Conclusion 

There are quite a few examples of code-mixing among language users in early 

Roman Israel. The evidence warrants considering the possibility of people in the NT 

using code-mixing. In that case, an Aramaic word in the mouth of a person in an NT 

narrative does not compel the conclusion that his whole stretch of speech was in Aramaic. 

This clears the way to classifying some NT Semitic words as Hebrew. This also opens up 

the possibility of conceiving that one of the normal languages of people in NT narratives 

was Hebrew. With the genuine possibility of code-mixing as demonstrated by evidence 

from other primary sources, the following claim of Millard loses its force; he says “the 

presence of the Aramaic words [in the NT] just discussed is very difficult to explain if the 

normal language was Hebrew” (2000, 146). 
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4.4. Semitic words in the NT 

Some authors have put together lists of supposedly Aramaic words in the NT (e.g. 

Kautzsch 1884; Felsenthal 1885; Millard 2000, 140-42; Porter 2011, 2468; Keshet 2018, 

168-69). These words have been used to argue for various positions. Moreover, the 

classification of these words as Aramaic or Hebrew affects how we interpret the Greek 

word Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) in the NT. Therefore, it is necessary for this study to take a 

position on each word being Hebrew, Aramaic, or both. At the end of this section there is 

a summary of the statistics of the languages and etymologies of these words, disproving 

the claim that only Aramaic lies behind them. 

Although proper names in ancient written data that have only one morpheme 

cannot be classified as one language or another ( 4.1), some proper names are discussed 

below because issues around them are much debated in the secondary literature, or 

because they are nicknames so that they may have meaningful morphemes that can be 

classified as Hebrew or Aramaic. The conclusions in this thesis are whether their 

etymologies lie in Hebrew, Aramaic, or both. The conclusions are not whether they are 

Hebrew words or Aramaic words. The method for deciding whether a word is Hebrew or 

Aramaic or both is described in  3.5. The entries are arranged in Greek alphabetical order. 
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At the beginning of the discussion of each word, the Semitic form suggested by scholars 

is provided, and then there is presentation about whether the Semitic form is best 

understood as Hebrew, Aramaic, or both. 

4.4.1. Data and analysis 

(87)  Ἀβαδδών. Rev 9:11. ‘Abaddon (destruction)’ 

Hebrew  ֲאַבּדֹוןis used in Job 26:6, 28:22, 31:12; Ps 88:12; Prov 15:11. Jastrow 

(1926) does not have any Aramaic word that sounds like Ἀβαδδών, but he has ֲאַבּדֹון as 

Hebrew. The /o/ distinguishes this word as Hebrew, not Aramaic. In CAL s.v. “ˀbdn, 

ˀbdnˀ,” it is seen that in Aramaic sources the vowel after /d/ is /ɑ/, not /o/. Muraoka 

classifies אבדן (ʾbdn) in 4Q204 LVI, 17 as Aramaic, having the /-ɑ:n/ suffix (2011, 73). 

He says that אבדון (ʾbdwn) in the Aramaic ms. 11Q10 Job Targum XVIII, 5 is a “loanword” 

from Hebrew, and “the authentic Aramaic lexeme” is rather אבדנא (ʾbdnʾ) as seen in 1Q20 

II,15 (2011, 78). Buth and Pierce explain Ἀβαδδών (Abaddōn) as Hebrew (2014, 98). 

Rev 9:11 says that Ἀβαδδών (Abaddōn) is Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti). Thus, Ἑβραϊστί 

(Hebraisti) here refers to Hebrew. 
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(88)  ἀββά. Mark 14:36; Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6. ‘The father.’ 

Ιn the NT this word occurs only these three times. It is always followed by ὁ 

πατήρ (ho patēr) ‘the father’ in the nominative case, not the expected vocative case 

πάτερ. 

The Semitic form is ַאָּבא (ʾbbāʾ) (Kautzsch 1884, 8). ‘Father’ in Hebrew and 

Aramaic is  ָבא  (ʾāb). The argument for ἀββά (abba) as Aramaic is mainly that the suffix 

-ɑ indicates the determinate state. In Qumran Aramaic, kinship terms can be contextually 

determinate. Thus, אבא (ʾbʾ) ‘the father’ means ‘my father’ (Muraoka 2011, 159). 

However, Barr says that “even if the form had been adopted from Aramaic, ʾabba 

was certainly common usage in Mishnaic Hebrew and the citation of it in the New 

Testament therefore leaves quite open the possibility that the speaker was speaking 

Hebrew rather than Aramaic” (1970, 16). Jeremias (1966, 26, 60-61) and Emerton (1973, 

18) agree that this word is found in both Hebrew and Aramaic. Buth and Pierce argue that 

this word “entered Hebrew during the Second Temple period,” giving two examples of it 

in Hebrew sentences (m. Sanh. 4:5; m. Šabb. 1:9) (2014, 76). A search in Maʾagarim 

shows that ַאָּבא is in the Hebrew lexicon in the early Roman period. 

Taking all of the above into account, ἀββά is both Hebrew and Aramaic. 
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(89)  Ἃγαβος. Act 11:28. ‘Agabus.’ 

This is a proper name, but it needs some discussion because it is sometimes 

suggested that it is a nickname that means ‘locust’ (e.g. Online Parallel Bible Project 

2019). If it really is a nickname that means ‘locust,’ it is Hebrew or Aramaic (Jastrow 

1926, s.v. “ָחָגב” and s.v. “ָחָגָבא;” CAL s.v. “ḥgb”). However, Ἃγαβος (Hagabos) is more 

likely the Greek form for the Hebrew personal name ֲחָגָבה (ḥăgābâ) (Ilan 2002, 93), which 

occurs in the Hebrew texts Ezra 2:45 and Neh 7:48. Thus, this word should be classified 

as Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(90)  Ἁκελδαμάχ. Acts 1:19. ‘Akeldama (field of blood).’ 

Acts 1:19 says, “And it became known to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that 

the field was called in their own language Akeldama, that is, Field of Blood.” The 

Semitic form is ְדָמא- ֲחַקל  (ḥăqal-dəmāʾ) (Kautzsch 1884, 8). 

 and CAL (s.v. “ḥql, ḥqlˀ”). A (”ֲחַקל“ .1926, s.v) field’ is found in Jastrow‘ (ḥql) חקל

search in Maʾagarim shows that this word is not in the Hebrew lexicon. דם (dm) is ‘blood’ 
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in Hebrew and Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָּדם” and s.v. “ ְּדָמא, ָּדם ”). The -ɑ sound at the 

end represents the Aramaic emphatic state8 suffix. 

The χ at the end “reminds us of Σειράχ = ִסיָרא” (Kautzsch 1884, 103). Perhaps it 

represents the Aramaic letter א at the end of the word דמא- חקל  (Bruce 1990, 110). 

The etymology of this place name lies in Aramaic. 

(91)  ἁλληλουϊά (hallēlouia). Rev 19:1, 3, 4, 6. ‘Hallelujah (praise the LORD!)’ 

It transliterates the Hebrew word ַהְללּוָיּה (hallûyāh) (e.g. Ps 106:1). The verb root 

 praise’ is only in Hebrew, not in Aramaic. CAL (s.v. “hllwyh”) lists this word‘ (hll) הלל

but says it is Hebrew. 

(92)  ἀμήν. Matt 5:18 etc., 128 times in the NT. ‘Amen (truly).’ 

The Semitic form is ָאֵמן (Num 5:22 etc.). Jastrow (1926) does not list it as an 

Aramaic word. CAL s.v. “ˀmyn” says it is a liturgical Hebraism. Lee says it is a loanword 

in Aramaic (2012, 335). Because it is in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim) and the 

Aramaic lexicon (CAL s.v. “ˀmyn”), it is both Hebrew and Aramaic. 

                                                 

8 Aramaic nouns can be in one of these three states: absolute (i.e. indefinite), emphatic (i.e. definite), 
and construct (i.e. being the X in an expression that means X of Y). The Aramaic emphatic state 
marker is a long ɑ suffix added to the end of the noun. It is written as א at the end of a word. 
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(93)  Ἁρμαγεδών (Harmagedōn). Rev 16:16. ‘Armageddon (Mount Megiddo).’ 

Ewing (1939) glosses it as ‘Mount of Megiddo,’ saying that it comes from 

Hebrew har megiddo. About the first morpheme, Buth and Pierce points out that 

‘mountain’ in Aramaic is טּור (ṭûr), not ַהר (har) (2014, 99). CAL s.v. “hr” also supplies 

this information: “Hebrew. Note that it is always used as part of the name of a specific 

mountain, never as an independent word.” There are debates about what the second 

morpheme means, particularly because Megiddo is not a mountain. Torrey (1938) argues 

for הר מועד referring to Jerusalem (ע was sometimes pronounced /γ/, thus the γ in the 

Greek word). Jauhiainen (2005) proposes Hebrew מגדון as a form derived from גדד or גדע, 

which makes the whole toponym means “Mountain of the cut down.” If one wants to 

stick with ‘Megiddo,’ the Greek spelling would not be a problem, because LXX Josh 

12:22, Judges 1:27, 2 Chr 35:22 write ‘Megiddo’ as Μαγεδων, the same as Rev 16:16 

here. 

In this example we see the difficulty of interpreting ancient place names. Based 

on har, the etymology of this place name is Hebrew. Rev 16:16 says this word is 

Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti). Thus, here Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) refers to Hebrew. 
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(94)  Βαραββᾶς. Matt 27:16, 11 times. ‘Barabbas (Son of Abba, or Son of the Father).’ 

Its Semitic form is ַּבר ַאָּבא (bar ʾabbāʾ) (BDAG s.v. “Βαραββᾶς”). Is בר (br) ‘son’ 

a loanword from Aramaic to Hebrew as Baltes claims (2014b, 48)? His reason is that 

there are inscriptions where בר is embedded in Hebrew texts (2014b, 47). Emerton argues 

to a similar effect:  

[T]he Aramaic word bar, ‘son’, rather than the Hebrew ben, is used in the names of 

people closely associated with Jesus (Βαρθολομαῖος [Bartholomaios], Βαριωνᾶς 

[Bariōnas], and Βαρσαββᾶς [Barsabbas]). This evidence must be used with 

caution, for the Ben Kosiba documents show that bar could be used of the leader of 

the revolt even in a Hebrew letter. (1973, 18) 

This is seen for example in 5/6Ḥev 49.1. בר (br) is also found in Maʾagarim. In 

the lexicons of Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ַּבר II”) and CAL (s.v. “br, brˀ”), it is an Aramaic word. 

Thus, it is both Hebrew and Aramaic. אבא (ʾbʾ) is also both, as demonstrated in  (88) . So, 

the etymology of Βαραββᾶς (Barabbas) lies in Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(95)  Βαρθολομαῖος (Bartholomaios). Matt. 10:3; Mark 3:18; Luke 6:14; Acts 1:13. 

‘Bartholomew (Son of Talmai or Son of Ptolemaios.) 

There are different proposals about the meaning or etymology of the second 

morpheme. Taylor suggests that the name’s Semitic form is ַּבר ַּתְלַמי (bar talmay) (2014, 

 is the name of one of the giants (Num 13:22; Jos 15:14; Jdg 1:10) as (talmay) ַּתְלַמי .(206

well as a king of Geshur (2 Sam 3:3, 13:37; 1 Chr 3:2), although LXX transcriptions are 
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Θολμι (tholmi) and Θολμαι (tholmai), not θολομαῖος (tholomaios).  ַימַ לְ ּת  (talmay) could be 

used as a Hebrew or Aramaic name in early Roman time. In Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ יְלמַ ּתַ  ,” 

 was also the Hebrew adaptation of the Greek name Ptolemaios. Thus, some (talmay) ַּתְלַמי

assert that θολομαιος (tholomaios) came from this Greek name (Hengel 1989, 16; Ilan 

2002, 304). The etymology of this name lies in Hebrew or Aramaic and possibly Greek. 

(96)  Βαριησοῦς. Acts 13:6. ‘Bar-Jesus (Son of Jesus).’ 

‘Jesus’ is Hebrew or Aramaic because it is a proper name (e.g. 1 Chr 24:11, Ezr 

2:2; Neh 3:19). Thus, the whole name is Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(97)  Βαριωνᾶ. Matt 16:17. ‘Bar-Jonah (Son of Jonah).’ 

Its Semitic form is ַּבר יֹוָנה (bar yônâ) (Ilan 2002, 143-44). יֹוָנה (yônâ) is Hebrew or 

Aramaic because it is a proper name (e.g. 2 Kgs 14:25; Jonah 1:1). Thus, the whole name 

is Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(98)  Βαρναβᾶς. Acts 4:36 etc., 28 times. ‘Barnabas (Son of encouragement).’ 

Its Semitic form is בר נבא (Ilan 2002, 439). The lexeme of the second morpheme is 

uncertain. Acts 4:36 states that the name “is translated ‘son of encouragement.’” Ilan 

associates this name with the Hebrew word נבי/  נבא  that means ‘burst forth, prophesy’ 
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(2002, 439). The functions of prophecy include encouragement and comfort, among other 

things. נבא or נבי as a root meaning ‘to prophesy’ exists in both Hebrew and Aramaic 

(Jastrow 1926, s.v. “נבי II” and s.v. “ְנֵבי”). 

Keshet argues for ַּבר ָנאָוה (bar nāʾwâ), and that μεθερμηνευόμενον 

(methermēneuomenon) in Acts 4:36 means ‘interpreted,’ not just ‘translated,’ so that 

some interpretation was intended for the nickname to work (2018, 178). ָנאָוה (nāʾwâ) is a 

Hebrew feminine adjective meaning ‘beautiful or pleasant.’ It is found in a search in 

Maʾagarim. Keshet lists other proposals for –nabas in Barnabas: Nĕbô, Nĕbûʾa, and 

Nĕwāḥāʾ (2018, 178). 

Barnabas is a nickname. Ilan, studying names of Jewish people between 330 BC 

and AD 200, observes the following about nicknames: “Since these names are usually 

inexplicable, and since one of the definitions of a nickname is its singularity, this should 

come as no surprise” (2002, 14). She thinks Barnabas is an Aramaic name (2002, 14). 

Considering all these, the etymology of this nickname is Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(99)  Βαρσαββᾶς. Acts 1:23, 15:22. ‘Barsabbas (Son of Sabbath or Son of the old man).’ 

Its Semitic form may be ַּבר ַׁשָּבת (bar šabbāt) (Taylor 2014, 207) or ַּבר ָסָבא (bar 

sābāʾ) (Ilan 2002, 395-96). If this name really means “son of Sabbath,” σαββας (sabbas) 
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likely represents the Aramaic word ַׁשָּבא (šabāʾ) (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ַׁשב”). Hebrew ַׁשָּבת 

(šabāt) is less likely because it has the /t/ sound. In Myers’s study of how 2 Esdras 

transcribes Hebrew in the mid-late 2 c. AD, he finds that ת (t) is usually transcribed as θ 

(th), sometimes as τ (t), but never as σ (s) (2019, 297). 

If ‘old man’ is behind the name as Ilan (2002, 395-96) suggests, it is noted that 

יָבהׂשֵ   (śēbâ) in CH (e.g. Gen 15:15) and LCH (1 Chr 29:28) means ‘white hair’ or ‘old 

age.’ Thus, סבא (sbʾ) might also be spelled as באׂש  (śbʾ), בהׂש  (śbh), or סבה (sbh). Searches 

for these forms yield no result in Maʾagarim. Jastrow (1926, s.v. ָסב) says that this 

Aramaic word for ‘elder’ is equivalent to Hebrew ָׂשב (śāb); searches conducted in 

Maʾagarim for סב (sb) and שב (śb) yield no result that has a meaning related to ‘old.’ 

Thus, /sɑbbɑ/ ‘old man’ is only Aramaic, not Hebrew. Taken together, the etymology of 

this name is Aramaic. 

(100)  Βαρτιμαῖος. Mark 10:46. ‘Bartimaeus (Son of the unclean, Son of Timi, Son of 

Timai, or Son of Timaios).’ 

Thayer thinks that the Semitic form is ַּבר ִטְמַאי (bar ṭimʾay) meaning ‘son of the 

unclean one’ (1889). טמא (ṭmʾ) means ‘unclean’ in Hebrew. CAL has ṭmʾ ‘unclean’ (s.v. 

“ṭmˀ”). 
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Strack and Billerbeck (1924, 25) proposes ַּבר ִטיַמי (bar ṭîmay). The second word is 

not in Jastrow (1926). Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ִטיִמי II”) only has ִטיִמי (ṭîmî). They are probably 

talking about the same proper name (in Ecclesiastes Rabbah 9:9 or 9:7), vocalized 

differently. Strack and Billerbeck say that the meaning of ִטיַמי (ṭîmî) is uncertain (1924, 

25). Because this is a proper name, it would be Hebrew or Aramaic. Others think that it is 

Aramaic ַּבר (bar) and Greek Timaios (Hengel 1989, 16; Ilan 2002, 308). France thinks it 

may be Greek or Semitic (2002, n. p.) This name’s etymology may be from Hebrew, 

Aramaic, and/or Greek. 

(101)  Βεελζεβούλ (Beelzeboul), Matt 10:25 etc., 7 times. ‘Beelzebul (Lord of the 

heavenly abode).’ 

This is a proper name or nickname for the devil. The Semitic form is  ְֵעל ְזבּולּב  

(bəʿēl zəbûl) (Kautzsch 1884, 9). The first morpheme בעל (bʿl) ‘lord’ exists in both 

Hebrew and Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ַּבַעל” and s.v. “ַּבֲעָלא”). The lexeme of the second 

morpheme is less clear. Kautzsch says: “Zebûl is…a modification of zebûb (cf. ַּבַעל ְזבּוב  

[baʿal zəbûb] 2 Kgs. I., 2 and elsewhere), although in this modification may have 

co-operated not merely convenience of pronunciation…but also the thought of ֶזֶבל [zebel] 

dung, ְזבּול [zəbûl] dunging…” (1884, 103). The Abbott-Smith Dictionary in the LSJ 
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website s.v. “Βεελζεβούλ” says: “the Talmudic ִזּבּול [zibûl], from ֶזֶבל [zebel], dung … or 

perh. ִזֻבל [zibul], habitation.” Tångberg explains: 

It is usually supposed that zēbūb is a pejorative deformation of zbl ‘prince, 

highness’, which is a title of honour for Baal…in the Ugaritc texts. The Ugaritic 

word is closely related to Hebrew zĕbul, which occurs in the personal names zěbul 

‘Zebul’ (Jud 9,28) and zēbūlūn ‘Zebulun’ and as an independent noun ‘dominion, 

abode. (1992, 293) 

Table 1. Possible etymology of Βεελζεβούλ (Beelzeboul) 

Semitic 

word 

Trans- 

cription 

Gloss Hebrew? Aramaic? 

 ,zəbûb ‘fly’ (insect) Yes (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926 ְזבּוב

CAL) 

 .zebel ‘dung’ Yes (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926 ֶזֶבל

s.v. “ֶזֶבל;” CAL s.v. 

“zbl, zblˀ”) 

 ,zəbûl ‘dunging’ No (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926 ְזבּול

CAL) 

 ,zəbûl ‘celestial abode ְזבּול

heaven’ 

Yes (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926, 

CAL) 

 zəbûl ‘a certain pagan ְזבּול

god’ 

No (Maʾagarim) 

Yes (Jastrow 1926, 

s.v. “ְזבּול”) 

No (Jastrow 1926, 

CAL) 

ּבּולזִ   zibûl (no gloss in 

Abbott-Smith) 

No (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926, 

CAL) 

 ,zibul ‘habitation’ No (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926 ִזֻבל

CAL) 

 ,prince‘  זבל

highness’ 

Yes (BDB s.v. “ְזֻבל”) No (Jastrow 1926, 

CAL) 

 ,dominion‘  זבל

abode’ 

Yes (BDB s.v. “ לְזבֻ  ”) No (Jastrow 1926, 

CAL) 
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Some entries in the table need explanation. In Jastrow (1926 s.v. “ְזבּול”) יום זבול 

(ywm zbwl) is a festival of a heathen divinity. Jastrow (1926 s.v. “ְזבּול”) states that ְזבּול 

(zəbûl) is Hebrew. In CAL s.v. “[zbwl]”, ְזבּול (zəbûl) is the ‘Hebrew name of the fourth 

heaven.’ 

The whole phrases בעל זבוב (bʿl zbwb), בעל זבל (bʿl zbl), בעל זבול (bʿl zbwl), and the 

forms without a space between the two words are not found in searches in Maʾagarim, 

Jastrow (1926), or CAL. Two forms given by Abbott-Smith are not found in these three 

lexicons. 

From this table we can see that the only Aramaic word is ֶזֶבל (zebel) ‘dung.’ But 

its second vowel does not fit the Greek word. Thus, this nickname probably has Hebrew 

etymology. 

(102)  Βελιάρ (Beliar), 2 Cor 6:15. ‘Belial (the worthless one).’ 

This is a proper name or nickname for the devil. The Semitic form is ְבִלַּיַעל 

(bəliyyaʿal) (Emanuel 2014, n.p.). This Hebrew word occurs twenty-seven times in the 

Hebrew Bible (e.g. Judge 20:13), meaning ‘worthless one’, literally ‘without profit or 

worth.’ 
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 CAL .(”ְּבִלי“ .Jastrow 1926, s.v) as a preposition is Hebrew, not Aramaic (bəlî) ְּבִלי

s.v. “bly (blay) prep.” reports it only in Syriac, and says that it is extremely rare to be 

used alone. 

 availing nothing, wickedness’ is Hebrew, not Aramaic (Jastrow‘ (bəliyyaʿal) ְּבִלַּיַעל

1926, s.v. “ְּבִלַּיַעל”; CAL). In CAL s.v. “[yˁl]”, the verb יעל (yʿl) ‘to be of use’ is reported as 

a Hebrew word. 

In the Jewish writings of the Second Temple period, bĕliyyaʿal continued to be 

used as a common noun, associated with wickedness and/or death as it had been in 

the earlier Hebrew literature (e.g. 4Q425 fragments 1-3 line 7). But the word also 

began to be used in a new way, as the proper name of the superhuman nemesis of 

the righteous, Belial. (Stokes 2010, 435) 

It is used in the Hebrew DSS (e.g. 1QS I, 18, 23-24; II, 19; 1QM XIV, 9-10; 

4Q177 III, 8; 4Q491 I, 6). Beliar is the Greek form of Belial. The word in the NT is this 

word (Stokes 2010, 436). 

This nickname or proper name clearly has Hebrew etymology. 

(103)  Βηθανία (Bēthania). Matt 21:17 etc., 12 times. ‘Bethany (House of the poor).’ 

Its Semitic form is ֵּבית ַעְנָיא (bêt ʿanyāʾ) (Felsenthal 1885, 188). It is a place name. 
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 ֲעִנָּיה can be Hebrew (ʿnyh) עניה .house of’ is both Hebrew and Aramaic‘ (byt) בית

(ʿăniyyâ), the feminine form of ָעִני (ʿāni) (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָעִני”; Isa 10:30). It can also 

be Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ַעְנָיא”). 

(104)  Βηθζαθά (Bēthzatha). John 5:2. ‘Bethesda (House of ?).’ 

This place name has many variants in NT mss. NA28 lists Βηθεσδα (Bēthesda), 

Βηθσαιδα (Bēthsaida) (Βηδσαιδα [Bēdsaida], Βηδσαιδαν [Bēdsaidan]), and Βελζεθα 

(Belzetha) (Βησσαιδα [Bēssaida], Βηζαθα [Bēzatha]). Βηζαθα (Bēzatha) and Βελζεθα 

(Belzatha) are perhaps variants of Βηθζαθα (Bēthzatha) (Metzger 1998, 178). Βηθζαθά 

(Bēthzatha) is chosen in the text. Assuming that the variants in brackets are developments 

of the principle variants, we are left with three candidates: Βηθσαιδα (Bēthsaida), 

Βηθεσδα (Bēthesda), and Βηθζαθα (Bēthzatha). For Βηθσαιδα (Bēthsaida), see  (105) . 

The possible Semitic forms of the other two are discussed below in turn. For both the 

variants, the first morpheme is likely ֵּבית (bêt) ‘house of.’ This word exists in both 

Hebrew and Aramaic. 

Βηθεσδα (Bēthesda). It has been interpreted to mean ‘House of mercy,’ i.e. 

containing the word  ֶדסֶ ח  (ḥesed) (Masterman 1939). 
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The NET Bible (2019) says that Βηθεσδά (Bēthesda) “is attested by Josephus as 

the name of a quarter of the city…(J. W. 2.19.4 [2.530])”. But the 1890 Niese edition of 

Josephus’ works has Βεθεζάν (Bethezan). 

Some think that 3Q15 XI.12 supports Βηθεσδά (Bēthesda) as the best reading 

(Metzger 1998, 178-79). Metzger assumes that Milik’s reading בית {א}אשדתין  (byt ʾšdtyn) 

‘place of poured-out (water)’ is correct. However, Buth and Pierce enumerate other 

scholars’ works which read the 3Q15 XI.12 phrase as בית האשוחין (byt hʾšwḥyn) ‘house of 

waterworks’ (2014, 102). This reading is now standard (Martínez and Tigchelaar 1999, 

238). So the pronunciations of the Greek word and the Hebrew word no longer match. 

Buth and Pierce cite Delitzsch for the suggestion ֵּבית ִאְסִטיו (bêt ʾisṭîw) ‘house of 

the portico,’ where the second morpheme is a loanword from Greek στοά (stoa) (2014, 

102-03). 

Βηθζαθα (Bēthzatha). The second morpheme would have זת (zt) as the root. But 

Maʾagarim and Jastrow (1926) have no such root. CAL s.v. “ztˀ” has זתא (ztʾ) ‘a saponid 

plant, perhaps Mediterranean statice,’ occurring in Syriac and Jewish Babylonian 

Aramaic, which are far from Jerusalem and far from the 1 c. If the first α in this Greek 

word represents a contraction of the diphthong /ɑj/, the root זית (zyt) comes to mind. 
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Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ַזִית”) says that ַזִית (zayit) is a Hebrew word that means ‘outflow, run’ 

or ‘olive.’ ‘House of olive’ has its supporters (Kruse 2003, 147; Danker 2009, 71). 

However, Myers notes no instance of transcribing /ɑj/ as α in the mid-late-2 c. translation 

2 Esdras (2019, 307-08). Aramaic ֵזיָתא (zêtāʾ) means ‘olive,’ ‘outflow’ or ‘resin, name of 

an alkali used for cleansing.’ These senses may fit the pool too. 

Now it can be checked whether these candidates are Hebrew or Aramaic. 

Table 2. Possible etymology of the place name in John 5:2 

Semitic 

word 

Trans- 

cription 

Gloss Hebrew? Aramaic? 

 .ḥesed ‘mercy’ Yes (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926, s.v ֶחֶסד

 (”ִחְסָּדא ,ֶחֶסד“

 .ḥisdāʾ ‘mercy’ No (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926, s.v ִחְסָּדא

 (”ֶחֶסד, ִחְסָּדא“

 ,ḥisdāʾâ ‘kind ִחְסָּדָאה

pleasing’ 

No (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 (”ִחְסָּדָאה“

 ʾsṭ ‘portico’ No (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926) אסט

 zayit ‘olive’ Yes (Maʾagarim) No (Jastrow 1926) ַזִית

 ,zayit ‘outflow’ Yes (Jastrow 1926 ַזִית

s.v. “ַזִית”) 

No (Jastrow 1926) 

 .zêtāʾ ‘olive’ No (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926, s.v ֵזיָתא

 (”I ֵזיָתא“

אֵזיתָ   zêtāʾ ‘outflow’ No (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 (”I ֵזיָתא“

 .zêtāʾ ‘resin’ No (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926, s.v ֵזיָתא

 (”II ֵזיָתא“
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For חסד (ḥsd) to fit the Greek word here, it should be Aramaic. אסט (ʾsṭ) is from 

Greek. אזית  (zytʾ) ‘olive,’ ‘outflow’ or ‘resin’ in Aramaic has the vowel /e/, thus fitting the 

other Greek variant Βηθεσδα (Bēthesda) in term of vowel, but the /s/ in this variant is not 

accounted for by זיתא (zytʾ). 

Aramaic בית חסדא (byt ḥsdʾ) would be behind Βηθεσδα (Bēthesda), but this is not 

the best Greek variant. No Hebrew or Aramaic phrase fits the best variant Βηθζαθα 

(Bēthzatah) well. בית אסטיו (byt ʾsṭyw) is Hebrew or Aramaic beit plus Greek stoa. All in 

all, this place name has no satisfactory interpretation yet. John uses Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) 

to denote the language. As explained in section  4.1, it is natural for a place name to leave 

behind its etymology and gain a life of its own in the language. Moreover, place names 

need not all have etymology in some common noun or some foreign word; many place 

names are just a combination of sounds in the local language. What can be claimed at 

most about John 5:2 is this: in Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) the name of this pool was 

pronounced somewhat similarly as the Greek transcription Βηθζαθά (Bēthzatha). As for 

what Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) means, see section  4.5. 
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(105)  Βηθσαϊδά (Bēthsaida). Matt 11:21 etc., seven times. ‘Bethsaida (House of 

catching).’ 

The Semitic form of this place name is ָדאת ַציְ ֵּבי  (bêt ṣaydāʾ) (Strack and Billerbeck 

 is a root in Hebrew and Aramaic that means ‘catch’ or ‘hunt.’ A (ṣyd) ציד .(605 ,1922

search in Maʾagarim shows that ֵציָדה (ṣêdâ) and ִציָדה (ṣîdâ) are Hebrew words that mean 

‘catching.’ ֵציָדה (ṣêdâ) or  ָאֵציד  (ṣêdāʾ) in Aramaic means ‘hunting, catching’ (Jastrow 1926, 

s.v. “ֵציָדה”; CAL s.v. “ṣydh, ṣydtˀ”). None of these words match the vowels of the Greek 

word exactly. As a rule, place name can undergo sound change. Thus, it cannot be said 

definitely whether the place name’s etymology is Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(106)  Βηθφαγή (Bēthphagē). Matt 21:1 etc., 3 times. ‘Bethphage (House of early 

fig/unripe grape).’ 

The Semitic form of this place name is בית פאגי (byt pʾgy) or בית פגי (byt pgy) 

(Felsenthal 1885, 188; Strack and Billerbeck 1922, 839). 

 ,is ‘early fig’ in CH and MH (Song 2:13; Maʾagarim). As for Aramaic (paggâ) ַּפָּגה

in Jastrow (1926) ַּפֵּגי (paggê) itself has no meaning. Neither does ַּפאֵגי (paʾgê). These two 

words only exist in the proper name of the place ת פגיבי  (byt pgy) or בית פאגי (byt pʾgy) 

(Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָּפאֵגי”). Pag ‘unripe fig’ is listed in CAL (s.v. “pg, pgˀ”) but only for 

Syriac. In Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ַּפג” and s.v. “ַּפָּגא I”), ַּפג (pag) and ַּפָּגא (paggāʾ) mean ‘jaw.’ 
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 None of these words fit the .(”II ַּפָּגא“ .Jastrow 1926, s.v) ’also means ‘kernel of grapes ַּפָּגא

last vowel indicated by the Greek transcription. Thus, it can only be said that it is Hebrew 

or Aramaic. 

(107)  βοανηργές (Boanērges). Mark 3:17. ‘Boanerges (Sons of Thunder).’ 

This is a nickname whose meaning is given by Mark 3:17. There are debates 

about its Semitic form. The first morpheme seems to be based on בני (bny), masculine 

plural construct ‘sons of’ in Hebrew or Aramaic, but it has an extra /ɑ/ sound. Buth 

observes: “Boanerges is almost humorous because it appears that Mark has altered his 

transliteration of a foreign name in order to play on the Greek word ‘to shout,’ βοᾶν” 

(2014, 407). Keshet argues for Hebrew  ַינֵ ֹּבח  (bōḥanê) ‘testers of’ (2018, 175). 

The second morpheme may be ֲרַגָׁשא (răgašāʾ) ‘noise’ (Taylor 2014, 206). Keshet 

prefers Hebrew ֶרֶגׁש (regeš) ‘a tumultuous throng’ (2018, 175). Ilan does not have any 

firm conclusion, but suggests רעם (rʿm) ‘to thunder,’ based on the NT verse’s own 

explanation (2002, 431). רעם (rʿm) ‘to thunder’ is both Hebrew and Aramaic in Jastrow 

(1926, s.v. “ָרַעם” and s.v. “ְרַעם I”), but /m/ is not in the Greek nickname. 
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Table 3. Possible etymology of βοανηργές (boanērges) 

Word Transliteration Gloss Hebrew? Aramaic? 

 Yes (CAL s.v. “bḥn”) (”ָּבַחן“ .BDB s.v) bḥny ‘testers of’ Yes בחני

 rgš ‘noise’ Yes (Maʾagarim) No (CAL) רגׁש

 rgš ‘tumultuous רגׁש

throng’ 

Yes (BDB s.v. 

 (”ָרַגׁש“

No (CAL) 

 ,rgšʾ ‘noise’ No (Maʾagarim) Yes (Jastrow 1926 רגׁשא

s.v. “ְרָגָׁשא”) 

 rʿm thunder Yes (Maʾagarim) Yes (CAL s.v. “rˁm”) רעם

 

To sum up, the etymologies of both morphemes are either Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(108)  Γαββαθᾶ (Gabbatha). John 19:13. ‘Gabbatha.’ 

The text says: “at a place called The Stone Pavement, and in Aramaic Gabbatha.” 

The text does not imply that Gabbatha is a translation or equivalent of “Stone Pavement” 

(NET Bible 2019). 

Debate about its possible Semitic form is unsettled. Below is a sample of 

positions. Kautzsch proposes ַּגְּבָתא (gabbətāʾ) (emphatic state of ַּגָּבא [gabbāʾ] ‘hill,’ which 

is the feminine form of ַּגב [gab]) (1884, 104). Dalman says that it is ַּגַּבְחָּתא (gabbaḥtāʾ) 

“which properly means the baldness of the forepart of the head, was a fitting name for the 

open space in front of the Antonia Castle which served as a place of execution” (1902, 7). 

Torrey thinks that the Aramaic root is גבב (gbb), borrowed from Latin, meaning ‘platter’ 
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(1953, 232). NET Bible (2019) says “the most likely appears to mean ‘elevated place.’ It 

is possible that this was a term used by the common people for the judgment seat itself, 

which always stood on a raised platform.” Beattie and Davies suggest גב ביתא (gb bytʾ) 

‘mound of the House (Temple)’ (2011, 72). Buth and Pierce consider Hebrew ַּגָּבה (gabbâ) 

‘eyebrow’ or ‘ridge’ plus directional he at the end, Hebrew ִּגְבָעָתה (gibʿātâ) ‘to the hill,’ 

and Aramaic ִּגְבָעָתא (gibʿātāʾ) ‘hill’ (2014, 105). 

Regardless of which word in this bewildering array is the most convincing, an 

issue remains: -α at the end sounds like the Aramaic emphatic state suffix -ɑ, and John 

19:13 says that this is a Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) name. Perhaps this is the main reason why 

people often conclude that Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) means ‘Aramaic’ here. Yet, it is 

puzzling why one should think that only Aramaic words can have an -ɑ sound at the end. 

There is no proof that the –α in Γαββαθα (Gabbatha) must be an emphatic state marker. 

The -ɑ sound is found word-finally in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, and many more 

languages. An example from LCH is: 

(109)  2 Ch 4:17 

‘In the plain of the Jordan the king cast them, in the clay ground between Succoth 

and Zeredah (ְצֵרָדָתה [ṣərēdātâ]).’ 
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The place name ‘Zeredah’ is ְצֵרָדה (ṣərēdâ). A suffixed directional he makes it end 

with ָתה (tâ). 

In Greek there are many words and names with –θα (-tha) at the end that has 

nothing to do with the Aramaic emphatic state suffix, such as the following words in the 

LXX: people’s names Σαβαθα (Sabatha) ‘Sabtah,’ Σαβακαθα (Sabakatha) ‘Sabteca’ 

(Gen 10:7), Σαβαθα (Sabatha) ‘Shiphtan’ (Num 34:24); place names Ετεβαθα (Etebatha) 

‘Jotbathah’ (Num 33:33), Εφραθα (Ephratha) ‘Ophrah’ (Josh 18:23), Θαμναθα 

(Thamnatha) ‘Timnath’ (1 Macc 9:50); common nouns ἄκανθα (akantha) ‘thorn’ (2 Sam 

3:6), κολόκυνθα (kolokyntha) ‘gourd’ (Jonah 4:6), and νάφθα (naphtha) ‘petroleum’ 

(Dan 3:46, from Persian). 

The search for a possible Aramaic etymology for Γαββαθᾶ (Gabbatha) is 

inconclusive. Thus, there is no firm ground to claim that Γαββαθᾶ (Gabbatha) ends with 

the Aramaic emphatic state suffix. As seen above, the etymology may even lie in Latin. 

Besides, place names do not all need to originate from some common noun or foreign 

word. More importantly, as it has been argued in section  4.1, etymology does not 

determine the language of a proper name. All in all, John 19:13 does not prove that 

Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) means ‘Aramaic.’ 
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(110)  γέεννα (geenna). Matt 5:22 etc., 12 times. ‘Hell (Valley of Hinnom).’ 

LSJ s.v. “γέεννα” glosses it as ‘gé-hinnóm, the valley of Hinnom, which 

represented the place of future punishment.’ In the Hebrew Bible, ‘Valley of Hinnom’ is 

ִהֹּנם- יּגֵ   (gê-hinnōm) (Josh 15:8 etc.) or ֵּגיא ִהֹּנם (gêʾ-hinnōm) (Neh 11:30 etc.). This word for 

‘hell’ is like a place name. 

יאּג  (gyʾ) ‘valley’ is only Hebrew (Maʾagarim; Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ַּגְיא”; CAL s.v. 

“gyˀ”). הנם (hnm) is originally a proper name of a person (Josh 15:8, גי בני הנם [gy bny hnm] 

‘Valley of the Sons of Hinnom’). In CAL (s.v. “gyhnˀ” and s.v. “gyhnm”), גיהנא (gyhnʾ) 

and גיהנם (gyhnm) means ‘hell, Gehenna.’ Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ֵּגיִהיָּנם”) has ֵּגיִהיָּנם 

(gêhinnom) ‘Gehenna, hell.’ 

The only form without an /m/ at the end like the Greek word is the Aramaic word 

 in CAL s.v. “gyhnˀ”. However, this CAL entry shows that this form is only (gyhnʾ) גיהנא

attested in Christian Palestinian Aramaic and Syriac, which are later. The form with /m/ 

at the end is attested more widely. This agrees with Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ֵּגיִהיָּנם”), who only 

has the form with /m/. Thus, the fact that the only form without an /m/ at the end like the 

Greek word is the Aramaic word גיהנא (gyhnʾ) cannot prove that the Greek word is 
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Aramaic. Thus, γέεννα (geenna) reflects the Hebrew phrase and the Aramaic word 

equally possibly. 

(111)  Γολγοθᾶ (Golgotha). Matt 27:33; Mark 15:22; John 19:17. ‘Golgotha (The Place 

of a Skull).’ 

This meaning is given by all three passages, but only John 19:17 says it is 

Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti). This is a place name. 

In Hebrew, ֻּגְלֹּגֶלת (gulgōlet) means ‘skull’ (Maʾagarim). In Aramaic, ‘skull’ is 

ְלָּתאּגַ לְ ּגּו  (gûlgaltāʾ) (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ּגּוְלַּגְלָּתא”). This time, because the lexeme is clear 

(unlike Gabbatha), the -α at the end of the Greek word makes it likely that the etymology 

lies in Aramaic. However, Buth and Pierce mention other possibilities: “The –α at the end 

of a Hebrew name could have arisen from euphony, or as an assimilation to an Aramaic 

form of the same name, or it may be the adoption of a name that was first coined in 

Aramaic” (2014, 107). Moreover, section  4.1 has discredited etymology as the determiner 

the language of a proper name. 

Therefore, when John 19:17 tells us that this place name is Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti), 

it does not mean that Hebrew and Aramaic were the same for him. This is like saying the 

English name of the former Portuguese colony near Hong Kong is Macau, while the 
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etymology of ‘Macau’ lies in Cantonese 媽閣 (section  4.1). If you say “the English 

name of the former Portuguese colony near Hong Kong is Macau,” you will not be 

accused of thinking English and Portuguese are the same language or using the word 

English to refer to Portuguese. 

(112)  Ἐλύμας (Elymas). Acts 13:8. ‘Elymas (magician).’ 

This is a nickname. The verse says, “But Elymas the magician (for that is the 

meaning of his name) opposed them…” The Semitic form may be Aramaic  ַיָמאּלִ א  

(ʾallîmāʾ) ‘the powerful’ or an Arabic word that means ‘the wise’ (Thayer 1889; Strack 

and Billerbeck 1924, 711). 

 powerful’ is not Hebrew (Maʾagarim), but in Aramaic (Jastrow‘ (ʾallîm) ַאִּלים

1926, s.v. “ַאִּלים”; CAL s.v. “ˀlym”). But the etymology of this nickname may lie in Arabic 

too (Thayer 1889; Strack and Billerbeck 1924, 711). 

(113)  ελωι (elōi). Mark 15:34. ‘My God.’ 

In the Tiberian (Masoretic) Text of the Hebrew Bible, ‘God’ in Hebrew is ִהים  ֱא

(ĕlōhim) (e.g. Gen 1:1), ֵאל (ēl) (e.g. Isa 40:18), or  ֱַאלֹוּה (ĕlôah) (e.g. Job 3:4), while in 

Aramaic it is  ֱָלּהא  (ĕlāh) (e.g. Ezra 4:24). In Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ֵאל”), ֵאל (ēl) is Hebrew 
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‘God,’ not Aramaic; Aramaic forms are ֱאָלּה (ĕlāh), ֱאָלָהא (ĕlāhāʾ), and ֵאיַלּה (êlah) (Jastrow 

1926, s.v. “ ֵאיַלּה,ֱאָלָהא , ָלּהאֱ  .”). 

In Maʾagarim, it can be seen that in Hebrew texts written between 63 BC and AD 

230, when the Hebrew lexeme אלהים (ʾlhym) ‘God’ is used, in only 20 instances is ו (w) 

absent after ל (l), while in 74 instances ו (w) is written. This shows that the /o/ sound 

characterizes the pronunciation of this Hebrew word in that period. In CAL s.v. “ˀlh, ˀlhˀ”, 

the lexeme ˀlh, ˀlhˀ is vocalized as ˀě/ălāh, ˀě/ălāhā. 

Thus, according to the Tiberian tradition, the ancient Hebrew texts, and the CAL, 

the distinctive feature of the Hebrew word is /o/ after /l/, while that of the Aramaic word 

is /ɑ/ after /l/. This clearly shows that the word in Mark 15:34 is Hebrew, not Aramaic (cf. 

Kautzsch 1884, 106). 

(114)  ἐφφαθά (ephphatha). Mark 7:34. ‘Be opened!’ 

This meaning is given by the Greek text. The Semitic root is פתח (ptḥ) ‘open,’ 

which exists in Hebrew in the Qal, Nifʿal, Piʿel, Puʿal, and Hithpaʿel stems (Maʾagarim), 

and in Aramaic in the Peʿal, Afʿel, Paʿel, Ithpaʿal, and Ithpeʿel stems (Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 at the end, as it is common (ḥ) ח The Greek representation drops the .(”ְּפַתח“ .and s.v ”ָּפַתח“

in Greek transcription of Semitic words. 
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Scholars argue about what language and what stem ἐφφαθά (ephphatha) 

represents. Kautzsch opts for Aramaic Ithpaʿal, with a reflexive meaing ‘open yourself!’ 

(1884,104). Muraoka concurs (2011, 113). France chooses Aramaic Ithpeʿel9 with a 

reflexive sense, although he cautions in a footnote: “The word has generally been 

understood as Aramaic, though some have argued that it is Hebrew... The issue is 

apparently not capable of definitive resolution…” (2002, n.p.). Emerton says that 

Aramaic imperative Ithpaʿal or Ithpeʿel “with an assimilated preformative taw” is 

possible (1973, 18). The problem lies in that this stem normally adds t in Aramaic 

grammar, but it can sometimes be assimilated to the first consonant of the root. Those 

who argue that this word can be Aramaic propose that it is assimilated. This would be the 

source of the doubled φφ (phph). 

Rabinowitz retorts that it was overwhelmingly more common not to assimilate 

this t (1971, 152). He thinks that this is a Hebrew Nifʿal imperative ִהָּפַתח (hippātaḥ) 

                                                 

9 Ithpaʿal and Ithpeʿel are verb stems in Aramaic, similar to Hithpaʿel in Hebrew. Both Hebrew and 
Aramaic verbs have three consonants as their root. A verb root is morphologically modified 
according to the pattern of one of the several stems in order to derive a verb that has a certain 
sense (active, passive, reflexive, etc.). 
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(1962, 1971). Barr agrees that this is a viable option (1970, 16). But Morag (1972) argues 

against Rabinowitz (1971) and thinks that this word is Aramaic. 

Arguments from the two sides are both reasonable. So, it is still impossible to 

determine whether this is Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(115)  ηλι (ēli). Matt 27:46. ‘My God.’ 

ηλι (ēli) is considered to be Hebrew ֵאִלי (ʾēlî) (e.g. Metzger 1998, 58; Muraoka 

2011, 79; Buth 2014, 399). Some commentators argue that this is Aramaic, and Buth 

reviews them (2014, 399-402). The arguments rely on Psalms Targum (7 c. AD) and 

Aramaic amulets (4 c. AD), and these texts are late, so cannot shed light on the 1 c. 

Fitzmyer says that because אל (ʾl) as ‘God’ is found in Qumran Aramaic, ηλι (ēli) in 

Matthew is Aramaic (1980, 15). Buth replies that אל (ʾl) in Qumran Aramaic is a 

quasi-proper name, not used in the emphatic state or with pronominal suffixes. Muraoka 

points out the incongruence in state in אל רבא (ʾl rbʾ) ‘the great El’ in 4Q246 LII, 7; if אל 

(ʾl) were an Aramaic common noun ‘god/God’ in this phrase, it should be in the emphatic 

state, written as אלא (ʾlʾ) (2011, 157). Moreover, “in the case of אל עליון [ʾl ʿlywn] ‘(the) 

Highest God’ 1Q20 XII, 17 et passim the whole phrase is a loan” (Muraoka 2011, 157). 

CAL’s judgment concurs with Buth’s and Muraoka’s; CAL s.v. “ˀl” says that this word in 
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Aramaic is “generally treated as a proper noun, hence the existence of an actual emphatic 

form is highly uncertain.” In sum, ηλι (ēli) is Hebrew, not Aramaic. 

(116)  καναναῖος (kananaios). Matt 10:4; Mark 3:18. ‘zealot.’ 

Ilan says that this nickname derives from קני (qny) (2002, 409). Taylor thinks the 

Greek word represents “kanaʾanai” (2014, 206). Below is a discussion of whether this is 

more likely Hebrew or Aramaic. A lexeme meaning ‘a zealous person’ that sounds like 

Καναναῖ (Kananai) (perhaps קננאי [qnnʾy] or קנאנאי [qnʾnʾy]) is not found in Maʾagarim, 

Jastrow (1926), or CAL. 

The Semitic word has two morphemes: kɑnɑ- ‘zeal,’ and the derivational suffix 

-ɑj meaning a person with the quality. The first morpheme קנא (qnʾ) ‘zealous’ is in the 

Hebrew lexicon (e.g. Exo 20:5; Maʾagarim) and the Aramaic lexicon (Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

“ .and s.v ”ַקַּנאי“ .I; CAL s.v. “qny”). In Jastrow (1926, s.v ְקֵני ַקָּנא, ַקַּנאי ”), the Hebrew and 

Aramaic adjectives are ַקַּנאי (qannaʾy), and in Aramaic two more forms are possible: ַקְנָאן 

(qanʾān) and ַקָנַאן (qanāʾan). CAL has the adjective ַקְנָאן (qanʾān) only (s.v. “qnˀn”). The 

word with two /n/s is not in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim). 

As for the second morpheme, the derivational suffix אי (ʾy) -ɑj exists in Qumran 

Aramaic. It can make gentilic nouns, such as יאמורא  (ʾmwrʾy) ‘Amorite’ (1Q20 XXI,21) 
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(Muraoka 2011, 73-74). Another word given by Muraoka (2011, 73-74) is comparable to 

‘zealot’, in that this suffix attaches to an adjective-like word and make a noun that 

denotes persons: כילאין (kylʾyn) ‘knaves’ (4Q542 LI, 6). Does such a derivational suffix 

exist in Hebrew? Segal lists it but says that “it is only found in a few nouns.” The word 

he lists are quite unlike ‘zealot’ in terms of semantic relations: ַאֲחַרי (ʾaḥăray) 

‘responsible,’ ַּבְרַקאי (barqaʾy) ‘morning star,’ ּגֹוַבאי (gôbʾy) a kind of locust, and ִלְפַני 

(lipnay) ‘within’ (1927, 120). It is not found in Kutscher’s or Fernández’s grammar of 

Mishnaic Hebrew. 

In view of these considerations about both the morphemes, it is more likely that 

Καναναῖος (Kananaios) represents an Aramaic word. 

(117)  Καφαρναούμ (Kaphanaoum). Matt 4:13 etc., 16 times. ‘Capernaum (Village of 

compassion).’ 

This place name’s Semitic form is  ְַנחּום ַפרּכ  (kəpar naḥûm) (Strack and Billerbeck 

 village’ is in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim) and the Aramaic‘ (kpr) כפר .(159 ,1922

lexicon (CAL s.v. “kpr, kprˀ”). 

 ;compassion’ exists in the Hebrew lexicon (Isa 57:18; Zech 1:13‘ (nḥwm) נחום

4Q417 46). Although in these sources the first vowel is /i/, the Tiberian vowel pointing 
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does not completely reflect how the words were vocalized in early Roman times (Myers 

2019). It is frequently seen that when the Tiberian pointing is /i/, the LXX preserves /ɑ/, 

e.g. ִמְרָים (miryām) Μαριαμ (Mariam) (Exod 15:20), ִּבְלָעם (bilʿām) Βαλααμ (Balaam) 

(Num 22:5). 

 נחומין is not in the Aramaic lexicon (Jastrow 1926; CAL). CAL has (nḥwm) נחום

(nḥwmyn) but says this is Hebrew (s.v. “nḥwmyn”). Thus, Καφαρναούμ (Kapharnaoum) 

has its etymology in Hebrew. 

(118)  Κηφᾶς (Kēphas). John 1:42 etc., 9 times. ‘Cephas (the rock).’ 

John 1:42 glosses it as Πέτρος (Petros) ‘rock.’ Its Semitic form is ֵּכיָפא (kêpāʾ) 

(Kautzsch 1884, 104). ֵּכף (kēp) or ֵּכיף (kêp) ‘rock’ exists in Hebrew (Jer 4:29; Job 30:6) 

and Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ ֵּכיָפא, ֵּכיף ”). The -ɑ at the end makes this nickname more 

likely the Aramaic word ‘the rock.’ 

(119)  κορβᾶν (korban). Mark 7:11. ‘Qorban (gift to God).’ 

This NT verse glosses ‘qorban’ as ‘given to God.’ The Semitic form is ָקְרָּבן 

(qorbān). Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ָקְרָּבן” and s.v. “ָקְרַּבן”), Maʾagarim, and CAL (s.v. “qwrbn, 
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qwrbnˀ”) shows that this word is both Hebrew and Aramaic. In the Hebrew Bible, it 

occurs in Lev 1:2, etc. 82 times. 

(120)  κορβανᾶς (korbanas). Matt 27:6. ‘Temple treasury.’ 

 is not found in Maʾagarim. Thus, this form is likely (qrbnh) קרבנה or (qrbnʾ) קרבנא

the Aramaic emphatic state ָקְרָּבָנא (qorbānāʾ) in Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ָקְרַּבן”). 

(121)  κουμ (koum). Mark 5:41. ‘Get up!’ 

The Semitic form is קּום (qûm). The verb exists in both Hebrew and Aramaic. 

Because Jesus was speaking to a girl, the standard form of the verb should be feminine 

 in both Hebrew and Aramaic. This is a case of gender discord between the (qûmî) קּוִמי

verb form and the addressee. Gender discord is not unheard of in MA. Muraoka gives 

many examples of gender discord in Aramaic documents found in Qumran and the 

Judean Desert. Counting only those documents composed between 63 BD and AD 135, 

there are four examples (MUR 20.3; MUR 20.7; 5/6Ḥev 8.4; 5/6Ḥev 7.8) (2011, 229). 

(122)  λεμα (lema). Matt 27:46; Mark 15:34. ‘Why.’ 

The Semitic form is  ְָּמהל  (ləmâ). למה (lmh) ‘why’ exists in both Hebrew and 

Aramaic, but the first vowel in the Greek word shows that it is Aramaic. 
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(123)  Μαγδαληνή (Magdalēnē). Matt 27:56 etc., 12 times. ‘Magdalene (a woman from 

Magdal).’ 

This is part of the name of this Mary. Traditionally, ‘Magdal’ is understood as the 

name of a town where she came from (Taylor 2014, 205). With this interpretation, -ηνη 

(-ēnē) is a Greek feminine gentilic derivational suffix signifying “belonging to or coming 

from a particular country, nation, or city” (Smyth 1920, 233). 

Taylor raises the question that there was no such place name in primary sources of 

that period, so that it is better to understand magdal to mean ‘tower,’ thus making 

Μαγδαληνή (Magdalēnē) a nickname that means ‘a woman who is like a tower’ (Taylor 

2014). Ilan (2002, 443) associates this name to מגדלא (mgdlʾ) Hebrew “tower, turret” or 

Aramaic מדגלת (mdglt) ‘child nurse’ or ‘hair-dresser’. 

The traditional view is better, because neither Taylor nor Ilan explains what -ηνη 

(-ēnē) might mean in their interpretation. Therefore, on the whole, Μαγδαληνή 

(Magdalēnē) is a Hebrew or Aramaic place name plus a Greek suffix. 

(124)  μαμωνᾶς (mamōnas). Matt 6:24; Luke 16:9, 11, 13. ‘Wealth.’ 

The Semitic form may be  ָמֹוָנאמ  (māmônāʾ) (Kautzsch 1884, 104). The word ָממֹון 

(māmôn) ‘wealth’ is in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim, e.g. 1Q28 VI, 1; 4Q261 I, 2), 
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and in the Aramaic lexicon (CAL s.v. “mmwn, mmwnˀ”), but the -ɑ sound at the end 

marks the Greek form as more likely representing Aramaic. 

(125)  μαράνα θά (marana tha). 1 Cor 16:22. ‘Our Lord has come.’ 

Two possible Semitic forms have been proposed: ָמַרָנא ָתא (māranāʾ tāʾ) ‘our Lord, 

come! or  ן ֲאָתהָמָר  (mārān ʾătâ) ‘our Lord has come’ (Silva 2014, s.v. “μαράνα θά”). Both 

options are defensible. The Greek word division would be a later development (Joshua 

Harper 2020, personal communication). 

The stem מר is the Aramaic word ‘lord.’ This word with this sense is not in the 

Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim). The verb אתה (ʾth) ‘come’ is in the Hebrew lexicon (BDB 

s.v. “ָאָתה;” e.g. Deut 33:2; Isa 21:12) and the Aramaic lexicon (CAL s.v. “ˀty vb.”). 

Among the two words here, one is only Aramaic, and the other is Hebrew or Aramaic, so 

the whole clause is better recognized as Aramaic. 

(126)  Μεσσίας (Messias). John 1:41, 4:25. ‘Messiah (the Anointed One).’ 

The Semitic form is  ַָמִׁשיח (māšîaḥ) (e.g. Lev 4:3; 1 Sam 2:10). This Hebrew word 

is used in Hebrew writings between 63 BC and AD 230 (Maʾagarim). In Aramaic 
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‘messiah’ is ְמִׁשיָחא (məšîḥāʾ) (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ְמִׁשיָחא I”). Both the Hebrew and the 

Aramaic word can be transcribed by this Greek form. 

(127)  πάσχα (pascha). Matt 26:2 etc., 29 times. ‘Passover.’ 

The Hebrew for ‘Passover’ in the Masoretic text is ֶּפַסח (pesaḥ) (e.g. 2 Chr 30:1, 

for an example in LCH). The Aramaic word for ‘Passover’ in Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ִּפְסָחא”) 

is ִּפְסָחא (pisḥāʾ). The consonant and vowel pattern of πάσχα (pascha) aligns with Aramaic, 

not Hebrew. 

The first vowel α in πάσχα (pascha) is explained by the pronunciation of Hebrew 

in the 2 c. AD. פסח (psḥ) belongs to the qatl noun pattern. In the stressed syllable of such 

nouns, where the Tiberian vocalization has /ɛ/, the 2 c. AD pronunciation is transcribed 

by α (Myers 2019, 326, 328). Therefore, the first vowel of πάσχα (pascha) resembles 

neither the Tiberian /ɛ/ nor Jastrow’s /i/. 

Does the NT’s use of πάσχα (pascha) indicate that NT authors used the Aramaic 

word for ‘Passover’? Buth and Pierce argue that the NT authors chose this Greek word to 

represent the Hebrew for ‘Passover’ because they followed the LXX (2014, 87). Similary, 

Joosten says that πάσχα (pascha) is an Aramaic loanword in the Greek used by 

Greek-speaking Jews (2016, 249). However, as Buth and Pierce themselves point out 
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(2014, 75), the LXX does not only have this Greek form for ‘Passover’; there are two 

other forms, more aligned with the Hebrew pronunciation φασεκ (phasek) (e.g. 2 Chr 

30:1; Jer 38:8) and φασεχ (phasech) (e.g. 2 Chr 35:1, 6). The NT writers’ conscious or 

unconscious choice was the Aramaic-sounding πάσχα (pascha). This may be explained 

by one or both of the following reasons: the form used more frequently in the LXX (72 

times) and in the more important books (the Pentateuch) is πάσχα (pascha), not φασεκ 

(phasek) or φασεχ (phasech), hence it would be more familiar to the NT authors and 

readers; NT authors’ πάσχα (pascha) reflects the pronunciation of the lexeme for 

‘Passover’ at that time, i.e. the Aramaic lexeme. 

(128)  ῥαββί (rhabbi). Matt 23:7 etc., 15 times. ‘Rabbi (my master).’ 

John 1:38 says it means “teacher.” רבי (rby) exists in the Hebrew lexicon 

(Maʾagarim) and the Aramaic lexicon (CAL s.v. “rb, rbˀ”; e.g. 4Q549 I, 6). 

(129)  ῥαββουνί (rhabbouni). Mark 10:51; John 20:16. ‘Rabboni (my master).’ 

John says it is Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) and glosses it as ‘teacher.’ The Semitic form 

is רבוני (rbwby). This word is used in m. Taʿan. 3:8, datable to the Second Temple period, 

because it mentions Ḥoni the Circle Drawer (Frieman 1995, 121). The Mishnah MS 
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Kaufmann has this word vocalized as rabbuni (Buth 2000, 87), thus matching the vowels 

in this Greek word. 

The word without the 1.SG pronominal suffix רבון (rbwn) is in the Hebrew lexicon 

(Maʾagarim) and the Aramaic lexicon (CAL s.v. “rbwn, rbwnˀ”). This word is both 

(Emerton 1973, 18) Hebrew (Kutscher 1960, 53; 1964, 4) and Aramaic (Black 1967, 

23-24). Buth and Pierce say: “Since the word ραββουνεί [rabbounei] was used in both 

Hebrew contexts and Aramaic contexts, John must be recognized as correct when he calls 

rabbouni ‘Hebrew,’ and it cannot be used as evidence that Ἑβραϊστί [Hebraisti] means 

‘Aramaic.’” (2014, 100) 

(130)  ῥακά (rhaka). Matt 5:22. ‘Worthless one!’ 

In Maʾagarim there is a Hebrew word ריק (ryq) that means ‘empty,’ but the י (y) 

indicates either the i or e sound, so does not suit the Greek word here. In CAL s.v. “rq, 

rqˀ,” raqa is a ‘vile person,’ but is found only in Galilean Aramaic (which designates the 

Aramaic found in the Jerusalem Talmud, Midrash Rabbah, and the targumim, all 

compiled later than AD 135; see Beyer 1986, 39-40), Christian Palestinian Aramaic, and 

Syriac. In CAL, ryq (s.v. “ryq (rēq) adj.”) means ‘empty; worthless.’ Muraoka informs us 

that in Qumran Aramaic, the determined state can serve a vocative function, and gives the 
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following examples: וי לכה סכלא (wy lkh sklʾ) ‘Woe to you, O fool!’ 4Q536 2 II,11;  אומיתך

 .I adjure you, O Spirit!’ 4Q560 LII, 6 (2011, 159)‘ (ʾwmytk rwḥʾ) רוחא

“The Gospel rendering is based on Aramaic rekaʾ, with the change in the first 

vowel possibly indicating a Syrian influence” (Watt 2013, 25). In sum, this word is better 

classified as Aramaic. 

(131)  σαβαχθανι (sabachthani). Matt 27:46; Mark 15:34. ‘You have forsaken me.’ 

The Semitic form is ְׁשַבְקָּתִני (šəbaqtānî) (Kautzsch 1884, 106). שבק (šbq) ‘forsake’ 

does not exist in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim), but exists in the Aramaic lexicon 

(CAL s.v. “šbq vb. a/u”). ת (t) is the inflection for perfect (suffix conjugation) for 2.M.SG 

in Qumran Aramaic (Muraoka 2011, 97). ני (ny) in Qumran Aramaic is the 1.CN.SG 

conjunctive pronoun as object attached to verb forms (Muraoka 2011, 44). 

(132)  σάββατον (sabbaton). Matt 12:1 etc., 62 times. ‘Sabbath (rest).’ 

 exists in the Hebrew Bible (Exod 16:23 etc.) but not in Hebrew (šabbātôn) ַׁשָּבתֹון

writings between 63 BC and AD 230 (Maʾagarim). ַׁשָּבת (šabbāt) occurs in both (Exod 

16:25 etc.; Maʾagarim). In the LXX, the noun ַּׁשָּבת (šabbāt) is transcribed as σάββατον 

(sabbaton) (Muraoka 2010, 360). The Greek word in the NT likely follows LXX. 
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CAL s.v. “šbtn” says that šbtn (šabbəṯān) ‘rest day’ is equal to  ָתֹוןַׁשּב  (šabbātôn) in 

Biblical Hebrew. This lexicon shows that Aramaic words for the Sabbath day are ׁשבה 

(šbh) and ׁשבתא (šbtʾ). In Jastrow (1926), no word for ‘Sabbath day’ has an /n/ at the end. 

Thus, σάββατον (sabbaton) is Hebrew, not Aramaic. 

(133)  σαββατισμός (sabbatismos). Heb 4:9. ‘Sabbath rest.’ 

This word is not in the LXX. -σμος (-smos) is a Greek derivational suffix that 

makes a verb into a substantival denoting action (Smyth 1920, 230). Since it changes a 

verb to a noun, σαββατι- (sabbati-) or σαββατιζω (sabbatizō) can represent the Hebrew 

or Aramaic verb ׁשבת (šbt) ‘to observe the Sabbath’ (CAL s.v. “šbt”). Thus, σαββατισμός 

(sabbatismos) can be conceived of as relying on either Hebrew or Aramaic. 

(134)  Σαδδουκαῖος (Saddoukaios). Matt 3:7 etc., 14 times. ‘Sadducees.’ 

‘Sadducees’ in Mishnaic Hebrew is צדוקי (ṣdwqy) (Maʾagarim). CAL gives zdwqy 

(zāḏūqāy) for ‘Sadducee’ (s.v. “zdwqy”). Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ְצדּוִקי”) has ְצדּוִקי (ṣədûqî) 

‘Sadducee’ but does not say whether this is Hebrew or Aramaic. The difference between 

the Hebrew and the Aramaic lies in the vowel after ק (q). The form shown in CAL has ɑ 

there like the Greek NT word, while it is not sure what the intended vowel of the Hebrew 
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word in Maʾagarim is. The -ɑj suffix here is probably the same as that in Καναναῖος 

(Kananaios) (see  (116) , and again in  (140) Φαρισαῖος (Pharisaios). There it has been 

shown that this suffix is Aramaic, not Hebrew. Thus, on the whole, Σαδδουκαῖος 

(Saddoukaios) is more likely Aramaic. 

(135)  σατανᾶς (satanas). Matt 4:10 etc., 36 times. ‘Satan (Adversary).’ 

 means ‘adversary’ or ‘Satan’ in CH (e.g. Num 22:22; Job 1:6) and (śāṭān) ָׂשָטן

LCH (e.g. 1 Ch 21:1). The Greek word σατανᾶς (satanas) is not used in the LXX, except 

in the Greek translation of Ben Sira 21:27, where it means ‘adversary’ in general, not the 

devil. Ben Sira was originally written in Hebrew. The Semitic form of σατανᾶς (satanas) 

would be ָסָטָנא (sāṭānāʾ) (Kautzsch 1884, 105). The stem is in Hebrew and Aramaic. The 

-ɑ sound as the emphatic state suffix is Aramaic. שטנה (śṭnh), סטנה (sṭnh), שטנא (śṭnʾ), אסטנ  

(sṭnʾ) are not in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim). Thus, this form is perhaps better 

classified as Aramaic. 

(136)  σάτον (saton). Matt 13:33; Luke 13:21. ‘Saton (a dry measure corresponding to a 

seah).’ 

It occurs once in the LXX as an insertion in Haggai 2:16. Josephus uses it five 

times (A.J. 9.71 2x, 9.85 3x). Millard identifies this as an Aramaic word (2000, 142). סתא 
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(stʾ) ‘seah’ appears in an Aramaic DSS 11Q18 XIII, 4 (Muraoka 2011, 16, 31, 284). 

Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ָסאָתא I”) shows that the Aramaic word is ָסאָתא or ָסאָתה.  

Muraoka (2010, 286) shows that ְסָאה (səʾâ) in the Hebrew Bible is translated by 

the LXX as δίμετρον (dimetron), μετρητής (metrētēs), μέτρον (metron), μέτρος (metros), 

and οἰφ(ε)ί (oiph[e]i), but never as σάτον (saton). Therefore, the NT authors’ σάτον 

(saton) cannot be explained by their following the LXX. In the NT it is better classified 

as an Aramaic word. 

(137)  σίκερα (sikera). Luke 1:15. ‘Strong drink.’ 

The Semitic form would be ִׁשְכָרא (šikrāʾ) (Kautzsch 1884, 105). The Greek form 

was used sometimes in the LXX to render the Hebrew word ֵׁשָכר (šēkār) (e.g. Lev 10:9). 

However, the LXX also uses μέθη (methē), μέθυσμα (methysma), and οἶνος (oinos) to 

render this Hebrew word (Muraoka 2010, 366). These three Greek words are purely 

Greek, unlike σίκερα (sikera) which is a transcription of Aramaic ִׁשְכָרא (šikrāʾ). Thus, 

σίκερα (sikera) in Luke 1:15 is better classified as reflecting Aramaic, not as a necessary 

result of purely following LXX. 
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(138)  Ταβιθά (Tabitha). Acts 9:36, 40. ‘Tabitha (the deer or gazelle).’ 

This is a name or a nickname. Acts 9:36 says that it means Δορκάς (Dorkas) 

‘gazelle.’ The Semitic form is ַטְבְיָתא (ṭabyətāʾ), the Aramaic emphatic state of ַטְבָאה  

(ṭabʾâ) (Kautzsch 1884, 105). In Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ַטְבָיא”), Aramaic ‘deer, gazelle’ is 

 ,is a woman’s name in rabbinic literature (y. Nid. 1.4 (ṭābîtâ) ָטִביָתה while ,(ṭabyāʾ) ַטְבָיא

3b-4a; y. Nid. 2.1, 6a-6b) (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָטִביָתה”). In CAL s.v. “ṭbyyh, ṭbytˀ”, ṭbyyh, 

ṭbytˀ mean ‘deer, gazelle.’ All these forms are not in the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim). 

Thus, this nickname comes from an Aramaic word. 

(139)  ταλιθα (talitha). Mark 5:41. ‘Girl.’ 

The Semitic form would be  ְָתאַטְלי  (ṭalyətāʾ) (Kautzsch 1884, 106). It is the 

feminine form of ַטְלָיא (ṭalyāʾ) ‘a young person.’ Buth (2014, 409) agrees that this is 

Aramaic. In Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ָטֵלי”), Aramaic טָ ֵלי  (ṭālê), ְטֵלי (ṭəlê) are adjectives ‘young’ 

or substantival ‘young man,’ the emphatic state forms being ַטְלָיא (ṭalyāʾ) or ַטְלָייא (ṭalyāyʾ); 

 are ‘girl.’ CAL also has these words with (ṭalyāʾ) ַטְלָיא or (ṭalyəytāʾ) ַטְלְייָתא ,(ṭalyətāʾ) ַטְלְיָתא

these senses (s.v. “ṭly vb.,” “ṭly, ṭlyˀ,” “ṭlyh, ṭlytˀ,” and “ṭly (ṭlē, ṭalyā) adj.”). Safrai says 

it is a loanword in Hebrew (2006, 232), but all these forms are not in the Hebrew lexicon 

(Maʾagarim). Thus, it is more natural to classify ταλιθα (talitha) as Aramaic. 
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(140)  Φαρισαῖος (Pharisaios). Matt 3:7 etc., 98 times. ‘Pharisee.’ 

This corresponding Hebrew word ָּפרּוׁש (pārûš) in rabbinic works is provided by 

BDAG s.v. “Φαρισαῖος.” The Aramaic passive participle ָּפִריׁש (pārîš) is found in 

Jastrow’s lexicon (1926, s.v. “ְּפַרׁש”). 

The root ּפרׁש (prš) is either Hebrew or Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָּפַרׁש” and s.v. 

 ,The /i/ after the second consonantal root for passive is Aramaic (Muraoka 2011 .(”ְּפַרׁש“

103, 114), not Hebrew. The Hebrew passive participle is shown as ָּפרּוׁש (Jastrow 1926, 

s.v. “ָּפַרׁש”). As for the derivational suffix, see  (116) . The whole word is probably 

Aramaic. 

(141)  ὡσαννά (hōsanna). Matt 21:9, 21:15; Mark 11:9, 11:10; John 12:13. ‘Save, 

please!’ 

The Semitic form is הֹוַׁשע ָנא (hôšaʿ nāʾ). It is Hebrew ישע (yšʿ) Hifʿil 2ms 

imperative and the particle for proposing an action. This particle נא (nʾ) or נה (nh) exists 

in CH (e.g. Psa 118:25) and MH (e.g. m. Yoma 4:2). 

Buth says that ὡσαννά is Hebrew, not Aramaic: “hoshaʿ-na נא- הושע  is most 

probably a live Hebrew collocation that did not occur in the Hebrew Bible. hoshaʿ is the 

normal imperative form of this Hebrew verb and it occurs two times in the Hebrew Bible” 
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(2014, 408-09), i.e. in Psa 86:2 and Jer 31:7. It also occurs in MH in m. Ber. 4:4. Psa 

118:25 has הֹוִׁשיָעה ָּנא (hôšîʿâ nāʾ) ‘save please,’ using ישע (yšʿ) Hifʿil 2.M.SG long 

imperative form plus the particle. 

The verb root ישע (yšʿ) ‘save’ does not exist in Aramaic (Jastrow 1926). CAL s.v. 

“yšˁ” records one instance of this root meaning ‘rescue’ in 4QpsDan but says that “the 

Qumran usage is a unique Hebraism.” Another instance is in Samaritan Midrashim. 

Because the use in Aramaic texts is so meager, this is not a loanword in Aramaic. In 

Jastrow (1926, s.v. “הֹוַׁשְעָנא”) and CAL (s.v. “hwšˁnˀ”), הֹוַׁשְעָנא (hôšaʿ nāʾ) is not a cry for 

help or praise, but is the “name of parts of, or of the entire, festive wreath (Lulab) [i.e. the 

date palm branch] carried in procession on the Feast of Booths” (Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 save, please!’ is not a loanword in Aramaic as Lee‘ (hôšaʿ nāʾ) הֹוַׁשע ָנא ,Thus .(”הֹוַׁשְעָנא“

claims (2012, 335). Fitzmyer (2000b, 119-30) argues that it is Aramaic, by saying that 

 in Ps 86:2 and Jer 31:7 may be an Aramaized form. This is highly unlikely, as (hwšʿ) הושע

Buth explains (2014, 408). 

4.4.2. Summary 

 Of the 54 Semitic words discussed here, only 25 are not proper names or 

nicknames. Among these, five can only be Hebrew, not Aramaic:  (91) ἁλληλουϊά 
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(hallēlouia),  (113) ελωι (elōi),  (115) ηλι (ēli),  (132) σάββατον (sabbaton), and  (141) 

ὡσαννά (hōsanna). This disproves contentions that no Semitic words in the NT can only 

be Hebrew (e.g. Barr 1970, 16) or that all Semitic words in the NT are “certainly 

Aramaic” (Millard 2000, 141). 

As for the 29 names, the etymology of five can only be Hebrew, not Aramaic:  (87) 

Ἀβαδδών (Abaddōn),  (93) Ἁρμαγεδών (Harmagedōn),  (101) Βεελζεβούλ 

(Beelzeboul),  (102) Βελιάρ (Beliar), and  (117) Καφαρναούμ (Kaphanaoum). This further 

erodes the “Aramaic only” belief about NT Semitic words. 

The six Semitic words that the NT text identifies as Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) are  (104) 

Βηθζαθά (Bēthzatha),  (108) Γαββαθᾶ (Gabbatha),  (111) Γολγοθᾶ (Golgotha),  (129) 

ῥαββουνί (rhabbouni),  (87) Ἀβαδδών (Abaddōn), and  (93) Ἁρμαγεδών (Harmagedōn). 

Of these six words, only  (129) ῥαββουνί (rhabbouni) is not a proper name or nickname. It 

could be either Hebrew or Aramaic. Thus, the NT verses by no means refer to 

definitively Aramaic words with the word Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti). Furthermore, among 

these six Semitic words, the etymologies of  (87) Ἀβαδδών(Abaddōn) and  (93) 

Ἁρμαγεδών (Harmagedōn) can only be Hebrew, not Aramaic. This adds force to 

interpreting Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) as ‘Hebrew’ (Buth and Pierce 2014). 
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4.5. Were Hebrew and Aramaic thought to be the same language? 

Many commentators claim that the Greek word Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) and its 

cognates refers to Aramaic, based on two arguments: first, the words that NT verses say 

are Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) look like Aramaic; second, Hebrew had died out or nearly died 

out as a spoken language by the end of the Second Temple period (Fassberg 2012, 265). 

Some authors take this further and claim that early Roman Israelites treated Hebrew and 

Aramaic as the same language. In what follows, this position is called the Same 

Language Theory. 

Other scholars oppose this view. For them, Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) refers to Hebrew, 

and the early Roman Jewish population in Israel thought of Hebrew and Aramaic as two 

languages. Below, this is referred to as the Different Languages Theory. 

The present study agrees with the Different Languages Theory. It takes many 

parts of this thesis to support this stance. The argument about NT Semitic words is 

addressed in section  4.4. That section shows that with more careful analysis, mostly 

already done by scholars, the words which the NT says are Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) are 

actually Hebrew words or proper names that cannot be classified as Hebrew or Aramaic. 

The argument about the low or zero vitality of Hebrew in early Roman Israel is countered 
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by section  5.1. That section presents evidence of lively Hebrew use in daily life in that 

period and region. In the present section, I discuss some arguments from the proponents 

of both theories. 

4.5.1. Same Language Theory 

Some authors suggest that Hebrew and Aramaic might be considered the same 

language in early Roman Israel or by the surrounding populations (e.g. Rabin 1976, 1009; 

Watt 2000b, 32; Versteegh 2002, 73; Graves 2013, 486). Millard’s statement represents 

the classical formulation of the Same Language Theory:  

The cases of Gabbatha and Golgatha (Jn 19.13, 17) reveal the answer to a problem 

sometimes seen in the description of some words as ‘Hebrew’ in the New 

Testament (the others are Jn 5.2, of Bethesda; Rev. 9.11 of Abaddon, 16.16 of 

Armageddon). The ending –thaʾ, in these two, is distinctively Aramaic, a form of 

the definite article. As John states that Gabbatha is the Hebrew equivalent of Greek 

lithostraton, ‘pavement’, and Golgotha of ‘place of the skull’, he demonstrates that 

for Greek speakers there was no need to distinguish between the languages the Jews 

spoke, ‘Hebrew’ applying to both. Josephus followed the same path. (2000, 141) 

Emerton thinks that Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) in 5/6Ḥev 52 (see  (288) ) can mean 

either Hebrew or Aramaic. “In favour of the explanation of the word as a reference to 

Aramaic is that fact that the other published letters to Jonathan and Masabala are all 

written in Aramaic” (1973, 7). Now we see that he was wrong. Two letters addressed to 

Jonathan and Masabala are in Hebrew (5/6Ḥev 49 and 51) (see  (209) ). Moreover, the 
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writer of 5/6Ḥev 52 Soumaios is not the same as the writers of other letters to Jonathan 

and Masabala. 

Cotton thinks that Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) in 5/6Ḥev 52 (see  (288) ) probably refers 

to the Jewish script 

rather [than] to a language, since both Hebrew and Aramaic were written in the 

same script, namely what is generally designated ‘Jewish Script.’ If Soumaios is a 

Nabataean, which seems very likely, he would have no problem with Aramaic 

except for the script. What Soumaios and his people are incapable of doing…is to 

communicate in writing, for Nabataean Aramaic is written differently from Jewish 

Aramaic. (Cotton 2002, 359) 

Strack and Billerbeck argue for the Same Language Theory with the following 

rabbinic data (1924, 444-53). 

(142)  m. Giṭ. 9:8 

A bill of divorce of which the text is in Hebrew and the signatures in Greek, or the 

text in Greek and the signatures in Hebrew,…it is valid; …[If a man signs] “so-and 

so, witness,” it is valid. If he signs, “son of so-and-so, witness,: it is valid... 

Contrary to Strack and Billerbeck’s claim, the word עברית in this passage clearly 

refers to Hebrew, not Aramaic. This tradition has Hebrew words בן (bn) ‘son of’ and עד  

(ʿd) ‘witness.’ עד (ʿd) is Hebrew only (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ֵעד”; CAL). Aramaic for 

‘witness’ is שהד (šhd), e.g. in XḤev/Se 8A.17, 18 (see  (83) ). Moreover, this rabbinic 
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tradition does not mention any rabbi’s name, thus is datable only to AD 200-220, not 

before AD 135. 

Strack and Billerbeck’s second example is b. Meg. 18a, with m. Meg. 2:1 (see  (8) ) 

as background information. Both m. Meg. 2:1 and b. Meg. 18a concern reading the Book 

of Esther in other languages during the Purim Festival. Jewish tradition considered 

reading aloud Esther at Purim as an obligation for the Jews. The issue was, if a Jew could 

not read Hebrew, and so read aloud a translation of Esther, had he fulfilled this 

obligation? 

(143)  b. Meg. 18a (Soncino Talmud’s translation, in Instone-Brewer 2008) 

An objection was brought [against the dictum of Rab and Samuel]: “If one reads it 

in Coptic, in Hebraic (עברית), in Elamean, in Median, in Greek, he has not performed 

his obligation!” This [statement] means only in the same sense as the following: “If 

one reads it in Coptic to the Copts, in Hebrew to the Hebrews, in Elamean to the 

Elameans, in Greek to the Greeks, he has performed his obligation.” 

Strack and Billerbeck use this passage to argue that Hebraic in this passage 

cannot refer to Hebrew, because if a Jew read Esther in its original language—Hebrew, 

he certainly had fulfilled the obligation, and yet this Talmud passage says that some Jew 

argued that “if one reads it …in Hebraic…he has not performed his obligation.” So, 

Hebraic here can only mean Aramaic. 
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Although Strack and Billerbeck’s argument is probably correct, this rabbinic 

tradition does not date from the early Roman period. The editors of this English 

translation of the Babylonian Talmud provide the information that this saying was an 

objection to the dictum of Rab and Samuel, who are Babylonians active in AD 220-250 

(Instone-Brewer 2008). Therefore, even though the word עברית (ʿbryt) was once used in 

Babylonia in AD 220 to 250 to refer to Aramaic, one cannot project this to another region 

and time, i.e. to Israel between 63 BC and AD 135. 

Strack and Billerbeck’s third evidence for עברית (ʿbryt) meaning Aramaic comes 

from b. Šabb. 115a. This Talmudic passage indicates that this is a debate with R. Huna. 

He was a Babylonian Amora active in AD 250 to 290 or a Palestinian Amora active in 

AD 325 to 350 (Instone-Brewer 2008). In Frieman’s Who’s Who in the Talmud (1995), 

all four R. Hunas were active in AD 250 or later. Thus, this tradition cannot shed light on 

the period between 63 BC and 135 AD. 

Their fourth piece of evidence is from t. B. Bat. 11:8. No rabbi’s name is 

mentioned in this Tosefta passage, and thus it is undatable. 

From the above, we can see that many arguments for the Same Language Theory 

for early Roman Israel are untenable. 
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4.5.2. Different Languages Theory 

Many scholars argue against the Same Language Theory, such as Lapide (1975, 

488-89), Safrai (2006, 229), and Penner (2019). Barr suggests that the supposed 

“sameness” of Hebrew and Aramaic was only a result of writing in Greek for Greek 

speakers: 

In writing for Greek speakers it was generally sufficient to say ‘Hebrew’ in order to 

specify that the language was the indigenous Jewish language, i.e. non-Greek; in 

Semitic writings, on the other hand, distinctions were familiar between dialects and 

languages which were relevant, e.g. between the holy language and general human 

language (1970, 28).  

Cook observes that “although some texts refer to Aramaic words as ‘Hebrew’ 

(John 5:2; 19:13, 17; 20:16; Ant. 3.252), most writers properly differentiate them (e.g. 

Rev. 9:11; 16:16; Josephus, usually)” (2010, 362). 

Here are several things pointed out by Safrai about Josephus’ use of Ἑβραϊστί 

(Hebraisti) or related forms (2006, 230). Josephus writes in Ant. 1.5: “it will contain all 

our antiquities, and the constitution of our government, as interpreted out of the Hebrew 

(Ἑβραϊκῶν [Hebraikōn]) Scriptures.” Here Ἑβραϊκῶν (Hebraikōn) cannot mean Aramaic. 

In Ant. 1.33 Josephus says: “we also pass this day in repose from toil and call it the 

sabbath, a word which in the Hebrew language (κατὰ τὴν Ἑβραίων διάλεκτον [kata tēn 

Hebraiōn dialekton]) means ‘rest’” (Thackeray trans. 1930, 17). “This makes sense only 
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if Hebrew and not Aramaic is intended because in Aramaic the root נוח [nwḥ], rather than 

 is used for “to rest” (Safrai 2006, 230). Here, Josephus says that sabbath means ,[šbt] שבת

‘rest’ in tēn Hebraiōn dialekton. This demonstrates that here the word Hebraiōn refers to 

Hebrew but not Aramaic, because in Hebrew sabbath means ‘rest,’ while in Aramaic 

there is no word that has the form sabbath and means ‘rest.’ In Aramaic, the word that 

means ‘rest’ is נוח (nwḥ). Ant. 10.8 is about the scene in 2 Kings 18; there Josephus uses 

Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) for ‘Hebrew’ and Συριστί (Syristi) for ‘Aramaic.’ Josephus’ ability 

and practice in distinguishing Hebrew and Aramaic is further seen in Ant. 12.15, where 

he discusses the translation of Torah into Greek. To sum up, “Josephus…never once 

states that an Aramaic word was Hebrew” (Safari 2006, 231). 

Buth and Pierce review the debate and conclude that “the theory that Ἑβραϊστί 

(Hebraisti) means ‘Aramaic’ is weak and ultimately untenable because the only potential 

examples are three poorly understood toponyms in one Greek author (the Gospel of John)” 

(2014, 108). The three place names are  (104) Βηθζαθά (Bēthaza),  (108) Γαββαθᾶ 

(Gabbatha), and  (111) Γολγοθᾶ (Golgotha). It is problematic to use proper names to infer 

the meaning of Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti): “Proper names are a special kind of loanword. 

Names may come from any language, including Aramaic, and be assimilated into Hebrew. 
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Names cross source language boundaries with unpredictable amounts of assimilation or 

preferred shapes” (Buth and Pierce 2014, 76). 

To all the strong arguments presented by proponents of the Different Languages 

Theory, only one more is added here. Consider an analogy. Suppose we see a written text 

in Chinese composed fifty years ago that says, 

(144)   

我  到   了 加州  的 第一  大 城巿，  

uɔ ˦  tɑʊ    lɤ˧  tɕja˥ ʈʂoʊ˥  tɤ˧  ti  i˥    ta    ʈʂʰɤŋ  ʂɚ /, 

1.CN.SG  arrive  PFT  California  POS  first   big  city, 

‘I arrived at the largest city in California, 

 

英文 名  叫   Los Angeles。 

ɪŋ˥ uən   mɪŋ   tɕjɑʊ   los ˈænd͡ʒələs. 

English  name  call   Los Angeles 

‘its English name being Los Angeles.’ 

Suppose a certain non-Chinese scholar now studies this text and concludes: “For 

the Chinese people living fifty years ago, the word ‘English’ referred to Spanish. Chinese 

people back then believed that English and Spanish were the same language.” This 

reasoning is clearly unsound. 

Moreover, some proponents of the Same Language Theory claim that when 

writing in Greek, i.e. targeting Greek audience, there was no need to distinguish Hebrew 
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and Aramaic, so ancient writers called Aramaic “the Hebrews’ language.” It is puzzling 

how Aramaic could be designated the “the Hebrews’ language,” because between 200 

BC and AD 200 Aramaic was also spoken by Nabateans, Palmyrenes, Hatrans, and 

Syrians (Fitzmyer 2000a, 48-49). How would the Jewish authors expect the Hellenistic 

readers to be so Jewish-centric to agree that it was the Hebrews’ language? 

4.5.3. Conclusion 

From the above review, as well as other parts of this thesis, it is clear that the 

Different Languages Theory is sounder than the Same Language Theory. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to posit Hebrew and Aramaic as separate languages in early Roman Israel 

population’s linguistic repertoire. 
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5  The evidence of language use 

For each code, the domains of use with evidence are presented. Each data set is 

meant to prove that the code was used in that particular way (speaking or reading or 

writing or other ways of using language), at that particular time, in that particular place, 

by those particular people involved. All data sets are not meant to prove that the code was 

spoken, unless this is obvious in the data set itself. As is defined in section  1.1, language 

use refers to speaking or listening comprehension or reading or writing or singing or 

memorizing, or one of these, or some of these, or all of these. Moreover, each data set is 

not meant to prove anything beyond the particular way, time, place, and people involved 

in that data set. For example, a data set involving ossuary inscription in Middle Hebrew is 

intended to prove that someone did inscribe those Middle Hebrew words on that ossuary 

at the time and place indicated by the data set; that data set is not intended to prove that 

the deceased or his family or the maker of the ossuary spoke Middle Hebrew. For another 

example, a data set involving coin inscription in Greek is intended to prove that someone 

did inscribe those Greek words on those coins at the time and place indicated by the data 

set; that data set is not intended to prove that the inscriber spoke Greek; that data set is 
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not intended to prove that residents of that area were able to read all kinds of Greek texts; 

that data set is not intended to prove that the government which minted the coins used 

Greek at all times in all its activities. In other words, each data set is presented in this 

thesis to prove that a certain code was used in that specific factual situation involved in 

that data set itself. No extrapolation or generalization is intended whatsoever in the 

presentation of each data set itself. Generalization is done only at the end of chapter 5, i.e. 

in section  5.4, and the generalization there is of limited scale, i.e. done only as far as the 

presented data allow. 

The pieces of evidence come from the primary sources described in section  3.3. In 

some of the data sets in this chapter, portions of ancient texts are excerpted and entered in 

these sections as evidence for the use of the codes in early Roman Israel. In other data 

sets in this chapter, the evidence is described rather than excerpted. The section headings 

specify the codes used by the pieces of evidence presented in each section. For example, 

in section  5.1.1 Classical Hebrew, all the evidence is originally utterances in Classical 

Hebrew or portions of written text in Classical Hebrew; in section  5.1.2 Late Classical 

Hebrew, all the evidence is originally utternaces in Late Classical Hebrew or written text 
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portions in Late Classical Hebrew. In this thesis, most of the evidence is presented in 

English translation. The domains are arranged in alphabetical order. 

5.1. Hebrew 

5.1.1. Classical Hebrew 

5.1.1.1. Daily-life speech: Israel: Jews 

(145)  ηλι. Matt 27:46. ‘My God.’ 

This is Hebrew, not Aramaic; see  (115) . Because Jesus was quoting Ps 22:1, this is 

classified as CH. 

(146)  ελωι. Mark 15:34. ‘My God.’ 

This is Hebrew, not Aramaic; see  (113) . 

5.1.1.2. Religion: daily life: Jews. 

This first kind of items is mezuzot. After “these words that I command you today” 

(Deut 6:6), Deut 6:9 says: “You shall write them on the doorposts (ְמזּוֹזת) (mĕzûzōt) of 

your house and on your gates” (also Deut 11:20). An interpretation of these verses gave 

rise to the practice of writing designated scriptural passages on small pieces of materials, 

putting them in small cases, and affixing the cases on doorposts. Such a case is called 

mezuzah in Hebrew (pl. mezuzot) (Schiffman 2000, 2:677). 
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(147)   

Table 4. Mezuzot found in Qumran 

Mezuzah Scripture verses found in it (Martínez 1996, 484, 516) 

4Q150 Deut 6:5-6; 10:14-11:2 

4Q151 Deut 5:27-6:99; 10:12-20 

4Q152 Deut 6:5-7 

8Q4 Deut 10:12-11:21 

 

These four Herodian period mezuzot contained verses from Hebrew Scripture. 

Mezuzot are also mentioned in m. Menaḥ 3:7: “Of the two portions of Scripture in the 

Mezuzah, the [absence of] one invalidates the other...” This Mishnah passage mentions R. 

Ishmael who was active in AD 100-35. Thus, such usage of mezuzot was not limited to 

Qumran in early Roman Israel. 

The interpretation of Exod 13:9, 13:16, Deut 6:8, and 11:18 gave rise to the 

similar practice of writing designated Hebrew scriptural passages on small pieces of 

material, putting them in small cases, and wearing these cases on one’s forehead or arm. 

These cases are called phylacteries (from Greek) or tefillin (from Hebrew. -in as a M.PL 

suffix exists not only in Aramaic [Greenspahn 2007, 26], but also in Middle Hebrew 

[Segal 1927, 126]. So tefillin is a Hebrew word). 
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(148)   

Table 5. Phylacteries found in the Judean Desert 

Phylactery Date Scripture verses found in it  

8Q3 Herodian Exod 12:43-51; 13:1-16; 20:11; Deut 5:1-14; 6:1-9; 10:12-22; 

11:1.6-13 (Martínez 1996, 516) 

Mur 4 Roman Exod 13:1-16, Deut 6:4-9, 11:13-21 (Washburn 2003, 25, 60, 

65) 

 

These phylacteries were made in the early Roman period. This practice is also 

mentioned in Matt 23:5 (Schiffman 2000, 2:675). Tefillin are also mentioned in m. 

Menaḥ 3:7: “Of the four portions of Scripture in the Tefillin, the [absence of] one 

invalidates the others...” This tradition dates to AD 100-35 because of R. Ishmael 

mentioned therein. 

5.1.1.3. Religion with liturgy: Temple: Jews 

This is the Mishnah’s description of how people would offer firstfruits in the 

Temple. 

(149)  m. Bik. 3:4, 6 

The flute was playing before them till they reached the Temple Mount; and when 

they reached the Temple Mount even King Agrippa would take the basket and place 

it on his shoulder and walk as far as the Temple Court. At the approach to the court, 

the Levites would sing the song: “I will extol You, O Lord, for You have raised me 
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up, and have not let my enemies rejoice over me.” [Ps 30:1]…While the basket was 

yet on his shoulder he would recite from: “I profess this day unto The Lord your 

God” [Deut 26:3] until the completion of the passage…Having reached these words, 

he took the basket off his shoulder and held it by its edge; and the priest placed his 

hand beneath it and waved it, he then recited from “a wandering Aramean was my 

father” until he completed the entire passage. He would then deposit the basket by 

the side of the altar, prostrate himself, and depart. 

This account corresponds to some extend to Philo’s description of the same ritual 

(On the Special Laws 2.215-22). Thus, it is somewhat likely that some people did recite 

the CH Deuteronomy passage (26:3-10) at the Temple for the firstfruits rite. What the 

Levites were said to sing (Ps 30:1) is also usage of CH text in liturgy. This Mishnah 

tradition quotes those scriptural verses in CH, not in Aramaic. 

The next passage, m. Bik. 3:7 (// Sifre Deuteronomy 301), is often used to argue 

that some Jews in the Second Temple period did not know Hebrew (e.g. Smelik 2010, 

125; Spolsky 2014, 60). The passage says, 

Originally all who knew how to recite [Deut 26:3-10] would recite while those 

unable to do so would repeat it [after the priest]; but when they refrained from 

bringing [i.e. when people did not want to show themselves unable to recite Deut 

26:3-10, and so did not come], it was decided that both those who could and those 

who could not [recite] should repeat the words. 

Actually, this scenario does not necessarily indicate ignorance of Hebrew. Those 

who were unable to recite Deut. 26:3-10 might be able to speak MH but not CH; 

alternatively, they might be able to hear, read, or comprehend CH but simply could not 
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recite that passage by heart. Using m. Bik. 3:7 to argue that some Jews did not know 

Hebrew is mixing up two codes (CH and MH) and mixing up three competences 

(listening comprehension, reading comprehension, recitation). If you could not recite 

King James Version Deut. 26:3-10, this would not be evidence that you do not know 

English. Moreover, this Mishnah passage indicates that the people were able to repeat CH 

words after the priest, which suggests at least some familiarity with CH. 

(150)  m. Soṭah 7:2, 6 

[7:2] The following are recited in the Holy Tongue: the declaration made at the 

offering of the Firstfruits [Deut 26:3, 5-10], the formula of halizah [Deut 25:7, 9], 

the blessings and curses [Deut 27:15-26], the Priestly Benediction [Num 6:24-26], 

the benediction of the high priest [in Lev 16], the section of the king [Deut 

17:14-20], the section of the calf whose neck is broken [Deut 21:7], and the address 

to the people by the priest anointed [to accompany the army] in Battle [Deut 

20:1-7]….[7:6] How was the Priestly Benediction [Num 6:24-26] [pronounced]? In 

the province it was said as three blessings, but in the Temple as one blessing… 

This may be evidence that Hebrew Num 6:24-26 was uttered in the Temple. Some 

scholars may have argued that “the Holy Tongue” can refer to Aramaic. However, m. 

Soṭah 7:8 quotes the readings of King Agrippa, using Hebrew as the quoted text. That is 

“the section of the king.” Thus, we know that “the Holy Tongue” refers to Hebrew. 

Moreover, “the section of the calf whose neck is broken” is explained in m. Soṭah 9:1, 
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which quotes the Hebrew Deuteronomy text, and uses “the Holy Tongue” to refer to the 

Hebrew language. 

(151)  m. Soṭah 7.7 

What was the procedure with the benedictions of the High Priest? The Synagogue 

attendant takes a Torah-scroll and hands it to the Synagogue president. The 

Synagogue president hands it to the deputy and he hands it to the High Priest. The 

High Priest stands, receives [the scroll] and reads [therein] “After the death” [Lev 

16:1ff] and “Mark, on the tenth day” [Lev 23:26ff]. Then he rolls the Torah-scroll 

together, places it in his bosom and exclaims, “More than I have read before you is 

written here!” The passage “on the tenth day,” which is in The Book of Numbers 

[29:7-11], he reads by heart, and he recites eight benedictions in connection 

therewith, viz., over the Torah, for the Temple-service, for the thanksgiving, for the 

pardon of sin, over the Temple, over Israel, over the priests, over Jerusalem, and the 

rest of The Prayer. 

According to m. Soṭah 7:2, “the benediction of the High Priest” described here 

was recited in the Holy Tongue, i.e. Hebrew. The synagogue attendant and president 

mentioned here were from the synagogue which was on the Temple grounds; the 

Mishnah and archaeology point to such a synagogue (Kulp n.d., n. p.;  (274) ). There is no 

evidence that Hebrew scripture reading was followed by translation in early Roman Israel. 

“The custom of translating the readings of the Torah and Prophets into Aramaic is not 

mentioned in any source before approximately 140 C.E.” (Safrai 2006, 228). (See 

section  3.3.7). 
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(152)  m. Soṭah 8:1 

The anointed [priest] for battle speaks unto the people…speaks in the Holy 

Tongue… 

This passage explains what is said in m. Soṭah 7:2, “the address to the people by 

the priest anointed [to accompany the army] in Battle [Deut 20:1-7].” The quoted 

scriptural verses are in CH, not Aramaic or other codes. Because there was a priest, this 

portrayal pertains to times before AD 70. However, it is unclear whether this would 

happen in the Temple or elsewhere. 

5.1.1.4. Scripture: archive: Essenes 

(153)   

Table 6. Scripture books among the DSS with at least ten mss. 

Book Number of mss. 

Psalms 36 

Deuteronomy 30 

Genesis 24 

Isaiah 22 

Exodus 18 

Leviticus 17 

Numbers 11 

Minor Prophets 10 

  

This information is provided by Kugler (2010, 522). 
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5.1.1.5. Scripture: archive: Jews. 

(154)  Sifre Deuteronomy 356 // with some variations ARN B 46; y. Taʿan. 4:2, 68a; 

Tractate Soferim 6:4 (Lieberman 1962, 21-22) 

“The eternal God is a dwelling place (mĕʿonah) (Deut 33:27).” Three Scrolls (of 

Torah) were found in the Temple Court: one read here mĕʿon, another spelled hiʾ, 
and a third used the word zaʿăṭuṭim. The Sages rejected the first reading here and 

upheld the other two Scrolls, which read mĕʿonah. (Hammer 1986 trans.) 

(155)  m. Moʿed Qaṭ 3:4 (Danby 1933 trans.) 

They may not write out Books [of Scripture] or phylacteries or Mezuzahs during 

mid-festival, or correct a single letter even in the scroll of the Temple Court. 

(156)  m. Kelim 15:6 

All books convey uncleanness to the hands, excepting the scroll of the Temple 

Court. 

According to Lieberman, these two traditions may imply that there was one 

authoritative Scripture book deposited in the archives of the Temple (1962, 22). 

(157)  Josephus J.W. 7:148-50, 161-62 

And for the other spoils, they were carried in great plenty. But for those who were 

taken in the temple of Jerusalem, they made the greatest figure of them all; that is, 

the golden table of the weight of many talents; the lampstand also…and the last of 

all the spoils was carried the Law of the Jews…. he also laid up therein, as ensigns 

of his glory, those golden vessels and instruments that were taken out of the Jewish 

temple. But still he gave orders that they should lay up their Law, and the purple 

veils of the holy place, in the royal palace itself, and keep them there. 
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 The Romans robbed the Temple and carried the Law to Rome as one of the 

spoils. This shows them the Temple housed a Law scroll. 

(158)  Hebrew Scripture scrolls found in Masada 

A scroll of Deuteronomy (Mas 1C) and a scroll of Ezekiel (Mas 1D) have been 

found buried under the floor in the Masada synagogue. In a private family dwelling near 

the synagogue, some more Hebrew scriptural mss. are found, which are copies of Genesis 

(Mas 1), Leviticus (Mas 1A, Mas 1B), and Psalms (Mas 1E, Mas 1F) (Wise 2010, 373). 

(159)  Mur 1 and Mur 88 

Among the texts discovered in the Judean Desert, those whose designations are 

abbreviated as Mur are found in Wadi Murabbaʿat. This wadi is a ravine in the Judean 

Desert in Israel, located to the east of Bethlehem and south of Qumran. Some Jews fled to 

Wadi Murabbaʿat at the end of the First Jewish Revolt and again at the end of the Bar 

Kokhba Revolt, bringing some written texts with them (H. Eshel 2000a, 583). These 

written texts are designated by archaelogists and scholars by the abbreviation Mur plus a 

number. Mur 1 contains fragments of Genesis, Exodus, and Numbers. It is believed that it 

was once a complete Torah scroll from Genesis to Deuteronomy. Mur 88 has large 
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portions of the Minor Prophets (Wise 2010, 373). They were produced in the Roman 

period. The remains of Hebrew Scripture scrolls at Masada and Wadi Murabbaʿat show 

that it was not only the Qumran sect who archived Hebrew Scripture. 

5.1.1.6. Scripture: reading or use: Jews 

(160)  Copies of Scripture books made in the early Roman period 

Ms. dating of The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library (Israel Antiquities 

Authority 2019) is used, unless otherwise stated. On this website, the “Herodian Period” 

means 37 BC to AD 73, while the “Roman Period” refers to 63 BC to AD 324. Because 

of what is known about the texts, these “Roman Period” mss. actually date to 63 BC to 

AD 135. The dates refer to the manuscript’s date. (See section  3.3.3.) 

 

Table 7. Copies of Scripture books made in the early Roman period 

Scripture Book Scrolls 

Genesis 4Q2, 4Q21, WS 1 (WS=Wadi Sdeir) 

Exodus 4Q21 

Psalms 5/6Ḥev 1B*103, 5/6Ḥev 416Q30 

Numbers 5/6Ḥev 41, 6Q30 

Proverbs 6Q30 

Leviticus Mas 1A, Mas 1D 

Ezekiel Mas 1D 
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Scripture Book Scrolls 

Deuteronomy Mur 2, Mur 3 

Isaiah Mur 3 

Minor Prophets Mur 88 

 

Note that they are not all from Qumran, but also from Naḥal Ḥever, Masada, 

Wadi Murrabaʿat, and Wadi Sdeir. This proves that not only Qumran residents made 

copies of Hebrew scripture. 

(161)   

Table 8. Copies of Scripture books made in Herodian times 

Scripture book Scrolls 

Gen 1Q1, 2Q1, 4Q10, 4Q3, 4Q5, 4Q9, 8Q1 

Exod 2Q2, 2Q3, 4Q13, 4Q14, 4Q19, 4Q20 

Lev 11Q2, 11Q1 (Paleo-Hebrew script) (For the implication of this 

script about language attitude, see  6.2.1.) 

Num 2Q6, 2Q7, 2Q8, 4Q27, 5/6Ḥev 1A534 

Deut 2Q10, 2Q11, 2Q12, 4Q32, 4Q34, 4Q35, 4Q37, 4Q38, 4Q38B, 

4Q38C, 4Q38D, 4Q40, 4Q41, 4Q44, 11Q3 

Judges 4Q49, 4Q50 

Ruth 2Q16, 4Q105 

Kings 4Q54 

Isa 1Q8, 4Q56, 4Q57, 4Q58, 4Q59, 4Q61, 4Q63, 5Q3 

Ezek 3Q1, 4Q73, 11Q4 

Jer 2Q13 

Lam 4Q111, 5Q6, 5Q7 

Minor prophets 4Q82 
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Scripture book Scrolls 

Psa 11Q5, 11Q6, 11Q7, 1Q12, 2Q14, 3Q2, 4Q84, 4Q85, 4Q91, 4Q93, 

4Q94, 4Q95, 4Q96, 4Q97, 4Q98, 4Q98E, 5/6Ḥev 1B888, 5/6Ḥev 

1B890, 5/6Ḥev 1B891, 5Q5, 8Q2, 11Q8 

Pro 4Q102, 4Q103 

Song 4Q106, 4Q107, 6Q6 

Job 2Q15, 4Q100 

 

In the following two data sets ( (162) and  (163) ), we can see people living in early 

Roman Israel interpreting some texts of the Classical Hebrew texts of Hebrew Scripture, 

i.e. they had some reading comprehension capacity in CH. From what they wrote we can 

see that they understood the meaning of the Classical Hebrew texts which they were 

discussing, because we modern people can see that those interpretations interact sensibly 

with the wordings of the Classical Hebrew texts whose meaning is known to us today. In 

other words, the interpretations demonstrated in these early Roman Jewish compositions 

are not haphazard or senseless when we read them together with the Classical Hebrew 

texts of Hebrew Scripture; instead, their interpretations make sense with regard to the 

Hebrew Scripture, when we read their interpretations side by side with the Hebrew 

Scripture. If the composers of these interpretations were not able to do reading 

comprehension of CH, their discussion and explanation of the CH text should look like 

gibberish to us—we modern people who are able to do reading comprehension of CH 
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through study. In fact, their discussion not only does not look like gibberish to us, but 

their reading comprehension of CH words and grammar is very similar to ours. Modern 

people who are able to do reading comprehension of CH can fully follow their logic in 

their exegesis. If they had feigned CH reading comprehension capacity when composing 

Scripture commentaries, it would be easy for modern scholars who can read and 

comprehend CH to expose them. That never happens. This fact demonstrates that the 

composers of these interpretations read and comprehended the Classical Hebrew 

Scripture that they were discussing. 

These data sets are meant to prove that in early Roman Israel, some people were 

able to read and comprehend some Classical Hebrew text; these data sets are not meant to 

prove that anyone in early Roman Israel was able to speak or compose in Classical 

Hebrew. In section  1.1, language use is defined as “speaking or listening comprehension 

or reading or writing or singing or memorizing, one of these, some of these, or all of 

these.” Because reading is one kind of language use as defined in this thesis, the 

following data sets help demonstrate a kind of use of Classical Hebrew in early Roman 

Israel. The quoted Scripture passages in the following data are in CH. 
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(162)  m. Soṭah 5:2 

On that day, R. Akiva expounded: “‘[Lev 11:33] and if any of them falls into any 

earthenware vessel, all that is in it shall be unclean.’ It does not state טמא [perfect 

tense] but יטמא [imperfect tense], i.e. to make others unclean. This teaches that a loaf 

which is unclean in the second degree, makes [whatever it comes in contact with] 

unclean in the third degree.” 

In this rabbinic tradition, we see R. Akiva (ca. AD 50-135) explaining a CH 

sentence. This demonstrates that a Jew living in early Roman Israel was able to read and 

comprehend the CH text of Leviticus 11:33. 

(163)  Some Qumran pesharim composed in the early Roman period 

Pesharim are continuous commentaries on Scripture books. Pesher on Nahum 

4Q169 was composed after 63 BC (H. Eshel 2008, 131). Pesher on Isaiah 3Q4 may be 

composed in last third of the 1 c. BC (Horgan 2002, 35). Pesher on Psalms 1Q16 was 

composed in the same period (Horgan 2002, 25). They demonstrate the early Roman 

Jewish authors’ ability to read and understand the CH of the Books of Isaiah, Nahum, and 

Psalms. 

(164)  Community Rule 1QS VI, 6-8 

And in the place in which the Ten assemble there should not be missing a man to 

interpret the law day and night, always, each man relieving his fellow. And the 

Many shall be on watch together for a third of each night of the year in order to read 

the book, explain the regulation, and bless together. 
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This is interpreted to mean to require “all community members to regularly study 

the Torah in groups” (Dimant 2018, 56). The Community Rule was composed earlier 

than 75 BC (J. Charlesworth 2000, 1:133). The Herodian copies 4Q256, 4Q258-264, and 

5Q11 show that Qumran members still paid attention to this rule book between 63 BC 

and AD 68. This rule and the presence of the large amount of Scriptural mss. possibly 

signify that some Qumran members studied CH Scripture. If they could study it, they 

would have had reading comprehension competence of these CH Scripture. 

5.1.2. Late Classical Hebrew 

5.1.2.1. Community administration: Qumran: Essenes 

(165)  4Q477 Rebukes by the Overseer/Rebukes Reported by the Overseer 

The ms. dates to Herodian times. Because it is a report, it is unlikely to have been 

copied over time, so it is probably the original document, composed in Herodian times. 

Both 1QRule of the Community (1QS v.24-vi.1) and the Damascus Document CD ix.2-8 

refer to the duty of members to rebuke their fellows, apparently as a preliminary stage in 

the judicial process, and the Damascus Document (CD ix.16-20) provides that a record of 

such rebukes was to be kept by the overseer. Rebukes by the Overseer perhaps would be 

better entitled ‘The Overseer’s Record of Rebukes.’ The offenses listed are essentially 
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ones that affected the internal life of the community, such as being short-tempered or 

offending the spirit of the community… (Knibb 2000b, 139) 

The final form of the Damascus Document was composed in about 100 BC 

(Knibb 2000a, 138). Copies made in Herodian times are 4Q267-273, 5Q12, and 6Q15 

(Knibb 2000a, 166-67). Thus, one can safely say that some Qumran sectarians still paid 

attention to the Damascus Document and might carry out its injunctions. 

(166)  Community rule books read or used in Qumran 

The Community Rule was composed earlier than 75 BC (see  (164) ). Herodian 

copies are 4Q256, 4Q258-264, and 5Q11. 

5.1.2.2. Daily-life speech: Qumran: Essenes 

Qimron argues that the Hebrew of the DSS was also spoken, not just for writing. 

He gives two arguments. First, if people at Qumran wrote an imitation of Biblical 

Hebrew and spoke a kind of MH, their writings should have biblical phraseology and MH 

grammatical forms. But this is not the case. The grammar of DSS Hebrew differs 

remarkably from that of MH (Qimron 2000, 233). Second, he cites the result of his study 

of the imperfect forms in DSS Hebrew. 
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(167)   

Table 9. Imperfect forms in DSS Hebrew (Qimron 2000, 237) 

 1st person 2nd, 3rd person 

 
sentence

-initial 

not 

sentence-initial 
sentence-initial not sentence-initial 

with vav long long short short 

without vav long short short long 

 

Examples of long forms are אקטלה and  יקטל . Examples of short forms are אקטל and 

 ,Qimron states .יעש

Since this special usage was common to many generations of scribes at Qumran, it 

cannot be considered is [sic.] artificial, unnatural scribal convention. Had this 

complex system not been a reflection of the scribes’ own grammar, it would have 

been far less consistent. Is it conceivable that such a complex system be maintained 

to such an extent unless it was spoken? (2000, 237) 

5.1.2.3. Religious and ethical instruction:Israel: Jews 

Some Qumran pesharim composed in the early Roman period (see  (163) ) 

demonstrate that some Qumran members used LCH to write Bible commentaries. Some 

Qumran pesharim mss. were made in the early Roman period. These show that some 

Qumran members read Bible commentaries that were written in LCH. 
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(168)   

Table 10. Some pesharim mss. made in Herodian times 

Pesher Number 

Pesher on Habakkuk 1QpHab 

Pesher on Micah 1Q14 

Pesher on Isaiah 4Q161 

Pesher on Isaiah 4Q164 

Pesher on Isaiah 4Q165 

Pesher on Psalms 4Q171 

Pesher on Psalms 4Q173 

Pesher on Hosea A 4Q166 

Pesher on Hosea B 4Q167 

Commentary on Genesis A 4Q252 

Commentary on Genesis B 4Q253 

Commentary on Genesis C 4Q254 

Commentary on Genesis D 4Q254a 

Commentary on Malachi B 4Q253a 

(169)  Thematic commentaries on Hebrew Scripture 

Melchizedek 11Q13 was copied in 75 to 50 BC or AD 0 to 50, and composed 

between 150 and 100 BC (Mason 2010, 932). Thus, it may have been read in early 

Roman times. 

(170)  Mss. of wisdom texts made in the early Roman period 

Ben Sira was composed in the 2 c. BC. The Hebrew copies from the Roman 

period (Mas 1H) and the Herodian period (2Q18) imply reading or use. It was written in 
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the same kind of Hebrew as DSS Hebrew (Kutscher 1982, 87-90), thus belonging to 

LCH. 

Instruction 1Q26 was probably composed in the 2 c. BC (Goff 2010, 766). 

Herodian copies 4Q415-418 and 4Q423 show that it was still read in early Roman times. 

It is “a work by a sage that addresses money and family management, social relations, 

and the like…[It claims] that those who truly understand mundane reality have access to 

the ‘mystery of the way things are/will be’ and will therefore grasp (and presumably act 

in accord with) God’s plan for history” (Kugler 2010, 524). 

Two other wisdom texts were copied, and thus probably read in Herodian times: 

Wiles of the Wicked Woman 4Q184 and Beatitudes 4Q525. 

5.1.2.4. Religious laws: Qumran: Essenes 

(171)  Religious legal text copied in early Roman times in Qumran 

Among the DSS, these are the religious legal texts (Kugler 2010, 523). Because 

all of these were composed before 63 BC, early Roman copies demonstrate that these 

works were read or used at that time. The Temple Scroll was probably composed in the 

mid-2 c. BC (Martínez 2007, 279). Herodian copies are 11Q20-21. 
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5.1.2.5. Religious narratives: reading or use: Jews 

(172)  The composition date of the New Jerusalem Text is uncertain (Martínez 2000, 

2:609). Copies made in Herodian times are 1Q32, 2Q24, 4Q554, 4Q555, 11Q18. 

This appears to testify that this text was read in Herodian times. 

(173)  The composition date of the War Scroll is debated, proposals ranging from 164 BC 

to after 63 BC (Duhaime 2010, 1330). Herodian copies are 1QM and 4Q491-494. 

(174)  Reworked Pentateuch mss. 4Q158, 4Q364-366 were copied in Herodian times. 

This work consists of rearranged portions of Torah (Crawford 2010, 1149). 

(175)  In a private family dwelling in Masada, a copy of Apocryphon of Joshua (Mas 1L) 

has been found (Wise 2010, 373). It was copied in Roman time. In Qumran, 4Q378 

Apocryphon of Joshua was copied in Herodian times. 

(176)  Tobit was composed before 63 BC. 4Q200 is an early Roman copy of Hebrew 

Tobit was found among the DSS. 

(177)  Early Roman copies of Jubilees in Hebrew are 2Q19, 2Q20, 3Q5, 4Q218, 4Q220, 

4Q221. 

5.1.2.6. Religious poetry: reading or use: Essenes 

(178)  Psalms 154-55 (11Q5) was copied in Herodian times. 
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5.1.2.7. Religion with liturgy: Qumran: Essenes 

(179)   

Table 11. Some liturgical text mss. made in Herodian times 

Type Work Title Mss. 

Hymns Hymns 3Q6, 6Q18, 8Q5 

Hymns Sapiential Hymn 4Q411 

Hymns Self-Glorification Hymn 4Q471b 

Hymns Hodayot / Thanksgiving 

Psalms 

1QH, 4Q427, 4Q429-432 

Liturgy Times for Praising God 4Q409 

Hymns Songs of the Sabbath 

Sacrifice/Angelic Liturgy 

4Q401-404; 11Q17 and Mas 1K copied in AD 

20 to 50 (Newsom 2010, 1246) 

Prayer Festival Prayers 1Q34, 4Q507-508 

Prayer Berakhot 4Q286-290 

5.1.2.8. Scripture: reading or use: Jews. 

(180)   

Table 12. Copies of LCH Scripture books made in Herodian times 

Scripture book Scrolls Notes 

Chronicles 4Q118  

Ecclesiastes 4Q110  

Daniel 6Q7 All are Hebrew verses (Ulrich 2000, 1:172). 

Daniel 4Q113 Aramaic verses: roughly 5:10-7:28; Hebrew verses: 

roughly 8:1-16 (Ulrich 2000, 1:172). 
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5.1.3. Middle Hebrew 

All of the following pieces of data were written in Hebrew. Most were written in 

MH. For some of the evidence presented in this section, it is difficult to determine 

whether the code is CH, LCH, or MH, because in some cases (such as in inscriptions), the 

piece of evidence consists of a simple phrase or clause that would be the same in all three 

codes. In some other cases, a primary source reports that someone said something in 

Hebrew but does not quote his words. These data are tentatively put here in the MH 

section, because this would be chronologically reasonable. 

5.1.3.1. Any topic: Israel: God or angels 

(181)  Matt 1:21 

She will bear a son, and you shall call his name Jesus, for he will save his people 

from their sins. 

The wordplay used by the angel only makes sense in Hebrew. The root ישע ‘save’ 

is only Hebrew, not Aramaic (see  (141) ). 

(182)  Acts 26:14 

And when we had all fallen to the ground, I heard a voice saying to me the Hebrew 

language (τῇ Ἑβραΐδι διαλέκτῳ [tē Hebraidi dialektō]), “Saul, Saul, why are you 

persecuting me? It is hard for you to kick against the goads.” 
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‘To kick against the goads’ is based on a Greek proverb (NET Bible 2019). 

Because the text says that the heavenly voice spoke in Hebrew, the words of this Greek 

proverb must have been rendered in Hebrew in this utterance. This proverb is not so 

semantically opaque that it would lose all meaning or become pragmatically 

inappropriate if translated into a language other than Greek. 

5.1.3.2. Daily-life speech: Israel: Jews 

(183)  Daily-life object names in Mishnaic Hebrew 

“Mishnaic Hebrew does not deal only with matters of religion, but mentions, for 

instance, the names of dozens of implements used at the time, and records thousands of 

events and sayings about mundane, secular aspects of life” (Safrai 2006, 228), e.g.: 

Table 13. Daily-life objects’ names in the Mishnah 

Source Hebrew Transcription Gloss Reference that indicates that 

this was used before AD 70 

m. Kil. 9:3  ומטפחות

 הספרים

wmṭpḥwt hsprym barbers’ 

towels 

Instone-Brewer 2004, 213-14 

m. Kil. 2:6 תלמים tlmym furrows Instone-Brewer 2004, 199 

m. Ber. 8:3 מפה mph napkin Instone-Brewer 2004, 85-86 

m. Ber. 8:3 כסת kst cushion Instone-Brewer 2004, 85-86 
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(184)  Children’s speech in Matt. 21:15 

…the children crying out in the Temple, “Hosanna to the Son of David!” 

Hosanna is Hebrew (see  (141) ). If children speak a language, it is more likely 

that it is a living language (Lewis and Simons 2017, 106). Although this word alone 

cannot prove that Jewish children spoken Hebrew, they did speak this word. 

(185)  ὡσαννά (hōsanna). Matt 21:9; Mark 11:9, 11:10; John 12:13. ‘Save, please!’ 

(186)  Acts 21:40b–22:2 

And when there was a great hush, he addressed them in the Hebrew language (τῇ 

Ἑβραΐδι διαλέκτῳ [tē Hebraidi dialektō]), saying: “Brothers and fathers, hear the 

defense that I now make before you.” And when they heard that he was addressing 

them in the Hebrew language, they became even more quiet. 

Besides the arguments in section  4.5, another argument that Ἑβραΐδι (Hebraidi) 

here refers to Hebrew but not Aramaic is that it would not be a surprise to the crowd if 

Paul, a diasporic Jew, spoke in Aramaic. “Many if not most diaspora Jews visiting from 

throughout the Middle East and the Eastern Mediterranean, could speak Aramaic as a 

lingua franca.…Hebrew was not widely used outside of Judea and Galilee…” (Buth 2014, 

405; also Buth and Pierce 2014, 69). 

(187)  Josephus J.W. 6.96 

Josephus stood in such a place where he might be heard, not by John only, but by 
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many more, and then declared to them what Caesar had given him in charge, and 

this in the Hebrew language (Ἑβραΐζων [Hebraizōn]). 

“Josephus states that in order to deliver Titus’ message and persuade the 

inhabitants of Jerusalem to surrender, he approached the walls of Jerusalem. Since 

Josephus wanted not only John of Gischala to understand, but also the entire population, 

he delivered the message in Hebrew (War 6.69)” (Safrai 2006, 231). 

(188)  ʾAbot de Rabbi Nathan Version A, chapter 4 (Goldin trans. 1995, 35) 

Now, when Vespasian came to destroy Jerusalem he said to the inhabitants…They 

said to him…When Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai heard this, he sent for the men of 

Jerusalem and said to them: “My children, why do you destroy this city and why do 

you seek to burn the Temple? For what is it that he asks of you? Verily he asks 

naught of you save one bow or one arrow, and he will go off from you.” They said 

to him: “Even as we went forth against the two before him and slew them, so shall 

we go forth against him and slay him.” 

This is also persuasion in a distress situation, spoken in Hebrew. As Segal (1927) 

points out, the rabbis adhered to a rule that required them to pass on their masters’ 

sayings in the same language in which it was uttered (see  2.2). Here, ʾAbot de Rabbi 

Nathan passes on the saying of Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai in Hebrew. Therefore, he 

probably said it in Hebrew. This whole rabbinic work, ʾAbot de Rabbi Nathan, was 

composed in MH (see  3.3.2). 
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(189)  ʾAbot de Rabbi Nathan Version A, chapter 4 (Goldin trans. 1995, 34) 

Once as Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai was coming forth from Jerusalem, R. Joshua 

followed after him and beheld the Temple in ruins. “Woe unto us!” R. Joshua cried, 

“that this, the place where the iniquities of Israel were atoned for, is laid waste!” 

“My son,” Rabban Johanan said to him, “be not grieved; we have another atonement 

as effective as this. And what is it? It is acts of loving-kindness, as it is said, ‘For I 

desire mercy and not sacrifice [Hos 6:6].’” 

(190)  b. Pesaḥ. 57a // t. Menaḥ. 13:21, wrongdoings of powerful priests 

…Abba Saul ben Bothnith said in the name of R. Abba Joseph ben Hanin: “Woe is 

me because of the house of Boethus; woe is me because of their staves! …Woe is 

me because of the house of Kathros, woe is me because of their pens! …For they are 

high priests and their sons are [Temple] treasurers and their sons-in-law are trustees 

and their servants beat the people with staves.” 

Note that Kathros is mentioned in CIIP 1/1.674 (see  (249) ). 

(191)  Fassberg (2012, 272) writes that the documents from the Judean Desert, including 

the DSS, the Bar Kokhba Letters, and documents from Wadi Murabbaʿat, Naḥal 

Ḥever, Ketef Jericho, and Masada “have revealed unequivocal signs of a Hebrew 

vernacular”. He gives this example: the direct object marker את in CH is written as a 

prefix ת in Mur 24 5, 8, in the noun phrase תעפר ‘the soil.’ 

(192)  m. Šeb. 10:8 (Danby trans., 51) 

If a man would repay a debt in the seventh year the creditor must say to him, “I 

cancel it.” If he replied, “None the less [I will repay it],” the creditor may take it 

from him. 
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This rabbinic tradition shows that people said “I cancel it” and “none the less” in 

MH. This Mishnah passage is in MH, as the whole Mishnah was composed in MH. Such 

conversation belongs to daily-life speech. 

5.1.3.3. Daily-life writing: Israel: anyone 

(193)  CIIP 1/1.634, on a storage jar found in Jerusalem, dating to 1 c. BC 

 תמד

This is a drink made by soaking grape skins and seeds in water. This word is 

Hebrew, not Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָּתָמד”; CAL). 

(194)  CIIP 1/1.695, 696, 700. These are pottery stands found in Jerusalem, inscribed 

with a name with the word בן ‘son of.’ CIIP 1/1.695 and 696 date to the 1 c. BC; 

CIIP 1/1.700 dates to the 1 c. AD. 

(195)  CIIP 4/2.3392 and 3393. These are two inscriptions found on a rock used as part of 

a wall in Herodium, dated to the 1 c. BC. The text is לום with the first character 

missing. The word is restored to שלום (šlwm) ‘peace.’ The Aramaic word for ‘peace’ 

is שלם (šlm) (CAL s.v. “šlm, šlmˀ [šǝlām, šǝlāmā]”). This Aramaic word is never 

spelled with a ו (w) which represents the long o vowel, because the Aramaic vowel 

here is long ɑ, as shown in the CAL entry. Therefore, the ו (w) in this inscription 

shows that it is a Hebrew word. 
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(196)  The Copper Scroll 3Q15 

Smelik says: “…the Copper Scroll and 4QMMT have been written in a dialect 

close to Mishnaic Hebrew” (2010, 124). Its composition date is estimated to be AD 

66-135 (Weitzman 2010, 486). Scholars are not absolutely sure that this is really treasure 

location instruction, but the argument that it was legend or fantasy is not accepted either. 

It remains a mystery (Weitzman 2010, 486-87). 

(197)  CIIP 1/1.693, an account on an ossuary lid 

It is a list of payments and names on an ossuary lid. It dates to the first half of the 

1 c. AD, found in Bethphage. Each name is followed by a sum of money. There are 

twenty-seven lines. The list may refer to workers and their salaries, people who paid 

money for burial, for an ossuary or another purpose, or people who received a loan. The 

first option is most probable. It is not known why this list was inscribed on an ossuary lid 

(Yardeni and Price in CIIP, 1/1:684). 

All the names in this list which have a patronym use the Hebrew word ben (the 

Aramaic form is bar, which is not used here at all). There are some other Hebrew words 

which are not names. There are also many occurrences of the Hebrew definite article ha-. 

These lines are shown in the following table. 
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Table 14. Names with Hebrew words in CIIP 1/1.693 

Line Name Transcription Gloss 

 bn hṣyr Son of the artist/sculptor בן הציר 1

 bn tḥnʾ Son of Tḥnʾ בן תחנא 2

דיאהו בן י  3  bn yhwdyʾ the Judean 

ר ז בן יהוע  4  bn yhwʿzr Son of Yehoʿezer 

ליליגה 5  hglyly the Galilean 

 bn rby Son of Rabbi בן רבי 6

 bn ʿzryh Son of Azariah בן עזריה 7

רך\בן מד 9  bn md/rk Son of Md/rk 

 šmʿwn bn šlṭy Shimʿon son of Šlṭy שמעון בן שלטי 10

 bn yhwḥnn Son of Johanan בן יהוחנן 11

 bn qrny Son of Qrny בן קרני 12

 bn ḥlptʾ Son of Ḥlptʾ בן חלפתא 13

 yhwsp hglyly Joseph the Galilean יהוסף הגלילי 14

[שמעון]  ש..ק י  15

 הבבלי

yš…q [šmʿwn] hbbly Yš…q (or: Shimʿon) the Babylonian 

 bn hʿgy Son of hʿgy בן העגי 17

 hšrq The šrq השרק 18

 bn pzy Son of Pzy בן פזי 20

יס בן אפטלמ  21  bn ʾpṭlmys Son of Ptolemaios 

 bn rby Son of Rabbi בן רבי 25

 bn šlṭy Son of Šlṭy בן שלטי 26

 

About hʿgy in line 17, the editors think that it “could be a nickname indicating the 

large size or irregular shape, of father or son” (Yardeni and Price in CIIP, 1/1:685). They 

may be referring to the word  ָהֻעּג , which means ‘circle’ or ‘cake baked on coals.’ (Jastrow 

1926, s.v. “עּוָּגה”) 
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(198)  Ostracon No. 1 in Cross and Eshel (1997, 18), found in Khirbet Qumran 

In year two of the […]in Jericho, Ḥoni son of […] gave to Elʿazar son of Naḥamani 

[…] Ḥisday from Ḥolon […] from this day to perpetui[ty…] and the boundaries of 

the house and […] and the fig trees, the ol[ive trees, and…] when he fulfills (his 

oath) to the Community […] and Ḥoni […] to him Ḥis[day(?)…] and the […] And 

by the agency of […(?)..]Ḥisday servant of Ḥ[oni (?) from] Ḥolon… 

This was written in MH. Yardeni thinks that this is a draft of a deed (1997). As 

for the date “the second year of,” Cross and Eshel suggest year 2 of Agrippa I, a Roman 

emperor, or the First Revolt (Cross and Eshel 1997, 20). In any case this was written in 

the 1 c. AD, because the script is Late Herodian (Cross and Eshel 1997, 17). 

(199)  Ostracon No. 2 in Cross and Eshel (1997, 27), found in Khirbet Qumran 

[Jose]ph son of Nathan […] his [s]ons from ʿEn [Gedi (?)] 

This was written in MH. Hebrew ben is used for ‘son.’ This was written in the 1 c. 

AD, because the script is Late Herodian (Cross and Eshel 1997, 17). 

(200)  Ostracon No. 516 in Yadin and Naveh (1989, 46), found in Masada 

 דבלה כתושה יפה

dblh  ktwšh   yph 

fig-cake press.PP.F.SG well 

‘a well-pressed fig-cake’ 

The word דבלה (dblh) is in both the Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim) and the Aramaic 

lexicon (CAL s.v. “dblh”). The ו (v) in כתושה (ktwš) is a Hebrew grammatical morpheme 
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for the passive participle, not the corresponding Aramaic morpheme. The Aramaic 

passive participle would be כתישה with י (y). Moreover, יפה (yph) ‘well’ is only in the 

Hebrew lexicon (Maʾagarim), not in the Aramaic lexicon (CAL). Thus the whole phrase 

is in Hebrew. This ostracon was used by the Jewish rebels during AD 66 to 73 on the 

Masada stronghold to designate the content of a vessel (Yadin and Naveh 1989, 2, 46). 

(201)  Ostracon No. 548 in Yadin and Naveh (1989, 48), found in Masada 

 בצק

‘dough’ 

This is an MH word (Maʾagarim). This word is not found in the Aramaic lexicon 

CAL. This ostracon was used by the Jewish rebels during AD 66 to 73 on the Masada 

stronghold to designate the content of a vessel (Yadin and Naveh 1989, 2, 48). 

5.1.3.4. Funerary: inscriptions: anyone 

There are 34 Hebrew-only funerary inscriptions in Israel dating from the 1 c. BC 

to the early 2 c. AD in the CIIP. (There are 53 Aramaic-only funerary inscriptions from 

this period in Israel in the CIIP. See  5.2.2.5.) Most of them, 31, are from Jerusalem. Most 

of them, 30, are on ossuaries. 11 are in the form of ‘X son of Y.’ 
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(202)   

 

 

Table 15. Hebrew funerary inscription samples 

CIIP Text, transliteration, and gloss Note 

...המשכב הזה של חס 1/1.39   

hmškb hzh šl ḥs… 

‘This resting-place/grave of ḥs…’ 

This is on a tomb entrance. 

  חנניה בר יהונתן הנזר 1/1.70

ḥnnyh br yhwntn hnzr 

‘Ḥananiya son of Yehonatan the Nazirite’ 

 

 יהוסף בר חנניה הספר 1/1.86

yhwsp br ḥnnyh hspr 

‘Joseph son of Hananiah the scribe’ 

 

  אלעזר ואשתו 1/1.111

ʾlʿzr wʾštw 

‘Elʿazar and his wife’ 

 

 שמעון הזקן 1/1.135

šmʿwn hzqn 

‘Shimʿon the elder’ 

This is on a tomb wall. 

  יחוני החרש 1/1.173

yḥwny hḥrš 

‘Yeḥoni the artisan’ 

 

  שלם הגיר 1/1.190

šlm hgyr 

‘Shalom the proselyte’ 

‘Shalom’ is a female name. 

אמנו מרתא 1/1.196  

mrtʾ ʾmnw 

‘Martha our mother’ 

 

  מריה הגירת הדילס 1/1.238

mryh hgyrt hdyls 

‘Maria the proselyte from Delos’ 
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CIIP Text, transliteration, and gloss Note 

  יהודה בר אלעזר הסופר 1/1.242

yhwdh br ʾlʿzr hswpr 

‘Yehuda son of Elʿazar, the scribe’ 

 

  שלמציון בת שמעון הכהן 1/1.259

šlmṣywn bt šmʿwn hkhn 

‘Shelamzion, daughter of Shimʿon the 

priest’ 

 

.יהודה יהודה. של אמו של ידן 1/1.455  

yhwdh yhwdh. šl ʾmw šl ydn. 

‘Yehuda, Yehuda. Of the mother of 

Yudan.’ 

 

 מריה בת יהוחנן 1/1.564

mryh bt yhwḥnn 

‘Maria daughter of Yehoḥanan’ 

מרים אחותי בלבדא    

mrym ʾḥwty blbdʾ 

‘Mariam, my sister, solely’ 

 

 יועזר בר יהוחנן הסופר 4/1.2682

ywʿzr br yhwḥnn hswpr 

‘Yoʿezer son of Yehoḥanan the scribe’ 

 יועזר הסופר

ywʿzr hswpr 

‘Yoʿezer the scribe’ 

This is found in Gophna. 

5.1.3.5. Genealogies: Israel: Jews 

(203)  m. Yebam. 4:13 

Said R. Shimʿon ben Azzai: “I found a roll of genealogical records in Jerusalem, 

and therein was written, ‘so-and-so is a bastard [having been born] from [a 

forbidden union with] a married woman.’” 
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This rabbi was active AD 110-35 (Instone-Brewer 2008). Josephus mentioned 

that Jewish priestly families carefully kept genealogy and checked a woman’s pedigree 

from genealogy before letting her marry a priest (Ag. Ap. 1.31-36). Josephus did not 

mention what language was used. In this Mishnah tradition, the words in the genealogy 

are in Hebrew. 

5.1.3.6. Government administration: Israel: client kings 

(204)  All coins issued by John Hyrcanus II (Meshorer 1982a, 136-55). They are all in 

Paleo-Hebrew script. (For the implication of this script about language attitude, 

see  6.2.1.) On most issues, the legend is 

mydwhyh rbxw ldgh nhkh nnxwhy 

For ease of reading, here is the legend in Jewish square script: 

 יהוחנן הכהן הגדל וחבר היהודים

yhwḥnn   h-khn   h-gdl  w-ḥbr   h-yhwd-ym 

Yehoḥanan DEF-priest  DEF-high and-council DEF-Jew-M.PL.ABS 

‘Yehoḥanan the High Priest and the Council of the Jews.’ 

5.1.3.7. Government administration: Israel: Jewish 

(205)  Coins issued by Mattathia Antigonus (Meshorer 1982a, 155-59) 

Please see section  1.2 for information about Mattathia Antigonus. Most of his 

coins are bilingual (Meshorer 1982a, 155-59). On one side of Coin U1 in Meshorer 

(1982a, 155), the Paleo-Hebrew inscription says: 
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mydwhyh rbxw ldg nhkh hyttm 

For ease of reading, here is the legend in Jewish square script: 

ל וחבר היהודיםמתתיה הכהן גד  

mttyh   h-khn   gdl   w-ḥbr   hyhwd-ym 

Mattathia  DEF-priest  high  and-council  DEF-Jew-M.PL.ABS 

‘Mattathia the High Priest and the Council of the Jews.’ 

On the other side, the Greek inscription says: 

Βασιλεως  Αντιγονου 

basileōs   Antigonou 

king.GEN.M.SG Antigonus.GEN.M.SG 

‘Of King Antigonus.’ 

Some of his coins have only Paleo-Hebrew inscriptions (Meshorer 1982a, 158-59). 

(For the implication of this script about language attitude, see  6.2.1.) 

(206)  All coins issued by the First Jewish Revolt government 

All use Paleo-Hebrew script. (For the implication of this script about language 

attitude, see  6.2.1.) Here is a sample of the legends. For ease of reading, the legends in 

Jewish square script are also given here. 

Table 16. Legend samples of First Jewish Revolt government coins 

No. in Meshorer 

1982b, 259-63 

Text and transliteration Gloss 

1 larvy lqv 

 שקל ישראל

šql yšrʾl 

Shekel of Israel 
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No. in Meshorer 

1982b, 259-63 

Text and transliteration Gloss 

5 hvdq mlvwry 

 ירושלם קדשה

yrwšlm qdšh 

Jerusalem is holy 

11 nwyc trx 

 חרת ציון

ḥrt ṣywn 

Freedom of Zion 

27 nwyc tlagl 

לת ציוןלגא  

lgʾlt ṣywn 

For the redemption of Zion 

(207)  All coins issued by the Bar Kokhba Revolt government 

All use Paleo-Hebrew script (Meshorer 1982b, 161, 264-77). (For the implication 

of this script about language attitude, see  6.2.1.) 

(208)  CIIP 4/2.3426. A weight issued by the Bar Kokhba government, found in Ḥorvat 

Alim, dating to AD 132-136 

 שמעונ בן כוסבא נשי ישראל

šmʿwn  bn    kwsbʾ  nšy     yšrʾl 

Shimʿon son.M.SG.CST Kosiba leader.M.SG.CST Israel 

‘Shimʿon ben Kosiba, Leader of Israel,’ 

 

ש]-- [ פרס נשי] -- [ ופרנשו [--] 

…w-prnš-w…    nšy   prs…š 

and-administrator.3.M.SG  leader prs(?) 

‘…and his administrator…Leader, prs(?)… 
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ישראל נשי כוסבא בן   

bn   kwsbʾ  nšy     yšrʾl 

son.M.SG.CST Kosiba leader.M.SG.CST Israel 

‘Ben Kosiba, Leader of Israel,’ 

 

רספ דסנו שמעון ופרנשו  

w-prnš-w     šmʿwn   dsnw  prs 

and-administrator.3.M.SG  Shimʿon  Dsnw(?) prs(?) 

‘and his administrator Shimʿon Dsnw, prs(?).’ 

In CAL s.v. “prns, prnsˀ”, prns means ‘community leader;’ ‘steward, administrator, 

provider.’ In Jastrow (1926, s.v. “ַּפְרָנס” and “ַּפְרָנָסא, ַּפְרָנס,” (parnās) is Hebrew or Aramaic. 

“The parnas was a kind of administrator with varying functions, apparently the one 

mentioned here was responsible for the issue of the weight. The term prs, probably 

pronounced peras= ‘half,’ was the actual weight of the object…” (Yardeni and Price in 

CIIP, 4/2:840) Dsnw is not yet deciphered. 

(209)  5/6Ḥev 49, 51 

These written texts belong to the archive of Jonathan son of Bayan. “Jonathan was 

one of the military commanders at Ein Gedi…His archive…consists entirely of letters…” 

(Wise 2010, 374). They are sent by Shimʿon bar Kosiba. “The letters probably date from 

the last year of the revolt, but none are actually dated by their writers, so this must remain 

inference. They largely concern matters of military supply and discipline, but also reveal 
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Bar Kokhba as an observant Jew concerned to keep the major festivals even during 

wartime, and giving commands about tithing and religious practice” (Wise 2010, 374). 

Two of these letters are in Hebrew. Rabin says that these are in Mishnaic Hebrew (i.e. 

MH) (1976, 1017). 

(210)  Mur 42 

Yeshua and Eleazar, the administrators of Beit Mskw (or Mašiko), wrote this letter 

to the commander of Herodium, Yeshua ben Galgula. It was written during the Bar 

Kokhba Revolt. It was written in Hebrew but interspersed with Aramaic idioms (H. Eshel 

2006, 245). 

(211)  Mur 43 and 44 are letters from Shimʿon ben Kosiba to Yeshua ben Galgula (Evans 

2005, 138), written in Hebrew (Lindenberger 2000, 1:482). 

5.1.3.8. Government administration: Israel: Roman 

The sign above the cross  (42) . 

5.1.3.9. Religion: daily life: Jews 

(212)  m. Ned. 3:2, vows 

If a man saw people eating [his] figs and said to them, “Let the figs be a korban to 

you!” and then discovered them to be his father’s or his brothers’, while others were 
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with them too, Beth Shammai maintains: his father and brothers are permitted, but 

the rest are forbidden. Beth Hillel rules: all are permitted. 

This was written in MH, as this is found in the Mishnah (abbreviated as m.), and 

the Mishnah was composed in MH (see  3.3.2). This tradition is datable to before AD 70 

because it mentions the Houses of Hillel and Shammai. This example shows that some 

people in early Roman Israel would say such a vow in MH. 

(213)  R. Nehunia ben Ha-kaneh used to say a prayer as he entered and left the Beth 

Ha-Midrash (see  (31) ).  

About prayers, Safrai writes: 

All of the prayers recorded in rabbinic literature, without exception, are in Hebrew. 

Not one of the early prayers which have survived, whether in a prayer book, in a 

text discovered in the Cairo Genizah or in tannaic or amoraic literature, contains 

even a single word that is not Hebrew. (2006, 237) 

For information about Amoraic literature, see section  3.3.2. Below is some more 

evidence of prayers in Hebrew. 

(214)  8Ḥev 2 Prayer. This text was written in a form of Hebrew that is possibly MH 

(Morgenstern 2000, 167). The ms. dates to early Roman time. It is found in the Cave 

of Horror (Morgenstern 2000, 166-70), thus not Qumran. There is not enough 

information to ascertain whether this is a personal prayer or part of a liturgy. 

(215)  m. Ber. 6:8. Blessing God after meals. 

R. Akiva says: “Even if he ate but boiled vegetable for his meal he must say the 

three Benedictions after them. If he drank water to quench his thirst he should say, 
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‘[Blessed are You…] by whose word all things exist.’ R. Tarfon says: [He should 

say,] …who creates many living beings and their wants.’ 

These two rabbis were active AD 110 to 135. The language of this Mishnah 

(abbreviated as m.) passage was MH, as the Mishnah was composed in MH (see  3.3.2). 

(216)  m. Ber. 8:5 

Beth Shammai say [that the blessing over light concludes with the words], “who 

created the light of the fire,” while Beth Hillel say [that the words are], “who is 

creating the lights of the fire.” 

This Mishnah passage was written in MH. 

5.1.3.10. Religion with liturgy: synagogue: Jews 

(217)  m. ʿErub. 3:9. A prayer in synagogues. 

R. Dosa ben Harkinas says: “The person who goes in front of the ark on [the first 

day of] of Rosh Hashanah says: ‘Strengthen us, O Lord our God, on this first day of 

the month, whether it be today or tomorrow;’ and on the following day he says: 

‘[Strengthen us...] whether it be today or yesterday.’ But the sages did not agree with 

him. 

This passage is from the Mishnah, thus composed in MH (see  3.3.2). This rabbi 

was active about AD 80-110 (Instone-Brewer 2008). 

(218)  m. Ber. 7:3 

R. Akiva said: “What do we find in the synagogue? Whether there are many or few 

the reader says, ‘Bless the Lord!’” R. Ishmael says: “Bless the Lord who is blessed! 
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This is an MH passage, as it is found in the the Mishnah (abbreviated as m.) 

(see  3.3.2). 

(219)  m. Bik. 1:4 

These bring [firstfruits] but do not make the recital: the proselyte, since he cannot 

say “which the Lord has sworn to our fathers, to give unto us.” If his mother was an 

Israelite, then he both brings firstfruits and recites the declaration. When he prays 

privately, he shall say: “O God of the fathers of Israel;” but when he is in the 

synagogue, he should say: “The God of your fathers.” But if his mother was an 

Israelite woman, he says: “The God of our fathers.”’ 

This was written in MH, as this is found in the Mishnah (see  3.3.2). 

5.1.3.11. Religion with liturgy: Temple: Jews 

(220)  m. Ber. 9:5 

All the conclusions of blessings that were in the Temple they would say, “forever 

[literally ‘as long as the world is’].” When the sectarians perverted their ways and 

said that there was only one world, they decreed that they should say, “for ever and 

ever [literally ‘from the end of the world to the end of the world’] 

This is an MH passage found in the Mishnah (see  3.3.2). 

(221)  m. Bik. 3:2-4 

How were the firstfruits taken up [to Jerusalem]? All [the inhabitants of] the cities 

that constituted the Maʿamad assembled in the city of the Maʿamad…Early in the 

morning the officer said: “Let us arise and go up to Zion, into the House of The Lord 

our God.” All the skilled artisans of Jerusalem would stand up before them and greet 
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them: “Brothers, men of such and such a place, we are delighted to welcome you.” 

The flute was playing before them till they reached the Temple Mount… 

On the credibility of this tradition, see  (149) . This was composed in MH, as the 

whole Mishnah was written in MH (see  3.3.2). As prelude to that ritual in the Temple, 

people spoke something in MH. 

5.1.3.12. Religious administration: Temple: Jews 

(222)  Midrash Tannaim to Deut. 26:13, Hoffman 1908-09, 175-76, my translation 

From Shimʿon ben Gamaliel and Johanan ben Zakkai, to our brothers who are in the 

Upper and Lower South, and to Shechelil (?) and to the seven regions of the South: 

Peace. Let it be known to you that the fourth year has arrived but still the sacred 

[portions] for Heaven is not yet removed [in compliance to Deut 26:13]. You shall 

just make haste to bring five ears of grain, as they are delaying the confession [cf. m. 

Maʿaś. Š. 5:10]. It is not us who have begun to write to you, but our fathers used to 

write to your fathers…From Shimʿon ben Gamaliel and Johanan ben Zakkai, to our 

brothers who are in the Upper and Lower Galilee, Simonia, and ʿOber Beit Hillel (?): 

Peace. Let it be known to you that the fourth year has arrived but still the sacred 

[portions] for Heaven is not yet removed. You shall just make haste to bring baskets 

of olives, as they are delaying the confession. It is not us who have begun to write to 

you, but our fathers used to write to your fathers. 

Simonia was a place west of Nazareth, mentioned in Josephus Life 24. These 

letters were written in MH, because the whole work Midrash Tannaim was in MH. 
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(223)  CIIP 1/1.5, 1 c. AD 

 לבית התקיעה להכ

l-byt   h-tqyʿh    l-hk 

to-place DEF-trumpeting for-… 

‘To the place of trumpeting for (announcing?)’  

It was originally at the top of the southwestern corner of the Temple Mount. This 

is Hebrew because of the ה (h), which is the Hebrew definite article. 

(224)  m. Šeqal. 6:5, thirteen shofar chests in the Temple, words written on them, some in 

Hebrew, some in Aramaic. These were chests in the shape of shofar, for collecting 

offerings. 

Table 17. Inscriptions on Temple shofar chests mentioned in m. Šeqal. 6:5 

 Word(s) Transcription Gloss Language Reference and notes 

תקלין  1

 חדתין

tqlyn ḥdtyn new shekels Aramaic Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 .and s.v ”ִּתְקָלא“

 ”ֲחַדת“

תקלין  2

 עתיקין

tqlyn ʿtyqyn old shekels Aramaic Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 .and s.v ”ִּתְקָלא“

 ”ַעִּתיָקא ,ַעִּתיק“

 .qynym bird-offering Hebrew Jastrow 1926, s.v קינים 3

 .”ֵקן“

 in Aramaic (qēn) ֵקן

means ‘nest,’ but in 

MH it means ‘birds 

in a nest’ or ‘the 

couple of sacrificial 

birds.’ The plural 

ending is Hebrew. 
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 Word(s) Transcription Gloss Language Reference and notes 

 gwzly ʿwlh young pigeons גוזלי עולה 4

for 

burnt-offerings 

Hebrew Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 .”ּגֹוָזל“

 is only (ʿôlâ) עֹוָלה

Hebrew, not 

Aramaic (Jastrow 

1926, s.v. “עֹוָלה”). 

 .ʿṣym wood Hebrew Jastrow 1926, s.v עצים 5

 The plural .”ֵעץ“

ending is Hebrew. 

 .lbwnh frankincense Hebrew Jastrow 1926, s.v לבונה 6

 Aramaic for .”ְלבֹוָנה“

‘frankincense’ is 

 or (ləbûnətāʾ) ְלבּוְנָּתא

 (ləbuntāʾ) ְלֻבְנָּתא

(Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 .(”ְלבּוְנָּתא“

זהב  7

 לכפורת

zhb lkpwrt gold for the 

mercy-set 

Hebrew Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 Aramaic for .”ָזָהב“

gold is דהב (Jastrow 

1926, s.v. “ְּדַהב”). 

 lndbh for לנדבה 8-13

freewill-offerings 

Hebrew Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 ”ְנָדָבה“

(225)  m. Šeqal. 5:3 

There were four seals in the Temple, and on them was inscribed [respectively] “calf,” 

“ram,” “kid,” “sinner.” Ben Azzai says: “There were five and on them was inscribed 

in Aramaic [respectively] ‘calf,’ ‘ram,’ ‘kid,’ ‘poor sinner,’ and ‘rich sinner.’ [The 

seal inscribed] “calf” served for the drink-offerings of kine… “kid” served for the 

drink-offerings of flocks…“ram” served for the drink-offerings of rams alone; 

“sinner” served for the drink-offerings of the three animals [offered] by lepers. 
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The whole passage is originally written in MH, just like the vast majority of 

passages in the Mishnah. This passage comes from the Mishnah, as can be seen in the 

abbreviation m. The four words on the seals in the Temple are in the Hebrew lexicon, 

although two are also in the Aramaic lexicon: 

Table 18. Inscriptions on Temple seals mentioned in m. Šeqal. 5:3 

Word Transliteration Language Gloss 

 ʿgl HA calf עגל

 zkr H ram זכר

 gdy HA kid גדי

 ḥwṭʾ H sinner חוטא

 

The seals were used for religious administration in the Temple. From this rabbinic 

tradition we see an example of religious administration in the Temple using both MH and 

MA words. By the way, it is Ben Azzai’s (fl. AD 110-35, Instone-Brewer 2008) assertion 

that they were in Aramaic, but the main tradition holds that they are in Hebrew. His 

assertion that there was one seal with the words ‘poor sinner’ and one seal with the words 

‘rich sinner’ is also denied by the main tradition; the last sentence of this tradition 

describes only the seal with the word ‘sinner,’ unlike what Ben Azzai said. 
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5.1.3.13. Religious and ethical instruction: Israel: Jews 

(226)  Parables 

In rabbinic literature, parables are in Hebrew, as Safrai explains: 

Thousands of parables have been preserved…and are found in all types of literary 

compositions of the rabbinic period, both halachic and aggadic, early and late. All 

of the parables are in Hebrew. Amoraic literature often contains stories in Aramaic, 

and a parable may be woven into the story; however the parable itself is always in 

Hebrew (b. Baba Qam. 60b; or b. Sotah 40a). (2006, 238) 

In the list provided by Evans (2001, 252-56), 34 parables can be dated to between 

63 BC and AD 135. 

Table 19. Two examples of parables from Tannaitic literature 

Parable Source Speaker Date ca. AD 

Four types of fish ARN A 40.9 R. Gamaliel the Elder 40-50 

The guests who 

brought their own 

chairs 

Eccl. Rab. 3:9 §1 R. Pinḥas 70-80 

(227)  m. ʾAbot 1:12, 14 

Hillel said: “Be of the disciples of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace, loving 

mankind and bringing them nigh to the Law.”…He [Hillel] used to say: “If I am not 

for myself who is for me? And being for mine own self what am I? And if not now, 

when?” 

These are in Hebrew, but the four sayings in m. ʾAbot 1:13 are in Aramaic. 
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(228)  m. ʾAbot 1:15-18 

Shammai said: “Make your [study of the] Law a fixed habit; say little and do much, 

and receive all men with a cheerful countenance.” Rabban Gamaliel said: “Provide 

yourself with a teacher and remove yourself from doubt, and tithe not overmuch by 

guesswork.” Shimʿon his son said: “All my days have I grown up among the Sages 

and I have found naught better for a man than silence; and not the expounding [of 

the Law] is the chief thing but the doing [of it]; and he that multiplies words 

occasions sin.” Rabban Shimʿon ben Gamaliel said: “By three things is the world 

sustained: by truth, by judgement, and by peace, as it is written, ‘Execute the 

judgement of truth and peace.’ [Zech 8:16]” 

The Rabban Gamaliel here was the first one, who died about twenty years before 

AD 70 (Frieman 1995, 152). The Rabban Shimʿon ben Gamaliel here was the first one, 

who was active around AD 70 (Frieman 1995, 277). 

5.1.3.14. Religious narratives: composing: Jews 

In this domain there is no hard and fast evidence for the use of Hebrew. The 

following are inferences, but some are quite strong. 

(229)  The Gospel of Matthew or some of its sources? 

Grintz (1960) argues that the Gospel of Matthew was first composed in Hebrew. 

Eusebius says the following in Ecclesiastical History 3.39.16, composed in about AD 325: 

“Of Matthew he [Papias] had this to say: ‘Matthew compiled the sayings in the Hebrew 

language (Ἑβραΐδι διαλέκτῳ [Hebraidi dialektō]), and each interpreted them as best he 
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could’” (Maier trans. 1999, 130). In the present study, no position is taken about whether 

any NT portion was first composed in Hebrew. 

(230)  4 Ezra survives in Greek, but was very likely composed in Hebrew (deSilva 2002, 

329). 

(231)  2 Baruch was likely composed in Hebrew (Klijn 1983, 616), because there are 

many parallels between it and “cognate writings, most obviously 4 Ezra, which was 

originally written in Hebrew,” and because “in places the Syriac becomes 

intelligible only when we assume a translation from Hebrew” (Henze 2010, 427). 

The extant copy is in Syriac. 

(232)  Pseudo-Philo was written originally in Hebrew, as shown by Harrington (1970) 

and agreed by others such as Kugel (2000, 174) and Murphy (2010, 440). Later it 

was translated into Greek, and from Greek to Latin (Murphy 2010, 440). The extant 

copies are in Latin. 

(233)  The Apocalypse of Abraham was probably written in Hebrew, as retroversion 

study shows (Kulik 2004). The extant copy is in Old Slavonic. 

Kugel presents an example  (234) of how Pseudo-Philo and the Apocalypse of 

Abraham may have reflected the kind of Hebrew used in the Second Temple period 

(2000, 170-75). 
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(234)  ‘to say a song’ 

In Biblical Hebrew, the verb to use with שירה (šyrh) ‘song’ is שיר (šyr) ‘sing.’ In 

rabbinic literature, the collocation אמר שירה (ʾmr šyrh) ‘to say a song’ became common, in 

contrast to BH and DSS, in which this collocation is seldom seen (Kugel 2000, 172). 

Thus, it is a likely a phrase in MH. In the Latin of Pseudo-Philo, the collocation hymnun 

dicere ‘to say a song’ occurs in 32:1, 19:16, and 59:4. In the Old Church Slavonic of 

Apocalypse of Abraham, the collocation glagolati pěsnǔ ‘to say song’ is found in 17:4 

and 18:1. These seem to point to MH, rather than LCH or CH, as the code behind these 

two pseudepigrapha (Kugel 2000, 172). However, as it is mentioned in section  3.2.3, 

calques are not solid evidence for the original language of a composition. 

5.1.3.15. Religious laws: Israel: Jews 

The Mishnah contains many religious laws. Here are two examples that are 

datable to early Roman times and have reliable content. For how to determine whether a 

rabbinic tradition has reliable or unreliable content, see section  3.3.2. 

(235)  m. Mak. 1:6 (Danby trans. 1933, 402) 

False witnesses are put to death only after judgement has been given. For lo, the 

Sadducees used to say: Not until he [that was falsely accused] has been put to death, 

as it is written: “Life for life.” The sages answered: “Is it not also written, ‘Then 
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shall ye do unto him as he had thought to do unto his brother?” [Deut 19:19]—Thus 

his brother must be still alive.” 

Note that the piece of data merely signifies that a debate about death penalty was 

carried out between the Sadducees and others, not that death penalties were actually 

carried out by Jewish authorities themselves when the Jews were under Roman rule. The 

Sadducees and the others could discuss such things in the abstract, using MH. 

(236)  m. Yad. 4:6-7 

The Sadducees say: “We complain against you, O Pharisees, because you say that 

the Holy Scriptures render unclean the hands, but the Books of Hamiram do not 

convey uncleanness to the hands.” R. Johanan ben Zakkai said: “Have we nothing 

against the Pharisees excepting this? Behold they say that the bones of an ass are 

clean, yet the bones of Johanan the High Priest are unclean.” They said to him: 

“Proportionate to the love for them, so is their uncleanness, so that nobody should 

make spoons out of the bones of his father or mother.” He said to them: “So also the 

Holy Scriptures; proportionate to the love for them, so is their uncleanness. The 

Books of Hamiram which are not precious do not convey uncleanness to the hands.” 

“Books of Hamiram” may refer to books of the heretics or of Homer (Danby 1933, 

784).  

5.1.3.16. Religious laws: Qumran: Essenes 

(237)  Miqṣat Ma῾aśê ha-Torah (Some of the Works of the Torah) 4QMMT is composed 

in MH. Its composition is dated to around 150 BC (Weissenberg 2010, 952). 

4Q395-399 are Herodian copies, so this work was still read in Herodian times. 
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5.1.3.17. Written acknowledgments about property 

(238)   

Table 20. Hebrew written acknowledgments about property 

Text Name Date Reference for date 

5/6Ḥev 44 Lease of Land Year 3 of Bar 

Kokhba Revolt 

Yadin et al. 2002, 39 

5/6Ḥev 45 Lease of Land Year 3 of Bar 

Kokhba Revolt 

Yadin et al. 2002, 39 

5/6Ḥev 46 Lease of Land Year 3 of Bar 

Kokhba Revolt 

Yadin et al. 2002, 39 

Mur 22 Deed of Sale of Land First Revolt H. Eshel 2006, 247 

Mur 24 Farming Contracts Year 2 of Bar 

Kokhba Revolt 

H. Eshel 2006, 258 

Mur 29 Deed of Sale First Revolt H. Eshel 2006, 247 

Mur 30 Deed of Sale of Plot First Revolt H. Eshel 2006, 247 

P. Jer 10 Deed B 1 c. AD Yardeni 2000, 72 

XḤev/Se 49 Promissory Note AD 133  

XḤev/Se 8 Deed of Sale B AD 135  

 

These written acknowledges were made in the early Roman period and have been 

found in the Judean Desert. 

Mur 22 was probably composed during the First Jewish Revolt, not the Second.  

Mur 22 was written in Jerusalem and documents a transaction enacted ‘on the 

twenty-first of Tishre, year four of the redemption of Israel.’ The Bar-Kokhba 

Revolt lasted three and a half years and according to the Mishnah it ended on the 

ninth of Av (Taʿanit 4.6). It is quite doubtful that people continued to purchase real 
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estate in Jerusalem during the months of Tishre and Heshvan in the fourth year of 

the Bar-Kokhba Revolt, or even that Jerusalem was still held by Bar-Kokhba’s 

administration after the fall of Betar. Radiocarbon tests confirm that these 

documents from Wadi Murabbaʿât [Mur 29, 30, 25, 22] predated 78CE. 

Consequently, they were probably written during the First Revolt and not during 

the Bar-Kokhba Revolt. Three of those four documents were written in Hebrew. (H. 

Eshel 2006, 247)  

5/6Ḥev 44-46 are Hebrew papyri belonging to Eleazar son of Samuel, a wealthy 

farmer in Engedi (Wise 2010, 374). These are farmland leasing agreements, written 

during the Bar Kokhba Revolt (Yadin et al. 2002, 39-70). 

The following piece of data is about the prozbul. Some explanation is necessary. 

In Deut 15:1, the Lord commands the Jewish people to cancel debts at the end of every 

seventh year. But some Jewish people who had money refused to lend to poor fellow 

Jews, for fear that they could not get back their money. This was just as Deut 15:9 

predicts. Thus, poor Jews could not obtain loans easily. In the 1 c. BC, Hillel tackled this 

problem by instituting a regulation among the Jews: if the creditor declares in front of a 

local council of judges that he will collect the debt, he can collect it despite that 

commandment. ‘In front of a council’ in Greek is πρὸς βουλῇ (pros boulē). In MH it was 

spelled as פרוזבול (prwzbwl) (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ְּפרֹוְזּבֹול”). This regulation is called 

prozbul. In the rabbinic tradition presented below, it is shown that people wrote in MH “I 

affirm to you, such-a-one and such-a-one, the judges in such-a-place, that, touching any 
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debt due to me, I will collect it whensoever I will.” These words are in Middle Hebrew in 

this Mishnah passage. This is a formula for written acknowledge about debts. 

(239)  m. Šeb. 10:3-4 

This is the formula of the prozbul: “I affirm to you, such-a-one and such-a-one, the 

judges in such-a-place, that, touching any debt due to me, I will collect it 

whensoever I will.” And the judges sign below, or the witnesses. 

In the ensuing discussion of the prozbul, R. Huspith (Chutzpis) was quoted in m. 

Šeb. 10:6. He was active in AD 110-135 (Frieman 1995, 123). This shows that this 

Middle Hebrew written formula for debts can be dated to AD 110-135. 

5.1.3.18. Written declarations 

(240)  4Q348 is a Deed composed in the Herodian period, perhaps towards the end of that 

period (Yardeni 1997b, 300). Besides the lack of context, this document is too 

fragmentary for the editor to figure out its nature. In addition to some names (using 

bar for ‘son of’), there are the following words, which the editor says are apparently 

Hebrew. 

Table 21. Apparently Hebrew words in 4Q348 according to Yardeni 

Line Text Gloss 

ולכוהן גד  13  High Priest 

 (?)we have opened פתחנו  17

 Shimʿon from the Beam Market/street שמעון משוק הקורות 18
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5.1.3.19. Written declarations’ subscriptions 

(241)  XḤev/Se 13 line 13 and 14, see  (82)  

XḤev/Se 13 is a waiver of claims(?) made in AD 134 or 135. Two witnesses 

wrote their subscriptions to this legal document in Hebrew. Subscriptions are like 

signatures but contain additional words. Typically, a subscription in the Judean Desert 

documents is the name of the signing person plus a word for ‘witness,’ meaning 

‘so-and-so is witness.’ 

(242)  XḤev/Se 8A line 16, see  (83)  

Like the previous data set, this is also a Hebrew subscription of a witness to a 

written declaration. 

5.2. Aramaic 

5.2.1. Imperial Aramaic 

5.2.1.1. Religious laws: Israel: Jews. 

(243)  Megillat Taʿanit was written in Aramaic. “It is a list of about thirty-five dates on 

which it is forbidden to fast because of miracles or the salvation of Israel that 

occurred on these dates” (Ben-Eliyahu, Cohn, and Millar 2012, 143). The code is IA 

(Greefield 1974, 284-88). 
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5.2.1.2. Religious narratives: reading or use: Jews 

Among the DSS, Genesis Apocryphon (1Q20) is a religious narrative copied in 

early Roman times. Its code is the kind of Aramaic found in the early 2 c. BC works 

(Machiela 2009, 140), thus belonging to IA in the scheme used in this thesis. 

Enoch in Aramaic used IA (Greenfield 1974, 284-88). Early Roman copies in 

Qumran are 2Q26, 4Q203, 4Q204, 4Q205, and 4Q209. 

5.2.1.3. Scripture: archive: Essenes 

(244)  The fragments of Leviticus Targum 4Q156 dates to Hasmonean time. They 

contain Lev 16:12-15, 18-21 (Stuckenbruck and Freedman 2002, 81). 

Although this piece of evidence is tentatively put under the domain of Scripture 

archive, actually “given their minute size, it is impossible to determine whether the 

fragments originally belonged to an Aramaic targum per se or formed part of a 

liturgical or ritual text containing the Leviticus passage that no longer survives” 

(Stuckenbruck and Freedman 2002, 82). It is more appropriate to classify its code as 

IA than as MA (Stuckenbruck and Freedman 2002, 91-92). 
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5.2.1.4. Scripture: reading or use: Jews. 

(245)  Copies of the Book of Daniel that include some verses of the Aramaic portion 

(Dan 2:4-7:28), made in the Herodian period, found in the Judean Desert: 1Q71, 

1Q72, 4Q112, 4Q113, 4Q115. 

Washburn’s book (2003) has been used to check which scrolls contain any verse 

from the Aramaic portion of Daniel. No DSS mss. contain a complete Book of Daniel; all 

are fragments of copies of the book. Therefore, not all fragments of Daniel contain 

passages written in Aramaic. Washburn also shows that Aramaic portions of Ezra appear 

only in 4Q117, which was not copied during Herodian or Roman times. 

(246)  Job Targum 4Q157 and 11Q10 are Herodian period mss., composition date 

uncertain (van der Woude 2000, 1:413). 

5.2.1.5. Written acknowledgments about marriage 

“Bills of divorce were written in an Aramaic similar to the Imperial Aramaic in 

use at the end of the Persian period. The formula of the bill of divorce is quite ancient, 

and … it had to be expressed very precisely for both religious and legal reasons...” (Safrai 

2006, 240-41). 

(247)  Mur 19 is an Aramaic bill of divorce written in AD 71 (H. Eshel 2006, 250). 
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5.2.2. Middle Aramaic 

Just as in the case of Hebrew, it is hard to decide whether the code of some of the 

evidence presented in this section is IA or MA. They are tentatively entered here in the 

MA section. 

5.2.2.1. Any topic: Israel: God or angels 

(248)  σίκερα (sikera) (see  (137) ), in the angel’s speech to Zecharia 

In this utterance of the angel, there is an MA word. In Grullon’s study on reports 

of heavenly voices in rabbinic literature, only eight Aramaic instances are mentioned 

(2016, 86). Five are in the targumim, which is not within the primary sources of this 

thesis (see  3.3.7). The three in the Jerusalem Talmud (y. Peʾah 4a:1; y. Šeb. 25b:1; y. 

Ketub. 65b:1) all date to later than AD 135, according to the rabbis named therein. 

Therefore, in the present investigation, the only heavenly voice that may have been 

uttered in Aramaic is the one in Luke 1:15. However, one single word does not constitute 

strong evidence. 
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5.2.2.2. Community administration: Israel: Jews. 

(249)  CIIP 1/1.674, stone weight, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. AD 

קתרס ברד   

d-br    qtrs 

POS-son.M.SG.CST Kathros 

‘Of Bar Kathros,’ ‘Of the son of Kathros,’ or ‘Belonging to the family of Kathros’ 

This weight was found in the Burnt House which was destroyed by fire in AD 70. 

The Burnt House was a workshop. “Kathros’ name on the stone may indicate 

possession…but conceivably it indicated responsibility for regulation of the weights” 

(Kushnir-Stein, Yardeni, and Price, CIIP 1/1:667). Kathros was the name of a prominent 

and oppressive Second Temple high-priestly family (see  (190) ). 

5.2.2.3. Daily-life speech: Israel: Jews 

In section  4.4, it is seen that some Semitic words in the NT are only Aramaic, not 

Hebrew. They are instances of use of Aramaic words or sentences in daily life in early 

Roman Israel. 

Jesus’ cry from the cross ‘why have You forsaken me’ ( (122) and (131) ). 

Insulting people by calling them ῥακά (raka) ( (130) ). 
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μαμωνᾶς (mamōnas)  (124) ; πάσχα (pascha)  (127) ; σατανᾶς (satanas)  (135) ; 

σάτον (saton)  (136) . 

Ταλιθα (talitha) ‘girl’  (139) in that utterance of Jesus may be considered speech 

in daily life, but it can also be argued as an instance of speech in a specialized domain, 

namely miraculous healing (cf. Buth 2014, 398). 

5.2.2.4. Daily-life writing: Israel: anyone 

(250)  CIIP 4/1.2801, on cave wall in el-ʿAleiliyat, First Jewish Revolt period 

מטרן >ות<יועזר אתעקר עלו  

ywʿzr  ʾt-ʿqr     ʿl-wwt    mṭrn 

Yoʿezer uproot.ITHPAAL.3.M.SG enter.PEAL.3.M.PL guard.M.PL.ABS 

‘Yoʿezer has been uprooted, the guards have entered.’ 

These two charcoal inscriptions were found written on a cistern wall. Some Jews 

hid in these caves during the First Jewish Revolt. 

 

(251)   

Table 22. Aramaic inscriptions on daily-life vessels 

CIIP Object Place Date Text and/or gloss 

1/1.6

46 

jar Jerusalem 1 c. AD ]מרים ברת שמ --[  

‘Miriam daughter of Shimʿon/Shemuʾl…’ 
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CIIP Object Place Date Text and/or gloss 

1/1.6

23 

vessel 

fragment 

Jerusalem 1 c. AD ‘…in the evening…23…seahs/meahs, 3; in 

the evening…seahs/meahs, 

3(?)…silver…another matter(?); in the 

evening…oil(?)…’ 

4/1.2

726 

a seal to 

mark jar 

stopper 

Modiʿin 1 c. AD חמעה 

‘vinegar’ 

 

(252)  CIIP 4/2.3330, inscription incised in the plaster of a wall, found in Herodium, 1 c. 

AD (?) 

 ...אבגדהוזחט

ʾ b g d h w z ḥ ṭ 

(an abecedary) 

 

לאדר ותרין בעשרין  

b-ʿšryn   w-tryn  l-ʾdr 

on-twenty and-two of-Adar 

‘On the twenty second of Adar,’ 

 

בירושלם...ותרתין עשרין שנת    

šnt    ʿšryn  w-trtyn b-yrwšlm 

year.F.SG.CST twenty and-two in-Jerusalem 

‘year twenty two…in Jerusalem’ 

(253)  CIIP 1/1.6, a stone plaque with uncertain use, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. AD 

 לברגיו

l-br     gyw 

for-son.M.SG.CST  Giora 

‘for Bar Giora’ 
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(254)   

Table 23. Aramaic accounts 

Text Date Title / description 

4Q351 Herodian Account of Cereal A 

Mur 8 Roman Account of Cereals and Vegetables 

CIIP 

1/1.619 

mid 1 c. BC This is on an ostracon found in Jerusalem. Among the 21 

lines, the following’s translation is certain: 

column B, line 3: 

2מ  1לפעליא ד   

To the workers – denarius 1, meot 2 

column B, line 5: 

3מ  4ד  10לפעליא   

To the workers – 10 – denarii 4, meot 3  

5.2.2.5. Funerary: inscriptions: anyone 

There are 53 Aramaic-only funerary inscriptions in the Land which date from the 

1 c. BC to the early 2 c. AD in CIIP. Most of them, 48, are from Jerusalem. Most of them, 

46, are on ossuaries. 14 are in the form of ‘X daughter of Y’ or ‘X wife of Y.’ 

Here is listed some of these Aramaic inscriptions which are not merely ‘X 

daughter of Y’ or ‘X wife of Y.’ They are all from Jerusalem. 
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(255)   

Table 24. Aramaic funerary inscription samples 

CIIP (Text, transliteration, and) gloss 

1/1.54 

 סמונ בנה הכלה סמונ בנא הכלה 

smwn bnh hklh smwn bnʾ hklh 

‘Simon, builder of the sanctuary’ 

1/1.93 

 לא סכל אנש למעלה  ולא אלעזר ושפירא 

lʾ skl ʾnš lmʿlh  wlʾ ʾlʿzr wšpyrʾ 

‘No one has abolished/canceled his entering, not even Elʿazar and Shapira.’ 

1/1.123 

דן מלכתא צדה מלכתה צ  

ṣdn mlktʾ ṣdh mlkth 

‘Ṣadan the queen. Ṣada the queen.’ 

1/1.602 

 לכה התית טםי עוזיה מלך יהודה ולא לםפתח 

lkh htyt ṭmy ʿwzyh mlk yhwdh wlʾ lmptḥ 

‘Here I brought  (?)the bones of Uzziah King of Judah; and not to open!’ 

Note that the inscription uses a final mem word-medially in the word טםי. 

1/1.605 

 סכר אמר די לא להשניה ולה יתקבר עמה בארנה דנה כול אנש 

skr ʾmr dy lʾ lhšnyh wlh ytqbr ʿmh bʾrnh dnh kwl ʾnš 

‘Closed. By the lamb (offering, it is forbidden) to change/hamper (this 

ossuary) and to bury any other man with him in this ossuary.’ 

1/1.396 ‘…the priestess…and he (?) should not come (?) (namely?) Satan (?)…’ 

1/1.434 ‘Pinḥas and Shamaya the priest’ 

1/1.530 ‘Ḥizqiya son of Shimʿon who is from Ḥalwan, priest’ 

 

CIIP 1/1.123 is on a sarcophagus possibly of Queen Helena of Adiabene (J.W. 

5.11, 119, 147; A.J. 20.95). Helena converted to Judaism (A.J. 20.17ff, 35ff). Her bones 

were carried to Jerusalem and interred in the tomb she had built (A.J. 20.94-95). CIIP 
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1/1.602 is on an epitaph. CIIP 1/1.396 comes from Jason’s Tomb, dating to the 1 c. BC. 

‘Priestess’ may refer to a daughter or wife of a priest. 

5.2.2.6. Government administration: Israel: Jewish 

(256)  Aramaic Bar Kokhba Letters 

5/6Ḥev 50, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58 were sent by Shimʿon bar Kosiba. 

5.2.2.7. History books: composing: Jews 

(257)  Josephus’ Jewish War was probably written first in Aramaic, although there is no 

such extant ms. He writes: “I have proposed to myself, for the sake of such as live 

under the government of the Romans, to translate those books into the Greek tongue, 

which I formerly composed τῇ πατρίῳ (tē patriō), and sent to the Upper Barbarians” 

(J.W. 1.3). τῇ πατρίῳ (tē patriō) is variously translated as ‘in the language of our 

country’ (Whiston 1828 trans., n.p.), ‘(my) ancestral tongue’ (Rabin 1976, 1029), or 

‘my vernacular tongue’ (Thackeray trans. 1927, 3-5). A little further on Josephus 

writes, “the Parthians, and the Babylonians, and the remotest Arabians, and those of 

our nation beyond the Euphrates, with the Adiabeni, by my means, knew accurately 

both how the war begun...” (J.W. 1.6). 

Because the Parthians etc. probably would be able to read Aramaic but not 

Hebrew, τῇ πατρίῳ (tē patriō) in 1.3 likely refer to Aramaic. “That he wrote [Jewish 

War in] Aramaic, not Hebrew, is generally accepted to be proved by the many Aramaic 
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forms of Jewish religious terms occurring in the Greek text of his works” (Rabin 1976, 

1029). 

5.2.2.8. Letters: various settings: lay people 

(258)  CIIP 1/1.621, ostracon, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC - 1 c. AD. This is perhaps a 

letter. 

…The miserable poor…that something bad…in all (his?)…Mattatiya has not been 

destroyed…peace, in peace. 

(259)  Mas 554 is a letter on an ostracon that seems to ask for payment for bread 

purchase (Lindenberger 2000, 1:482). 

(260)  Mas 556 is a letter on an ostracon that instructed deliveries of myrrh (Lindenberger 

2000, 1:482). 

5.2.2.9. Religion: daily life: Jews 

(261)  m. Ned. 1:3, vows 

‘ⒶAs the lamb (כאימרא) [kʾymrʾ],’ Ⓗ‘as the Temple sheds of cattle or wood,’ ‘as 

the wood’ [on the altar], ‘as the fire’ [on the altar], ‘as the altar,’ ‘as the Temple,’ ‘as 

Jerusalem;’ [or] if one vowed by reference to the altar utensils, though he did not 

mention korban, it is as though he had vowed by korban. 

This passage lists various vow formulae. This tradition is datable to before AD 70, 

because it mentions people vowing by things in the Temple. Matt 23:16-21 attests to 
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similar practices. אמר ‘lamb’ used as qorban-vow is also seen in CIIP 1/1.605. אימר or אמר 

‘lamb’ is not in Maʾagarim. Thus, it is not Hebrew, but is only Aramaic. 

5.2.2.10. Religious administration: Temple: Jews. 

(262)  m. Šeqal. 6:5, thirteen shofar chests in the Temple, with words written on them, 

some in Hebrew, some in Aramaic (see  (224) ). 

(263)  y. Sanh. 1:2, 18d // t. Sanh. 2:6 // b. Sanh. 11b 

ⒽRabban Gamaliel and sages were in session on the steps of the Temple. And 

Yohanan, that scribe, was before them. Rabban Gamaliel said to [Yohanan], “Write: 

‘ⒶTo our brethren, residents of the Upper South and residents of the Lower South: 

May your peace increase! We inform you that the time for the removal has come, to 

set apart the tithes from the sheaves of grain.’ ‘To our brethren, residents of Upper 

Galilee and residents of Lower Galilee: May your peace increase! I inform you that 

the time for the removal has come, to set apart the tithes from the olive vats.’” 

These letters are similar to those in Midrash Tannaim to Deut. 26:13 (see  (222) ), 

but not identical. The senders, the contents, and the languages are different. Neusner 

thinks that these were two groups of authentic letters, not a conflation (1962, 43-42).  

 (120) κορβανᾶς (korbanas) in Matt 27:6, referring to the Temple treasury. 

5.2.2.11. Religious and ethical instruction: Israel: Jews. 

(264)  m. ʾAbot 1:13, 2:6, teaching by Hillel the Elder. According to Safrai (2006, 235), 

these two are all the Aramaic non-legal statements by Hillel the Elder. 
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5.2.2.12. Religious narratives: reading or use: Jews 

(265)  4Q197 is a copy of Tobit in Aramaic, made in early Roman times. The code is MA 

(Fitzmyer 2003, 52). 

5.2.2.13. Religious narratives: composing: Jews 

Some believe that the NT, or at least parts of it, was originally written in Aramaic 

(e.g. Zimmermann 1979). Casey claims that Mark’s Gospel used Aramaic sources (1999), 

based on existing Aramaic documents and inscriptions in the society and retroversion to 

Aramaic eliminates some awkwardness in the Greek text. However, as James 

Charlesworth notes in response to Casey’s book: “Any retroversion is only 

probable…Retroversion only displays for discussion an alleged source behind the Greek. 

Hopefully, one has not created ‘a source’ from the extant Greek” (2002, 251). In this 

thesis, no position is taken about whether any NT portion was first composed in Aramaic. 

5.2.2.14. Scripture: reading or use: Jews 

(266)  b. Šabb. 115a 

Said R. Jose: It once happened that my father Halafta visited R. Gamaliel Berabbi at 

Tiberias and found him sitting at the table of Johanan ben Nizuf with the Targum of 

the Book of Job in his hand which he was reading. Said he to him, “I remember that 

R. Gamaliel, your grandfather, was standing on a high eminence on the Temple 

Mount, when the Book of Job in a targumic version was brought before him, 
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whereupon he said to the builder, ‘Bury it under the bricks.’ He too gave orders, and 

they hid it.’” 

Halafta was active AD 80-110 (Instone-Brewer 2008). This tradition suggests that 

an Aramaic translation of Job existed at that time, but its use was not commended by all. 

5.2.2.15. Written acknowledgments about marriage. 

(267)   

Table 25. Aramaic marriage contracts 

Number Tittle Note 

5/6Ḥev 10 Marriage Contract Babatha’s marriage contract. 

Mur 20 Marriage Contract  

Mur 21 Marriage Contract  

XḤev/Se 11 Marriage Contract? ca. AD 70-135 (Yardeni 1997a, 56) 

These texts were from Naḥal Ḥever and Wadi Murabbaʿat. These locations are in 

the Judean Desert, hence in Judea. 

5.2.2.16. Written acknowledgments about property 

(268)   

Table 26. Aramaic written acknowledgments about property 

Text Title Date Reference for the date 

5/6Ḥev 7 Deed of Gift   

5/6Ḥev 8 Purchase Contract   
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Text Title Date Reference for the date 

5/6Ḥev 42 Land Lease AD 132 Yadin et al. 2002, 142-56 

5/6Ḥev 43 Receipt AD 132-135 Yadin et al. 2002, 142-56 

5/6Ḥev 47 Sale Contract AD 135  

Mur 18 Acknowledgement of 

Debt 

Second Temple 

period 

H. Eshel 2006, 256 

Mur 23 Deed of Sale of 

Land(?) 

  

Mur 25 Deed of Sale of Land the third year of 

the First Revolt 

H. Eshel 2006, 256 

Mur 26 Deed of Sale   

Mur 27 Deed of Sale   

Mur 32 Deed Concerning 

Money 

  

Mur 72  Second Temple 

period 

H. Eshel 2006, 256 

XḤev/Se 7 Deed of Sale A AD 134 or 135 Yardeni 1997a, 19 

XḤev/Se 8A Deed of Sale C AD 134 or 135 Yardeni 1997a, 34 

XḤev/Se 9 Deed of Sale end of Herodian 

period 

Yardeni 1997a, 38 

XḤev/Se 10 Receipt(?) Herodian Yardeni 1997a, 54 

XḤev/Se 12 Receipt for Dates AD 131 Yardeni 1997a, 60 

XḤev/Se 22 Deed of Sale(?) F end of Herodian 

period up to the 

Bar Kokhba 

Revolt period 

Yardeni 1997a, 84 

XḤev/Se 24 Deed B Roman  

Sdeir 2  AD 134 H. Eshel 2000b, 852 

 

Cotton observes regarding such documents: 

Up to a point Aramaic was the natural choice, not necessarily because it was the 

spoken language in the area—which cannot be proven even if probable—but 
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because this was the language of legal documents from time immemorial in this 

part of the world.  (2005, 153) 

5.2.2.17. Written declarations 

(269)  XḤev/Se 13, Waiver of Claims?, AD 134 or 135 

5.2.2.18. Written declarations’ subscriptions 

Most subscriptions in 5/6Ḥev 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, and 27 are written in 

Aramaic. Parts of 5/6Ḥev 15 and 22’s subscriptions are in Nabatean. Cotton says: “The 

Jews who have their documents written in Greek sign on them and subscribe them, when 

necessary, in Jewish Aramaic” (2005, 164). 

5.3. Koine Greek 

5.3.1. Community administration: Israel: Gentiles. 

(270)  CIIP 2.2120, fragment of a marble tablet found in Dor 

On behalf of the permanence of Imperator Nerva Traianus Caesar Augstus 

Germanicus Dacicus…The council and the people honor Att…Pon… 

Trajan (Traianus) was Roman emperor from AD 98-117. 

(271)  CIIP 2.2122, fragment of an inscription on a round base for a statue of the 

governor Gargilius Antiquus, found in Dor 

(Someone)…honored Marcus Paccius son of Publius…Silvanus Quintus Coredius 
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Gallus Gargilius Antiquus, imperial governor with praetorian rank of the province 

Syria Palaestina. 

This governor was in office perhaps in AD 123/5 (Werner Eck, CIIP vol. 2, 

843-44). 

(272)  CIIP 3.2335, a plaque found in Ascalon, dated to before AD 65 

The council and the people honor Aulus Instuleius Tenax, centurion of the tenth 

legion Fretensis, for his goodwill (towards the city). 

(273)  CIIP 3.2336, a plaque found in Ascalon, dated to the first half of the 1 c. AD 

The council and the people honor Tiberius Iulius Miccio, their own citizen, for his 

goodwill (towards the city). 

These two plaques were probably at the base of a statue or a bust, as an honorary 

monument. 

5.3.2. Community administration: Israel: Jews. 

(274)  CIIP 1/1.9, the Theodotus synagogue inscription, 1 c. BC – 1 c. AD, found in the 

Ophel, to the south of the Temple Mount, Jerusalem. 

Theodotus son of Vettenos, priest and archisynagogos, son of an archisynagogos, 

grandson of an archisynagogos, built the synagogue for the reading of the Law and 

teaching of the commandments, and the guest-house and the (other) rooms and 

water installations(?) for the lodging of those who are in need of it from abroad, 

which (=the synagogue) his forefathers, the elders and Simonides founded. 
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5.3.3. Daily-life speech: Israel: Jews. 

(275)  Acts 21:37 

As Paul was about to be brought into the barracks, he said to the tribune, “May I say 

something to you?” And he said, “Do you know Greek?” 

This verse shows that Paul spoke in Greek to the tribune. 

(276)  During the Wars of Titus and of Quietus, Jewish fathers were forbidden to teach 

their sons Greek (see  (38) and  (39) ). It means that some Jewish fathers had the 

ability to teach Greek. 

5.3.4. Daily-life writing: Israel: anyone 

(277)   

Table 27. Greek accounts 

Date Texts Title Note 

Second 

Temple Period 

4Q350 Account H. Eshel 2006, 256 

Roman Mur 119, 120, 

121, 122, 123, 

124, 125 

Account  

Roman Mur 92, 96, 97 Account of Cereals  

Roman Mur 90, 91 Account of Cereals and 

Vegetables 

 

Roman Mur 93, 98, 99, 

100, 101, 102, 

118 

Account(?)  

Roman Mur 89 Account of Money  
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Date Texts Title Note 

Roman Mur 94 Resume of Accounts  

Bar Kokhba 

Revolt 

1Mish 2 List of Names and Account Cotton 2000, 203. 

Mish refers to Naḥal 

Mishmar. 

(278)  Game counters CIIP 2.2145  (51) and 3.2397  (52) , with Greek and Latin. 

(279)  CIIP 1/1.650, jar, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. AD(?). It has perhaps a fragment of a 

name in Greek script. 

(280)  CIIP 1/1. 699, stone vessel fragment, found in Jerusalem, 1 c. BC - 1 c. AD. It has 

a Greek abecedary: ΑΑΒΒ ΑΒΓΔΕΖ (AABB ABGDEZ). Its function is unknown. It 

was perhaps a writing exercise, or for magic. 

(281)  CIIP 2.1787. Greek graffiti on the base of a bowl, late 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD, found 

among the underwater deposits of the Caesarea Harbor. It reads δι. It is probably the 

abbreviated name of the owner. 

(282)  CIIP 2.2140. Medicine bottle with inscription. Dates to Herodian times, found in 

Dor. The word is Αλυπου (Alypou), ‘(property) of Alypus.’ This is probably the 

name of the owner, although there was an herb called ἄλυπον (alypon) (Werner 

Ameling, CIIP 2:861). 

(283)  Scott Charlesworth (2016, 357) no. 1, αριστ (arist) found on a fragment of an 

imported vase, discovered in Gush Halav, dated to 1 c. BC to 1 c. AD. 

(284)  Scott Charlesworth (2016, 357, 359) no. 6, καὶ σύ (kai sy) found on a floor mosaic 

in a 1 c. AD villa of a wealthy resident in Magdala. This is not a fragment of a larger 

inscription, but are words alongside the depiction of a boat and other objects. “This 

formula, which appears in inscriptions from around the Mediterranean, is often 
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associated with protection from cursing or the evil eye, but it can also imply the 

return of good wishes for good and evil for evil” (S. Charlesworth 2016, 359). 

5.3.5. Funerary: inscriptions: anyone 

(285)  Scott Charlesworth (2016, 357) no. 7 is an ossuary inscription from Galilee (Kefar 

Baruh), dated to the 1 c. to the early 2 c. AD, with the name Ἰούδας Θαδδαίου 

(Ioudas Thaddaiou). 

(286)  There are 211 Greek only funerary inscriptions in the Land which date from the 1 

c. BC to the early 2 c. AD in the CIIP. Most of them, 179, are from Jerusalem. Most 

of them, 198, are on ossuaries. 166 are just one name, names, or in the form of ‘X of 

Y,’ meaning ‘X the wife of Y,’ ‘X the daughter of Y,’ or ‘X the son of Y.’ Here are 

examples of Greek funerary inscriptions apart from these. 

 

Table 28. Greek funerary inscription samples 

CIIP Date (Text, transliteration and) 

gloss 

Note 

2.2123 AD 

50-70 

‘For Titus Mucius Clemens, 

son of…, prefect of the army 

of the Great King Agrippa, 

assistant of the prefect 

Tiberius (Iulius) Alexander, 

prefect of the first mounted 

cohort called Lepidiana, 

assistant of Tiberius 

Claudius…imperial 

procurator, Simonides and 

Z…for their father to 

remember him.’ 

This is inscribed on a marble 

tablet. It is found in Bir 

el-Malik between Dor and 

ʿAtlit. This person’s 

ethnicity is unclear. (Eck in 

CIIP, 2:844-47) 
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CIIP Date (Text, transliteration and) 

gloss 

Note 

1/1.395 1 c. BC ‘Cheer up/feast/celebrate, you 

brothers who are living, and 

drink together! No one is 

immortal.’ 

This is inscribed on a tomb 

wall in Jason’s Tomb. 

1/1.214 1 c. 

BC-1 c. 

AD 

‘Themnas (the) teacher’  

1/1.297 1 c. 

BC-1 c. 

AD 

‘Of Megiste the priestess’ ‘Priestess’ here probably 

means a daughter or wife of 

a priest. (Price, p.321) 

1/1.220 1 c. 

BC-1 c. 

AD 

Τρύφωνος πρεσβυτέρου 

tryphōnos presbyterou 

‘Tryphon the elder 

(presbyteros)’ 

‘Elder’ indicates 

membership on a Jewish 

council (Price) 

1/1.432 1 c. 

BC-1 c. 

AD 

‘…s (son) of Pheidon who is 

also Epictetos (of the) village 

of Seitos’ 

 

1/1.551 1 c. 

BC-1 c. 

AD 

Ἰουδατος Λαγανιωνος 

τπροσηλύτου 

ioudatos laganiōnos 

tprosēlytou 

‘Of Ioudas(?) (son) of 

Laganion the proselyte’ 

 

1/1.556 1 c. 

BC-1 c. 

AD 

Ἰώσηπος μυροπώλης 

iōsēpos myropōlēs 

‘Iosepos, perfume-seller’ 

 

4/2.3631 56/5 BC ‘Year 2. You are (now) 

misery-free, Pheroras. 

Farewell.’ 

This is inscribed on a tomb 

wall. It is found in Marisa. 

This person was an Idumean. 
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5.3.6. Government administration: Israel: Jewish. 

Antigonus struck coins with Greek on the one side and Paleo-Hebrew script on 

the other side  (205) . (For the implication of this script about language attitude, see  6.2.1.) 

(287)   

Table 29. Probably Hasmonean government weights with Greek 

CIIP Date Text and gloss 

1/1.662 59/8 BC(?) LΠΕ ‘Year eighty-five’ 

1/1.663 54/3 BC(?) L ꟼ ‘Year ninety’ 

1/1.664 50/49 BC(?) L ꟼ Δ ‘Year ninety-four’ 

1/1.665 41/40 BC(?) LΡΔΓ ‘Year one hundred and three’ 

L[.]E ‘Year [?]-five’ 

These weights are found in Jerusalem. L stands for ‘year.’ The Greek letters 

represent numbers. ꟼ stands for ninety. The first year of this system may be 141/40 BC, 

when Shimʿon was proclaimed ethnarch of the Jewish people (1 Macc. 14:27-47) (Alla 

Kushnir-Stein, 657-60). Therefore, these weights probably were issued by the Jewish 

Hasmonean government. 

(288)  5/6Ḥev 52 

It is a letter written by Soumaios, a Nabatean, who participated in the Bar Kokhba 

Revolt on the Jewish side. He sent this letter to Jonathan son of Bayan and Masabala, 
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who were military commanders at Engedi, under Bar Kokhba. The message of the letter 

is to ask Jonathan and Masabala to send him “wands and citrons, as much as you will be 

able to, for the camp of the Jews,” for the festival of Tabernacles (Cotton 2002, 354-61). 

(289)  5/6Ḥev 59 

Annanos (or Aelianus) wrote to Jonathan son of Bayan  (209) , saying that Bar 

Kokhba asked to send something ‘for the need of our brothers’ (Cotton 2002, 364). 

5.3.7. Government administration: Israel: Roman 

(290)  John 19:20, the sign above the cross. 

(291)  22 issues of coins by the Roman procurators between AD 6 and 59 (Meshorer 

1982b, 173-74) 

(292)  Gadara’s coins from 64/63 BC bear the Greek inscription L Α Ρωμης (L A Rōmēs) 

‘Year One of Rome’ (Spijkerman 1978, 128-129, nos. 1-2). L is a sign frequently 

seen in inscriptions that stands for ‘year.’ It is possibly of Ptolemaic origin. 

(293)   

Table 30. Greek documents related to Roman government administration 

Number Name of document Date Reference for 

date 

5/6Ḥev 12 Extract from Council Minutes Roman  

5/6Ḥev 13 Petition to Governor Roman  
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Number Name of document Date Reference for 

date 

5/6Ḥev 14 Summons Roman  

5/6Ḥev 16 Registration of Land Roman  

5/6Ḥev 23 Summons Roman  

5/6Ḥev 25 Summons, Countersummons Roman  

5/6Ḥev 26 Summons and Reply Roman  

5/6Ḥev 28 Judiciary Rule Roman  

5/6Ḥev 29 Judiciary Rule Roman  

5/6Ḥev 30 Judiciary Rule Roman  

5/6Ḥev 33 Petition Roman  

5/6Ḥev 34 Petition Roman  

5/6Ḥev 35 Summons(?) Roman  

Mur 113 Proceedings of Lawsuit Roman  

Mur 117 Extracts from Official Ordinances Roman  

XḤev/Se 60 Tax (or Rent) Receipt from Maḥoza AD 125  

XḤev/Se 61 Conclusion to a Land Declaration, in 

Rabbath Moab, Arabia 

AD 127 Cotton 1997, 

174 

XḤev/Se 62 Land Declaration, in Rabbath Moab, 

Arabia 

AD 127 Cotton 1997, 

181 

 

(294)   

Table 31. Roman government weights with Greek 

CIIP Found in Date Text Note 

2.1725 Caesarea AD 

33/4-37 

Year twenty-(?) of Tiberius 

Caesar. (Under the supervision 

of) agoranomos...mander (son of) 

Herma. 

Two weights 
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CIIP Found in Date Text Note 

2.1727 Caesarea AD 52/3 Year 12 of Tiberius Claudius, 

Amos (or Amous) son of 

Gaocosi(us?) being agoranomos. 

Weight 

2.1728 Caesarea AD 44-54  Weight 

2.1729 Caesarea AD 44-54  Weight 

3.2259 Jaffa AD 105/6 Year 9 of Imperator Nerva 

Traianus Caesar, Iudas son of (?) 

Tozmi...or Gozmi... being 

agoranomos. 

Three molds 

for 

manufacturing 

weights 

3.2593 unknown AD 52 In the year 12 of Tiberius 

Claudius Caesar Augustus, 

Physcon son of Zenon being 

agoranomos. 

Weight 

manufactured 

in Gaza 

3.2594 unknown AD 97 Year 157, Apollonius son of 

Gabalas, (who is/was) 

gymnasiarch, son of Sereidus, 

being agoranomons. Second 

semester. 

Weight 

manufactured 

in Gaza 

5.3.8. Government administrations: Israel: client kings 

(295)  Herod the Great’s coins (Meshorer 1982b, 235) 

(296)  Herod Archelaus’ coins (Meshorer 1982b, 239) 

(297)  Herod Antipas’ coins (Meshorer 1982b, 242) 

(298)  Philip’s coins (Meshorer 1982b, 244) 

(299)  Agrippa I’s coins (Meshorer 1982b, 247) 
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(300)  The vast majority of Agrippa II’s coins (52 issues) (Meshorer 1982b, 250); three 

issues of his coins have Latin in addition to Greek (nos. 25, 26, 36); one issue of his 

coins has only Latin (no. 33). 

(301)   

Table 32. Herodian government weights with Greek 

CIIP Found in Date (Text and) gloss Note 

3.2300 Ashdod 30-4 

BC 

In the time of King Herod, Pious 

and Friend of Caesar. 

Weight 

4/1.3279 ʿEin 

Feshkha 

AD 

40/1 

Year 5 of the king Weight issued by 

Agrippa I. 

2.1726 Caesarea AD 

41-44 

Year ? (5 to 8) of king Agrippa. 

(Under the supervision of) 

agoranomoi...dorus and... 

 

1/1.666 Jerusalem 9/8 

BC 

LΛΒ βασ(ιλέως) Ἡρ(ώδου) 

Εὐ(σεβοῦς καὶ) Φιλοκ(αίσαρος) 

In the center: ἀγορ(αία) μνᾶ(τ?) 

‘Year thirty-two of the king 

Herod, Pious and Friend of 

Caesar. Mina of the market.’ 

Weight 

1/1.676-

692 

Jerusalem 40/41 

AD 

On CIIP 1/1.676: 

LE Βασιλέως Ἀγρίππου Ἀθάμα 

‘Year five of the king Agrippa. 

Athamas.’ 

Weight. Athamas 

may be the name 

of the official 

who supervised 

the manufacture 

of this group of 

weights. In this 

group, many bear 

abbreviated forms 

of the inscription. 
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(302)  Scott Charlesworth (2016, 357) no. 2, market weight issued by Antipas, found in 

Tiberias, with Greek inscription, dated to AD 29/30. 

(303)  Scott Charlesworth (2016, 357) no. 4, market weight issued by Agrippa II, found 

in Magdala, with Greek inscription, dated to AD 71/72 or 82/83. 

5.3.9. History books: composing: Jews 

(304)  Josephus’ Jewish Antiquities; Jewish War; Life 

Life is Josephus’ autobiography. It can be viewed as a sub-category of history 

book. 

(305)  Justus of Tiberias wrote a history of the First Jewish Revolt (see Josephus Life 42, 

336, 338). Josephus writes, addressing Justus: “But if you are so hardy as to affirm, 

that you have written that history better than all the rest, why did you not publish 

your history while the emperors Vespasian and Titus, the generals in that war, as 

well as King Agrippa and his family, who were men very well skilled in the learning 

of the Greeks, were all alive?” (Life 359) From this we can infer that this historical 

work was written in Greek. Gottheil and Krauss also say that this book was in Greek 

(1906b, 7:398). Josephus accused Justus of not daring to publish his work in the 

life-time of Agrippa and his family, who could read Greek very well. 

5.3.10. Letters: various settings: lay people 

(306)  Mas 741 is a papyrus letter from Abakantos to Judas concerning lettuce supply 

(Lindenberger 2000, 1:482). It dates to early Roman times. 
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5.3.11. Religious administration: Temple: Jews 

(307)  CIIP 1/1-2, Inscription on a stone in the Temple, warning Gentiles 

No foreigner is to enter within the balustrade and forecourt around the sacred 

precinct. Whoever is caught will himself be responsible for (his) consequent death. 

For Josephus’ mentions of this warning, see  (49) and  (50) . 

(308)  CIIP 1/1.3, donation plaque, probably inserted into a wall, dates to 18 to 17 BC, 

found on the Temple Mount 

…in the twentieth year of…, when…was high priest,…Paris the son of Akeson…in 

Rhodes…for (the) pavement…drachmae… 

The donor was not necessarily a Jew. He was not a native Rhodian, but perhaps a 

resident there (Price in CIIP, 1/1:47) 

5.3.12. Religious and ethical instruction: Israel: Jews 

(309)  The following epistles in the NT: Romans; 1 Corinthians; 2 Corinthians; Galatians; 

Ephesians; Philippians; Colossians; 1 Thessalonians; 1 Thessalonians; 1 Timothy; 2 

Timothy; Titus; Hebrews; James; 1 Peter; 2 Peter; 1 John; 2 John; 3 John; Jude. 

(310)  John 3:3 

Jesus answered him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born again (ἄνωθεν 

[anōthen]) he cannot see the kingdom of God.” 

The Greek word ἄνωθεν (anōthen) can mean either ‘again’ or ‘from above.’ Both 

senses work here (NET Bible 2019; BDAG s.v. “ἄνωθεν” 1, 4). Apparently, this pun is 
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only possible in Greek, not in Hebrew or Aramaic. Therefore, it is likely that Jesus spoke 

this sentence, or at least this word, in Greek, when teaching Nicodemus in their 

conversation. 

5.3.13. Religious narratives: composing: Jews. 

(311)  Gospel of Matthew; Gospel of Mark; Gospel of Luke; Gospel of John; Acts of the 

Apostles; Book of Revelation. 

(312)  Assumption of Moses survives in Latin, but is a translation from Greek (Tromp 

1993, 117). There are a lot of Hebraisms, but Tromp is not convinced that the 

original work was composed in Hebrew or Aramaic. He argues that the original 

language was Greek (Tromp 1993, 117; Israeli 2009, 749). 

5.3.14. Religious narratives: reading or use: Jews. 

(313)  4Q127 Paraphrase of Exodus, a ms. copied in Herodian time. 

5.3.15. Religious poetry: composing: Jews 

(314)  Psalms of Solomon was probably composed in Greek, although it has a lot of 

Hebraisms (Joosten 2003, 31-48). 
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5.3.16. Scripture: archive: Essenes 

(315)   

Table 33. Greek translation of Scripture archived in Qumran 

Number Scripture book Ms. date 

4Q119, 4Q120 LXX Leviticus Hasmonean 

4Q122 LXX Deuteronomy Early Hellenistic 

7Q1 LXX Exodus Hasmonean 

5.3.17. Scripture: reading or use: Jews 

(316)  Greek translation of Scripture found in the Judean Desert, copied in the early 

Roman period: 4Q121 LXX Numbers, 8Ḥev 1 Minor Prophets (also known as 

8ḤevXIIgr). These manuscripts are copies of Greek translations of Hebrew 

Scripture. 

(317)  NT use of the LXX 

Archer and Chirichigno (1983, xxv) have found 268 NT citations of the LXX 

which completely match the LXX’s wordings or differ from it by only one or two words, 

and the LXX and MT match each other. Moreover, there are 77 NT citations of the LXX 

which almost completely match the LXX’s wordings, but the LXX and MT do not match 

very well (Archer and Chirichigno 1983, xxvi, xxviii). These cases signify that the NT 

authors used the LXX text at those places. 
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5.3.18. Written acknowledgments about marriage 

(318)   

Table 34. Greek marriage contracts 

Text Title Ms. Date Reference for date 

Mur 115 Remarriage Contract Roman  

Mur 116 Marriage Contract Roman  

XḤev/Se 65 Marriage Contract AD 131 Cotton 1997, 224 

XḤev/Se 69 Cancelled Marriage Contract AD 130 Cotton 1997, 250 

5/6Ḥev 

18*101 

Marriage Contract Roman  

5/6Ḥev 37 Marriage Contract Roman  

5.3.19. Written acknowledgments about property 

(319)   

Table 35. Greek written acknowledgments about property 

Text Title Date Reference for date 

Mur 114 Recognition of Debt Roman  

XḤev/Se 64 Deed of Gift AD 129 Cotton 1997, 203 

XḤev/Se 66 Loan with Hypothec AD 99 or 

109 

Cotton 1997, 238 

P. Jer 4 Deed of Sale or Lease? Bar 

Kokhba 

Revolt 

H. Eshel 2006, 246, 

254 

P. Jer 5e Transaction Concerning Seeds Bar 

Kokhba 

Revolt 

H. Eshel 2006, 246, 

254 
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Text Title Date Reference for date 

P. Jer 17 Deed? Bar 

Kokhba 

Revolt 

H. Eshel 2006, 246, 

254 

P. Jer 18 Fiscal Acknowledgment Bar 

Kokhba 

Revolt 

H. Eshel 2006, 246, 

254 

5/6Ḥev 5 Deposit Roman  

5/6Ḥev 11 Loan on Hypothec Roman  

5/6Ḥev 15 Deposition Roman  

5/6Ḥev 17 Deposit Roman  

5/6Ḥev 19 Deed of Gift Roman  

5/6Ḥev 21 Purchase of a Date Crop Roman  

5/6Ḥev 22 Sale of a Date Crop Roman  

5/6Ḥev 24 Deposition Roman  

5/6Ḥev 27 Receipt Roman  

 

In the table, Jer stands for Jericho. “Seventeen documents, …were brought to the 

[ʿAvior] cave [in Ketef Jericho] by refugees fleeing from the Roman army at the end of 

the Bar Kokhba Revolt in 135 C.E.” (H. Eshel 2006, 246). 

XḤev/Se 64 uses ungrammatical and idiomatic Greek. The editor thinks that it is 

the result of poor translation from Aramaic (Cotton 1997, 206). Porter (2000, 60-61) 

points out that the wrong grammar consists of case endings and gender. However, this 

cannot support that this is the characteristic of low register Greek used at that time, 
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because as Porter himself says, this is the only existing Greek document written with 

such grammatical anomalies (Porter 2000, 60). 

About Greek contracts found in Naḥal Ḥever, Cotton (1997, 154) writes, “these 

non-Hellenized or semi-Hellenized Jews chose to write their contracts in Greek either 

because of the absence of Jewish courts and archives using Aramaic as the official 

language in the places mentioned in the papyri, or out of the desire to leave open their 

option to go to the court of their choice.” 

5.3.20. Written declarations 

(320)   

Table 36. Greek written declarations 

Text Title Date Reference for date 

5/6Ḥev 20 Concession of Rights Roman  

XḤev/Se 63 Deed of Renunciation of Claims AD 127 Cotton 1997, 195 

5.3.21. Written declarations’ subscriptions 

In the contracts and business papers found in the Judean Desert, some people 

wrote subscriptions in Greek (Katzoff 2010, 483), such as one subscription in 5/6Ḥev 

18*101. (Some people wrote subscriptions in Hebrew [ 5.1.3.19]; some wrote them in 

Aramaic [ 5.2.2.18].) 
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5.4. The emerging pattern of languages across domains 

To see whether there is functional distribution of the codes, a summary table is 

constructed from sections 5.1 to 5.3. For simplicity, the following table collapses codes 

within the same language into one column. 

Table 37. Evidence for domains of language use in early Roman Israel 

Check marks indicate presence of evidence. Question marks indicate weak or 

probable evidence. 

Domain Hebrew Aramaic Greek 

Any topic: Israel: God or angels  ?  

Community administration: Israel: Gentiles    

Community administration: Israel: Jews    

Community administration: Qumran: Essenes    

Daily-life speech: Israel: Jews    

Daily-life speech: Qumran: Essenes    

Daily-life writing: Israel: anyone    

Funerary: inscriptions: anyone    

Genealogies: Israel: Jews    

Government administration: Israel: Jewish    

Government administration: Israel: Roman ?   

Government administrations: Israel: client kings    

History books: composing: Jews    

Letters: various settings: lay people    

Religion: daily life: Jews  ?  

Religion with liturgy: Qumran: Essenes    

Religion with liturgy: synagogue: Jews    

Religion with liturgy: Temple: Jews    
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Domain Hebrew Aramaic Greek 

Religious administration: Temple: Jews    

Religious and ethical instruction: Israel: Jews    

Religious narratives: composing: Jews ?   

Religious narratives: reading or use: Essenes    

Religious laws: Israel: Jews    

Religious laws: Qumran: Essenes    

Religious poetry: reading or use: Essenes    

Religious poetry: composing: Jews    

Scripture: archive: Jews    

Scripture: archive: Essenes    

Scripture: reading or use: Jews    

Written acknowledgments about marriage    

Written acknowledgments about property    

Written declarations    

Written declarations’ subscriptions    

 

A word of caution is in order. Because the primary sources have not been 

searched exhaustively, the blank cells in this table cannot be taken to indicate that a 

certain language was not used in that domain. On the other hand, because there is no 

intention to prove the primacy of any language, and so a somewhat random approach has 

been used to collect evidence, this resembles random sampling. Thus, the distribution of 

codes across domains shown by this thesis may serve as an approximation of the real 

picture. At the very least, the presence of evidence of the use of some codes has been 
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proven. Below is a discussion of notable points in the pattern of distribution of the three 

languages across domains. 

Community administration in Israel is seen to be carried out by gentiles in Greek, 

by Jews in Aramaic and Greek, and by Qumran sectarians in Hebrew. 

Daily-life speech and writing in early Roman Israel is found in Hebrew, Aramaic, 

and Greek. Together with the evidence of code-mixing ( 4.3), this is moderately strong 

evidence that all three languages were used in that region and period. 

Written acknowledgments about marriage, property, or other matters, as well as 

the subscriptions in these documents, are found in all three languages, except that 

Hebrew marriage contracts or bills of divorce are not found. This approximates the 

situation of that of daily-life speech and writing. 

The following table summarizes the large body of concrete evidence from 

funerary inscriptions. 

Table 38. Funerary inscriptions in the Land, 1 c. BC to early 2 c. AD 

Language Amount 

Hebrew only 34 

Aramaic only 53 

Aramaic only? 1 

Hebrew-Aramaic 239 
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Language Amount 

Greek 212 

Hebrew and Aramaic code-mixing 7 

Hebrew and Aramaic? code-mixing 1 

Hebrew and Hebrew-Aramaic code-mixing 2 

Hebrew and Greek code-mixing 5 

Aramaic and Greek code-mixing 3 

Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek code-mixing 37 

Hebrew-Aramaic? and Greek code-mixing 1 

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek code-mixing 1 

Hebrew, Hebrew-Aramaic, and Greek code-mixing 1 

Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek, but not code-mixing 1 

Total 597 

Among the monolingual funerary inscriptions, Hebrew ones are slightly fewer 

than Aramaic ones. Greek appears to be most represented, but this is due to the large 

number of inscriptions which can be either Hebrew or Aramaic. The total number of 

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Hebrew-Aramaic ones is 327, compared to 212 Greek ones. The 

sample shows that in the funerary inscription domain, all three languages were used. 

Their numbers do not differ greatly. Moreover, about one-tenth of these funerary 

inscriptions use code-mixing. 

In funerary inscriptions, some words characteristic of Jewish heritage are in 

Hebrew, including ‘Nazarite’, ‘scribe’, and ‘priest’ (see  (202) ). However, the religious 

term ‘priest’ also appears in Aramaic (see  (255) ), and ‘priestess’ appears in Aramaic 
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(see  (255) ) and Greek (see  (286) ). A secular term ‘the artisan’ appears in Hebrew (CIIP 

1/1.173, see  (202) ). Thus, it cannot be said that there was a strict functional distribution 

of codes for religious terms on the one hand and non-religious terms on the other hand. 

This is also true of other religion-related domains, i.e. religious administration in the 

Temple, religious and ethical instruction, reading or use of religious narratives in Qumran, 

archived Scripture in Qumran, and reading or use of Scripture of Jews outside Qumran 

(although Hebrew Scripture data far out-numbers Scripture data in Aramaic or Greek 

translations). In all these domains, evidence for Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek is present. 

Therefore, it is safe to say that in many (but not all) religion-related domains, there was 

no Hebrew monopoly in early Roman Israel. 

Jewish genealogy is found in the present study only in Hebrew. 

Jewish government administration displays evidence in Hebrew, Aramaic, and 

Greek. Roman government administration used Greek. Jewish client kings used Greek 

mostly, except the first client king Hyrcanus II, who used Hebrew (see  (204) ). 

Coins may be considered as building the image of the government in a more 

important way. No government in early Roman Israel used Aramaic on coins. 
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Table 39. Coin inscription languages of the governments 

Languages Government 

Hebrew only John Hyrcanus II (supported by the Romans) 

First Jewish Revolt 

Bar Kokhba Revolt 

Greek only Roman procurators 

Herod the Great; Archelaus; Antipas; Philip; Agrippa I; 

Agrippa II (most issues) 

Latin only Agrippa II (one issue) 

Hebrew and Greek on 

the same coin 

Antigonus (supported by the Parthians) 

Greek and Latin on 

the same coin 

Agrippa II (three issues) 

History book composition ( 5.2.2.7 and  5.3.9) and lay people’s letters ( 5.2.2.8 

and  5.3.10) are two domains for which evidence is found in Aramaic and Greek in the 

present study. 

Some religion-related domains used all three languages, as summarized above. 

Some other religion-related domains seem to be dominated by Hebrew. These include 

Jewish people’s religion in daily life, reports of the voice of God or angels, Jewish 

religion with liturgy in Qumran, synagogues and the Temple, religious laws in Qumran, 

religious poetry in Qumran, and Jewish Scripture archive. The composition of religious 

narratives and poetry is concretely demonstrated in Greek only. Jewish religious law in 

Aramaic is testified by Megillat Taʿanit only, as far as this thesis is able to show. 
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All in all, several overarching observations can be made about this emerging 

pattern in the sociolinguistic profile of early Roman Israel. First, Hebrew and religion are 

not strictly mapped with each other. On the one hand, Hebrew is by no means limited to 

religion-related domains. It was used in daily-life speech and writing, etc., even outside 

Qumran. On the other hand, Aramaic and Greek were used in religion-related domains 

too. Second, Hebrew was apparently more prominent than Aramaic and Greek in many 

religion-related domains. Third, many domains used all three languages. 
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6  Further specifications of the sociolinguistic profile 

The data examined in this chapter is not as sufficient as it could be. Hypotheses 

are made based on the data encountered. The conclusions in this chapter are tentative. 

6.1. Regional factors 

6.1.1. Regional distribution of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek 

The first issue in further specifications of the sociolinguistic profile of early 

Roman Israel is the geographical distribution of the use of the three languages. 

If, for the sake of argument, in early Roman Israel the Jews had a linguistic 

repertoire different from that of the gentiles living there, the population distribution of the 

two kinds of people cannot be used to draw lines between these two linguistic repertoires, 

because they lived together in the same areas. Millar uses the Gospels, Josephus, and 

Philo as his sources and describes the geographical distribution of the Jewish and gentile 

populations in the 1 c. AD (1993, 342-24). Cities that had demonstrably mixed Jewish 

and gentile populations were Tiberias, Sepphoris, Dora, Caesarea, and Yavneh. “No 

precise limits of Jewish settlement can be drawn” (Millar 1993, 343). In cities of mixed 

population, “there is no reason to suppose that Jews and gentiles represented separate 
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communities in any formal or constitutional sense” (Millar 1993, 343). “There were 

probably no substantial places in the entire region where the population was either wholly 

Jewish or wholly gentile” (Millar 1993, 344). Thus, there would be no way to demarcate 

the geographical extents of the Jewish linguistic repertoire and the gentile one, if the two 

repertoires were different. 

Some claim that Galilee was culturally very pagan and non-Jewish in that period 

(e.g. Gleaves 2015, 80). If that is assumed, one might infer that Hebrew was necessarily 

less known in Galilee. However, Freyne states that “the case for a pagan Galilee is poorly 

supported by the literary evidence and receives no support whatsoever from the 

archaeological explorations” (2010, 655).  

Excavations at sites such as Sepphoris, Jotapata, Gamla, and Meiron, as well as 

lesser sites, have uncovered such instruments of the distinctive Jewish way of life 

as ritual baths, stone jars, and natively produced ceramic household ware, all 

indicators of a concern with ritual purity emanating from Jerusalem and its temple 

and an avoidance of the cultural ethos of the encircling pagan cities. (Freyne 2010, 

655) 

Millard agrees too (2000, 180). 

Hebrew was used more than Aramaic and Greek in Qumran, but by no means 

limited to Qumran ( Table 37). 
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Spolsky (1985, 41) gives the following picture about multilingualism in 1 c. AD 

Israel. 

Table 40. Spolsky’s summary of language use variation by region and class 

Ethnic 

group 

Location and/or social group Language(s) used in descending frequency 

and proficiency 

Jews Judean villages Hebrew 

 Galilee Aramaic, Hebrew, Greek 

 Coastal cities Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew 

 Jerusalem, upper class Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew 

 Jerusalem, lower class Aramaic, Hebrew, Greek 

Gentiles Government officials Greek and some Latin 

 Coastal cities (Greek 

colonies) 

Greek 

 Elsewhere Aramaic 

 

He says that the order of languages in the right-hand column represents “the 

probable frequency of use and level of proficiency” (Spolsky 1985, 41). Here are a lot of 

theses to defend, and Spolsky (1985) has not supported them by detailed data or statistics. 

Does the data in the present study match his picture? Because this thesis is not a 

comprehensive language survey, and because the find spot of a text does not necessarily 

equal the location in which it was composed, the comments in this section are only 

tentative. 
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According to Spolsky (1985), Hebrew was the only language used in Judean 

villages. Hebrew was indeed used there (e.g. in Qumran, Wadi Murabbaʿat, Naḥal Ḥever, 

Jericho, and Masada  (191) , Herodium  (195) , Bethphage  (197) ). But there is also 

evidence of Jewish use of Aramaic in Judea villages (e.g. el-ʿAleiliyat  (250) , 

Masada  (259)  (260) ), and Jewish use of Greek in Judea villages (e.g. Wadi Murabbaʿat, 

Mur 119-125 in  (277) ; Jericho, P. Jer 4, 5e in  (319) ). 

Spolsky claims that Jews in early Roman Galilee used Aramaic, Hebrew, and 

Greek in descending frequency and proficiency. Can this be verified from the data 

presented in this thesis? Data pertaining to Galilee is scant. Here is a table of all data of 

Jewish use of the three languages in Galilee. Although Jesus grew up in Nazareth (and 

therefore was probably Galilean in his linguistic profile), this study does not count all his 

speeches as data pertaining to Galilee. Only his utterances in Galilee are put into this 

table. 
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Table 41. Data pertaining to Galilee 

Hebrew  (181) the angel’s speech to Joseph;  (222) letters to Galilean Jews 

Aramaic  (130) ῥακά (raka),  (124) μαμωνᾶς (mamōnas),  (136) σάτον (saton), Jesus 

preaching in Galilee;  (139) ταλιθα (talitha), Jesus healing in Galilee;  (263)  

letter to Galilean Jews;  (266) Job Targum at Tiberias 

Greek  (285) an ossuary inscription from Galilee;  (297) Herod Antipas’ coins 

and  (302)  (303) weight;  (299) Agrippa I’s coins;  (300) Agrippa II’s coins 

and  (303) weight;  (305) Justus of Tiberias’ history book 

 

All three languages are testified. Although the data is haphazard and sporadic, in 

this random sampling Aramaic may have been used more frequently in speech than 

Hebrew and Greek; in fact, human speech is only found in Aramaic, not Hebrew or 

Greek in the sample collected in this thesis. From this data set, it is hard to say whether 

Hebrew or Greek might have been used more frequently. Spolsky’s assertion about 

Galilee may be somewhat reasonable. 

Next, Spolsky states that in coastal cities, the Jewish population used Greek, 

Aramaic, and Hebrew in descending order of frequency and proficiency. Data pertaining 

to coastal cities is listed in the following table. They all use Greek (two used Greek and 

Latin). None of the pieces of data shows clearly that the language users were Jews, 

except the weights of Herod and Agrippa I. In a sense, Herod and Agrippa I can be 

counted as Jews. However, these weights would not be used only in the coastal cities. 
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Therefore, one cannot use them as evidence for Jewish use of Greek in the coastal cities. 

Therefore, this thesis’ data neither supports nor undermines Spolsky’s claim. 

Table 42. Data pertaining to coastal cities 

All data listed in this table use Greek. Those using both Greek and Latin are specified so. 

Ascalon  (272) and  (273) plaques dedicated by the city council 

 (52) game counter (Greek and Latin) 

Ashdod  (301) Herod’s weight 

Caesarea  (301) Agrippa I’s weight 

 (281) bowl graffiti 

 (294) Roman government weights 

Dor  (270) city council’s tablet 

 (271) statue base inscription 

 (282) medicine bottle 

 (286) funerary inscription, Bir el-Malik (near Dor) 

 (51) game counter (Greek and Latin) 

Jaffa  (294) Roman government weight molds 

 

About Jews in Jerusalem, Spolsky’s table distinguishes between upper class 

and lower class. He claims that upper class Jewish Jerusalemites used Greek, 

Aramaic, and Hebrew in descending frequency and proficiency; lower class Jewish 

Jerusalemites used Aramaic, Hebrew, and Greek in descending frequency and 

proficiency. Is this reflected by my collected data? Below is a summary of data 

pertaining to Jewish language use in Jerusalem collected in this thesis in which the 
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language users’ social class can be tentatively guessed. Scribes, rabbis, and teachers 

are not classified as belonging to either class, unless it is known that the individual 

was poor (e.g. Jesus of Nazareth). Priests are tentatively classified as belonging to 

the upper class due to their status in religion, although not all priests were powerful 

(e.g. Zechariah in Luke 1); some were poor and even robbed by the more powerful 

priests (Josephus Ant. 20.206-07). The large size of some tombs enables classifing 

some funerary inscriptions as belonging to rich people, thus the upper class. 

Table 43. Data possibly pertaining to upper and lower classes in Jerusalem 

Language Data 

Upper class 

H  (187) Josephus War 6.69, his persuasion of the rebels; CIIP 1/1.137 tomb 

and CIIP 1/1.138 epitaph of the priestly Ḥezir family;  (202) : CIIP 1/1.259, 

ossuary of Shelamzion, daughter of Shimʿon the priest; CIIP 1/1.39, tomb 

entrance; CIIP 1/1.135, ossuary of Shimʿon the elder 

A CIIP 1/1.406, ossuary of Pinḥas the elder; CIIP 1/1.369, an ossuary of the 

priestly Kallon family; CIIP 1/1.392, Jason’s tomb.  (255) : CIIP 1/1.396, 

ossuary of a priestess in Jason’s tomb; CIIP 1/1.434, ossuary of Pinḥas and 

Shamaya the priest; CIIP 1/1.530, ossuary of Ḥizqiya the priest; CIIP 

1/1.54, ossuary of Simon, builder of the sanctuary; CIIP 1/1.602, reburial 

epitaph for King Uzziah;  (249) CIIP 1/1.674, weight of Bar Kathros 

G CIIP 1/1.372, an ossuary of the priestly Kallon family.  (286) : CIIP 

1/1.220, ossuary of Tryphon the elder; CIIP 1/1.297, ossuary of Megiste 

the priestess; CIIP 1/1.395, Jason’s tomb; CIIP 1/1.556, ossuary of Joseph 

the perfume-seller.  (274) CIIP 1/1.9, the Theodotus synagogue inscription. 

HA CIIP 1/1.367, 370, 371, ossuaries of the priestly Kallon family. CIIP 
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1/1.76, ossuary of Shimʿon Boton (=Boethus). 

H and 

HA 

CIIP 1/1.368, an ossuary of the priestly Kallon family 

H and A  (74) CIIP 1/1.534, ossuary of Joanna daughter of Johanan son of 

Theophilos the high priest 

HA and 

G 

 (69) CIIP 1/1.366, ossuary of Joseph Kallon.  (60) CIIP 1/1.98, ossuary of 

Nicanor of Alexandria who made the gates 

Lower class 

H  (115) ηλι //  (113) ελωι, Jesus’ cry on the cross.  (184) children shouted 

hosanna.  (190) b. Pesaḥ. 57a // t. Menaḥ. 13:21, taunt against oppressive 

priests.  (202) CIIP 1/1.173, ossuary of Yeḥoni the artisan 

 (221) m. Bik. 3:2-4, artisans greeted people who brought firstfruits 

A  (122) and  (131) λεμα σαβαχθανι (lema sabachthani), Jesus’ cry on the 

cross.  (258) CIIP 1/1.621, a letter(?) on an ostracon, mentioning ‘the 

miserable poor.’ 

  

Data from this thesis seems not to support Spolsky’s claim that lower class Jewish 

Jerusalemites used Aramaic more frequently than Hebrew, and that Greek was used to 

some extent. There are more pieces of Hebrew data than Aramaic data. There is no data 

for the use of Greek by lower class Jews in Jerusalem, among the data collected in this 

thesis. 

As for the upper-class Jewish Jerusalemites, the following pattern is seen: 
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Table 44. Summary of data pertaining to upper class Jerusalemites 

Language Pieces of data 

Hebrew 6 

Aramaic 9 

Greek 6 

Hebrew-Aramaic 4 

Hebrew and Hebrew-Aramiac 1 

Hebrew and Aramaic 1 

Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek 2 

From these counts, it seems that the three languages in descending order of 

frequency are Aramaic, Hebrew, and Greek. Nevertheless, here no conclusion is made 

about language use difference between upper- and lower-class Jewish Jerusalemites, 

because the data collected in this thesis is scant, and the definitions of these two classes 

are still unclear. 

As the next line in Spolsky’s table is examined, he says that gentile government 

officials used Greek and some Latin. Among the data collected in this thesis, the 

following pertain to gentile government officials, and all are in Greek. 

Table 45. Data pertaining to gentile government officials 

 (275) Acts 21:37, a Roman tribune spoke with Paul. 

 (293) 18 written texts involving the Roman government. 

 (294) 7 Roman government weights. 
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Next, Spolsky’s table indicates that gentiles in coastal cities used Greek. In  Table 

42 which lists data about coastal cities, for which Jewish and Gentile items are mostly 

difficult to distinguish, all the data are in Greek, in accord with Spolsky’s table. 

Lastly in Spolsky’s table, he maintains that gentiles in Israel who did not live in 

the coastal cities used Aramaic. The present study does not contain any data that can be 

clearly attributed to this segment of the population. There are some data about proselytes 

(including Idumeans), but they were in a sense culturally Jewish. It would be possible to 

discern whether some documents found in the Judean Desert had gentile participants; 

however, the limited scope of this thesis prevents collecting that type of data. Therefore, 

a comment on that assertion of Spolsky is not viable. 

Now it is possible to make a table in response to Spolsky’s table (1985, 41). 

Table 46. Language use according to regions and social groups 

Ethnic 

group 

Location and/or social group Language(s) used as shown by presence of 

data collected in this thesis, not arranged in 

order 

Jews Judean villages Hebrew; Aramaic; Greek 

Jews Galilee Hebrew; Aramaic; Greek 

Jews or 

gentiles 

Coastal cities Greek 

Jews Jerusalem, upper class Hebrew; Aramaic; Greek 

Jews Jerusalem, lower class Hebrew; Aramaic 
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Ethnic 

group 

Location and/or social group Language(s) used as shown by presence of 

data collected in this thesis, not arranged in 

order 

Gentiles Government officials Greek 

Gentiles Coastal cities Greek 

Gentiles Elsewhere No data 

 

This is a humbler claim than Spolsky’s (1985, 41). This table is not a summary of 

comprehensive language survey findings. The data is scant, haphazard, and sporadic, so 

that it does not allow making claims about the order of frequency and proficiency. 

Absence of data does not imply real absence of use. Moreover, this table collapses across 

domains, thus it is not a good sociolinguistic profile. It merely provides an approximate, 

plausible overview of the distribution of language use data across regions and social 

groups, in response to Spolsky’s table. 

This table suggests that Jews in Jerusalem, Judea, and Galilee used all three 

languages. In the data presented in this thesis, in addition to those involving code-mixing 

( 4.3), there are some instances of two or three of these languages used side by side, such 

as the priestly Kallon family’s ossuaries in Jerusalem (CIIP 1/1.367-372), the Goliath 

family ossuaries in Jericho (CIIP 4/1.2815-2828, see  (59) ), Antigonus’ Hebrew and 
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Greek coins  (205) , and the thirteen shofar chests in the Temple precinct with Aramaic 

and Hebrew  (224) . 

6.1.2. Judean versus Galilean dialects 

The second issue is the possible contrast between the Judean dialect and the 

Galilean dialect. In this study, the term dialect is used to refer to synchronic regional 

difference in one language, not diachronic difference. 

This section pulls together some results of existing research that indicate that in 

early Roman times, possibly Judeans spoke Hebrew and Aramaic with Judean dialects, 

while Galileans spoke Hebrew and Aramaic with Galilean dialects. Perhaps Judean 

should encompass the whole southern part of the Land, and Galilean should also include 

the whole northern part of the Land. First, the possibility of the presence or absence of 

guttural weakening as a major difference between the two dialects is discussed and 

rejected. Next, phenomena that pertain to dialects in Hebrew and Aramaic are presented 

in turn. Last, indications of dialects in Hebrew and Aramaic are described. 

6.1.2.1. Guttural weakening in Hebrew and Aramaic 

One thing is often mentioned as a possible difference between Judean and 

Galilean Hebrew dialects: the pronunciation of guttural sounds. Even though the sources 
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for this guttural weakening are dated much later than AD 135, since this topic has 

received attention in scholarly literature, this topic is discussed here. Some talmudic 

passages are often cited in this regard. 

(321)  b. ʿErub. 53b, Judean pronunciation of some Hebrew words (Soncino Talmud’s 

translation, in Instone-Brewer 2008). In this rabbinic tradition, the Judeans were 

depicted as good at differentiating the pronunciations of א (ʾ) and ע (ʿ). All the four 

words’ pronunciations are said to be Judean. 

R. Abba said: “Is there anyone who would enquire of the Judeans who are exact in 

their language whether we learned meʾaberin or meʿaberin and whether we learned 

ʾakuzo or ʿakuzo? For they would know.” When they were asked they replied: 

“Some authorities learn meʾaberin while others learn meʿaberin, some learn ʾakuzo 

while others learn ʿakuzo.” 

R. Abba was active in Babylonia in AD 290 to 320 (Instone-Brewer 2008). The 

Judeans were depicted as good at differentiating א (ʾ) and ע (ʿ). מאברין (mʾbryn) is Hebrew, 

not Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָאַבר”). The word מעברין (mʿbryn) is either Hebrew or 

Aramaic (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָעַבר” and s.v. “ֲעַבר”). As for  אכוזו  (ʾkwzw) and עכוזו (ʿkwzw), 

these are Hebrew words, because they are both suffixed with the Hebrew 3.M.SG 

pronominal suffix -o, not the Aramaic 3 M.SG pronominal suffix –eh. These two words 

are variation of a noun that refers to buttocks or testicles, etc. (Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ָאכּוז”). 

Taking the four words together, this paragraph refers to the Judeans’ Hebrew speech. 
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(322)  b. Meg. 24b, gutturals in CH (Soncino Talmud’s translation, in Instone-Brewer 

2008) 

R. Assi said: A priest from Ḥaifa or Beth Sheʿan should not lift up his hands [to say 

the Priestly Benediction]. It has been taught to the same effect: “We do not allow to 

pass before the ark either men from Beth Sheʿan or from Ḥaifa or from Tibʿonim, 

because they pronounce ʾalif as ʿayin and ʿayin as ʾalif.” 

R. Assi was active in Babylonia in AD 220 to 250 or in Palestine in AD 290 to 

320 (Instone-Brewer 2008). The Priestly Benediction is Num 6:24-26. Thus, his comment 

is about the pronunciation of Hebrew. Another tradition, y. Ber. 2.4, 4d is similar to this 

one, but contains no clue for dating. 

“Kutscher concludes from this baraita that the weakening of the gutturals was 

limited to the three cities named, which he assumes were under Greek influence” 

(Weinberg 1985, 136, citing Kutscher 1965, 48). These three cities were located near 

Galilee proper, much to the north of Judea proper. 

(323)  b. ʿErub. 53b. Criticism of Galilean pronunciation of an Aramaic word (Soncino 

Talmud’s translation, in Instone-Brewer 2008) 

R. Abba said:…The Galileans who were not exact in their language. For instance? A 

certain Galilean once went about enquiring, “Who has amar?” “Foolish Galilean,” 

they said to him, “do you mean an ‘ass’ for riding, ‘wine’ to drink, ‘wool’ for 

clothing or a ‘lamb’ for killing?” 

R. Abba was active in Babylonia in AD 290 to 320 (Instone-Brewer 2008). The 

four alternatives for amar in b. ʿErub. 53b are all Aramaic words. 
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Table 47. The four alternatives for amar in b. ʿErub. 53b 

Words Transliteration Gloss Reference 

 ”ֲחָמר“ .ḥămār ass Jastrow 1926, s.v ֲחָמר

 ”ֲחַמר“ .ḥămar wine Jastrow 1926, s.v ֲחַמר

 ”ֲעַמר“ .ʿămar wool Jastrow 1926, s.v ֲעַמר

 ”ִאיַּמר“ .ʾîmmar lamb Jastrow 1926, s.v ִאיַּמר

The Galilean was depicted as dropping ח (ḥ), dropping ע (ʿ) (Weinberg 1985, 135; 

Watt 2000a), unable to pronounce lexically long /ɑ/ and short /ɑ/ with difference, and 

unable to pronounce /i/ and /ɑ/ differently. This depiction is unreliable, as Weinberg says 

by citing Kutscher: 

Kutscher discredits the “Talmudic legend” about loss of gutturals in Galilean 

pronunciation [in b. ʿErub. 53b] with his research of Galilean place names with 

ʿayin or ḥet—forty of the fifty examined retained the guttural in their modern 

Arabic names. “This situation only proves that the Talmudic Aggadah exaggerates, 

as it often does” (Weinberg 1985, 136, citing Kutscher 1965, 46). 

Actually, Hebrew (Qimron 1986, 25-26) and Aramaic (Muraoka 2011, 13-14) in 

early Roman times had guttural weakening too. Early Roman examples given by 

Muraoka (2011, 13-14) are: 
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Table 48. Examples of guttural weakening (Muraoka 2011, 13-14) 

Expecte

d form 

Translit

eration 

Gloss Writte

n as 

Translitera

tion 

Source Ms. date and note 

 hmh CIIP המה ʾmh mother אמה

4/1.2825, 

ossuary 

from 

Jericho 

ca. AD 10-70. 

Muraoka (2011, 

13) refers to it as 

Yar 237. It is the 

same as CIIP 

4/1.2825. Muraoka 

says this “indicates 

the weakening of 

/h/” (2011, 13). 

מוןש šmʿwn Shimʿon שמעון  šmwn P. Jer 3, 

verso line 1 

Bar Kokhba 

Revolt period 

(Eshel and Eshel 

2000, 37-38) 

 ʿlwy 5/6Ḥev עלוי ʿlwhy on him עלוהי

54.16 

Roman 

 yḥʿkwn they will יחעכון

laugh 

 yḥʾkwn 11Q10 Job יחאכון

Targum 

VII,5 

Herodian 

(Muraoka 2011, 

14) 

רבאמא mʿrbʾ the west מערבא  mʾrbʾ 4Q209 23,4 Herodian. A scribe 

corrected the first 

written form to the 

expected form 

(Muraoka 2011, 

14). 

 

Similarly, Mor reports weakening of ḥet to he in the written texts discovered in 

the Judean Desert. Ḥet and he are confused in Hebrew, e.g. in Mur 44.6 יהפצו (yhpṣw) 
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‘they shall wish’ (= יחפצו [yḥpṣw]), Mur 44.7 חתהזק (ḥthzq) ‘be strong’ (= התחזק [htḥzq]), 

Mur 45.6 בהרב (bhrb) ‘by sword’ (= בחרב [bḥrb]), ostraca Masada 420.1 הלקי (hlqy) 

‘Hilki/Helki’ (= חלקי [ḥlqy]), and Masada 429 הנהתם (hnhtm) ‘the baker’ (= הנחתם 

[hnḥtm]). An example of this confusion in Aramaic is Mur 27.2:  נה א]נה ] (ʾnhnh) ‘we’ 

 .(2011, 216) ([ʾnḥnh] אנחנה=)

To sum up, guttural weakening is probably not a characteristic of the Galilean or 

northern Hebrew dialect specifically. Places in Judea such as Qumran, Jericho, Naḥal 

Ḥever, and Wadi Murabbaʿat yield written texts with guttural weakening too. It might 

have been happening in Galilee as later rabbinic traditions assert, but it also definitely 

happened in Judea. 

6.1.2.2. Indications of dialects in Hebrew 

Bar-Asher presents three examples of dialectical difference in MH (2006a, 578-79; 

2006b, 4:381-83). The first example is של ‘of’ as an independent word in the Bar Kokhba 

Letters and as a prefix in “the manuscripts of the Mishna” (Bar-Asher does not specify 

which mss.). The second example is the root for ‘be widowed’ in the nitpaʿal stem, 

spelled as אלמן in “the best manuscripts of the Mishna,” and as ארמן “in the editions of the 

Mishna and the Bavli (and other texts)” and the Damascus Document. The third example 
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is the word for ‘spring of water’ as מעין in many cases in Mishnaic Hebrew, but as נעים in 

Sifre Numbers 22 spoken by a shepherd from the south. Bar-Asher’s concern in these 

pages is to demonstrate that there was dialectical difference, not to describe it precisely in 

terms of regions, so he has not pinpointed the regions in which these variant forms occur. 

His article has limited data and is thus not helpful if we want information about regional 

difference of possible dialects. 

Koller summarizes: “the Hebrew documents from the time of the Great Revolt, 

such as Mur 29 and 30, show still more dialectical differences, such as the preservation of 

the ה of the definite article even after the prepositions - ּכְ ,  - ּבְ  , and  ְל- .”  (2011,  201-02). 

However, he has not said precisely in which regions was the definite article preserved 

after prepositions and in which regions it was not. 

Rendsburg (2003) presents a summary of his fifteen years’ of research on the 

close relationship between the lexicons of the Hebrew of Tannaitic rabbinic works and of 

Israelite Hebrew (i.e. Hebrew of the Northern Kingdom) on the one hand, and the lexicon 

of Judahite Hebrew on the other hand. His intuitive basis is that the Mishnah was 

redacted in Sepphoris and Tiberias, cities in Galilee. He has collected 38 noun roots, 44 

verb roots, and 1 particle that are characteristic of Mishnaic Hebrew, Israelite Hebrew, 
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Ugaritic, and Phoenician but do not occur or almost do not occur in Judahite Hebrew 

(2003, 106, 109). He classifies Deuteronomy, Judges, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of 

Songs, Job, 1 Kings, etc. as using Israelite Hebrew, not Judahite Hebrew (2003, 110). 

Regardless of whether one agrees with all the fine points of this argument, his data and 

analysis on the lexical items may be helpful in pointing out one aspect of dialectical 

difference between the MH dialect in Galilee and that in Judea. 

Concerning pronunciation difference between the northern region (associated with 

the Israelite kingdom) and the southern region (associated with the Judean kingdom), 

Sperber argues that the Tiberian system, i.e. the Masoretic text, reflects elements of the 

Judean dialect, while the Greek and Latin transliterations of Hebrew Scripture in ancient 

sources, together with the Samaritan Pentateuch, reflect elements of the Israelite dialect 

(1937, 149-53). He has given much linguistic data from ancient texts as support. 

6.1.2.3. Indications of dialects in Aramaic 

Some scholars point out the absence of direct 1 c. evidence for the existence of a 

Galilean dialect of Aramaic (Watt 2000a, 113; Gzella 2015, 237). On the other hand, 

Beyer (1986, 38-40) uses largely earlier or later primary sources to posit this dialect in 

the 1 c. as distinct from a Judean Aramaic dialect. Gzella comments: “Beyer’s almost 
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‘Cartesian’ reconstruction of seven different dialects for first-century C.E. Palestine on 

grounds of later attestations may seem somewhat optimistic, but the underlying general 

idea is no doubt correct” (2015, 236). Koller points out grammatical variations in 

different bodies of MA texts (2011, 203-07) as evidence for dialects, e.g. the 

“non-metathesis in the infixed –t-stem forms of initial-coronal roots” (2011, 203). For 

example, אתזבן (ʾtzbn) (5/6Ḥev 7.16) is found instead of the expected אזתבן (ʾztbn). He 

says that this is found in “Palestinian dialects,” thus including both Galilean and Judean, 

but his examples are from Naḥal Ḥever and Bar Kokhba Letters, hence in Judea. 

6.1.2.4. Indications of dialects in Hebrew or Aramaic 

Some texts in the primary sources indicate that there was a difference between a 

Galilean dialect and another dialect, without clearly showing whether Hebrew or Aramaic 

was intended. 

(324)  Matt 26:69-73 

Now Peter was sitting outside in the courtyard. And a servant girl came up to him 

and said, “You also were with Jesus the Galilean.”…After a little while the 

bystanders came up and said to Peter, “Certainly you too are one of them, for your 

accent betrays you.” 
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Watt thinks that Peter’s was the Galilean dialect of Aramaic (2000a, 109). 

However, from this passage we do not have solid proof of what language Peter was 

speaking. It could be Hebrew, or even Greek. Whichever language it was, some features 

of Peter’s speech (phonology, lexemes, or grammatical features) showed him as a 

Galilean, according to these NT verses. It is not that the language he used (whether 

Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek) showed him as a Galilean. As we have seen in section  6.1.1, 

the data does not show that these three languages had distinctive regional distribution. It 

does not seem to be the case that in Galilee a certain language was dominant, while in 

Judea another language was dominant. 

(325)  Acts 2:7-9 

And they were amazed and astonished, saying, “Are not all these who are speaking 

Galileans? And how is it that we hear, each of us in his own native language? 

Parthians and Medes and Elamites and residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and 

Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia… 

“Judea” is mentioned as an area whose people found it miraculous to be able to 

hear the Galileans (2:7) spoke in their native tongue. Watt says: 

“Jews living in Jerusalem” (v. 5), along with outsiders, identify the apostolic 

speakers as “Galileans”. It is curious that the contrast is made, not between foreign 

languages and the language of Levantine Jews in general, but with that of Galileans 

in particular. (2000a, 109) 
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6.1.2.5. Conclusion 

Although there is not yet direct evidence systematically organized to delineate 

how Galilean and Judean dialects of MH and MA respectively would differ from each 

other, their existence between 63 BC and AD 135 is quite plausible, judging from the 

indirect evidence from the NT and various lines of existing research on varying grammar 

features and lexicons. 

6.2. Language attitudes 

Besides investigating the actual use of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek by the 

population of early Roman Israel, an analysis of their subjective thought about these 

languages is also necessary. This belongs to the research of language attitudes. Knops 

and van Hout summarize the significance of such an understanding: 

The position language takes within the value systems of individuals and groups has 

to be taken into consideration in order to better understand the manifold patterns of 

language use. In addition, language attitudes are relevant to the definition of speech 

communities, to the explanation of linguistic change, language maintenance and 

language shift. (Knops and van Hout 1988, 1) 

We have seen that Hebrew and Aramaic were viewed as different languages in 

early Roman Israel ( 4.5). In addition to factual considerations, the speakers’ own 

attitudes to Hebrew and Aramaic should be taken into account as well when we deliberate 

whether to call them by only one name. Sociolinguistic studies have documented many 
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cases in which two objectively almost identical languages are perceived subjectively as 

different languages by the respective speech communities. 

Sociohistorical factors play a crucial role in determining boundaries. Hindi and 

Urdu in India, Serbian and Croatian in Yugoslavia, Fanti and Twi in West Africa, 

Bokmål and Nynorsk in Norway, Kechwa and Aimara in Peru, to name just a few, 

are recognized as discrete languages both popularly and in law, yet they are almost 

identical at the level of grammar. (Gumperz 1982, 20) 

If you tell one of these speakers that when you translate texts from her language 

you will use the name of the other language to render the name of her language, you may 

be resented. The name of a language is invested with cultural heritage and the perceptions 

of its speakers. Therefore, this section presents evidence about early Roman Israel 

speakers’ attitudes to Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, in order to have better understanding 

of their language behaviors and make better decisions, for example in Bible translation. 

6.2.1. Hebrew 

6.2.1.1. The Holy Tongue 

Hebrew might be regarded by some people as the Holy Tongue. 

(326)  Jubilees 12:26 

The angel that speaks to Moses said to him: “I taught Abraham the Hebrew tongue 

(τὴν Ἑβραἰδα γλῶσσαν [tēn Hebraida glōssan]), which from the beginning of 

creation all lands spoke.” 
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This reflects the existence of such an attitude earlier than my target period. 

Jubilees was composed in 200-100 BC (Wintermute 1985, 44). It was read and used in 

Qumram (see  (177) ). 

(327)  4Q464 An Exposition on the Patriarchs fragment 3, column 1, lines 5-8 

…confused…to Abraham…forever, since he/it…[r]ead the Holy Tongue…[I will 

make] …the people pure of speech… 

This document contains the phrase לשון הקודש (lšwn hqwdš) ‘the Holy Tongue.’ 

This is the earliest attestation this phrase (Weitzman 1999, 38; Smelik 2008, 95). “People 

pure of speech” is an allusion to or citation of Zeph 3:9: “For at that time I will change 

the speech of the peoples to a pure speech, that all of them may call upon the name of the 

LORD and serve him with one accord.” Because the next column retells the narrative from 

Genesis 15, this passage likely “refers to an earlier episode in Abraham’s life…an 

episode found in Jubilees: in Jub. 12.25-27, the language of creation (=Hebrew), lost 

since the fall of Babel (the ‘collapse’), is revealed to Abraham” (Poirier 2002, 584). 

Three other studies agree that this phrase here refers to Hebrew (Spolsky and Cooper 

1991, 21; S. Schwartz 1995, 33; Weitzman 1999, 38). The work entitled An Exposition 

on the Patriarchs may have been composed before the rise of the Qumran sect, i.e. before 

the 2 c. BC (Weitzman 1999, 37). The ms. dates to Herodian times (Peters 2008, 130), so 
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there was at least someone in Herodian times who read the opinion that Hebrew was the 

Holy Tongue. 

Although this is the case, there is no warrant to read too much from ‘Holy Tongue’ 

in 4Q464. Informed by Jewish traditions found in other writings, Stone and Eshel make 

the following inference: the Qumran sect believed that Hebrew was the Holy Tongue and 

would be the one language spoken by all peoples in the eschatological age, and this is 

why they wrote in Hebrew, i.e. to do anticipatorily what would be done in the 

eschatological future (Stone and Eshel 1993-94, 169-77). Similarly, Weitzman writes an 

article titled “Why did the Qumran Community Write in Hebrew?” (1999) He uses 

mainly 4Q464 and Jubilees to argue that the reason was ideological. However, his article 

makes many inferences that are not all very solid. Koller (2011, 212) says that he is not 

entirely convinced by Weitzman’s position. 

(328)  ‘The Holy Tongue’ in m. Yebam. 12:6, m. Soṭah 7:2-4, 8:1, 9:1 

Smelik points out that the Mishnah uses this term nine times (2008, 99). Some 

instances in m. Soṭah are given in  (150) ; others are are found in similar contexts. 

What does it mean for these rabbinic traditions in the early Roman period to call 

Hebrew the Holy Tongue? Some think that it merely means the language used in 
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religious ritual, rather than implying a general sacredness of Hebrew (Smelik, 2008, 

99-100, 151). “None of these sources includes any speculation about the linguistic agent 

of creation, the primordial tongue or the unitary linguistic utopia of the eschaton” (Smelik 

2008, 100) such as that attitude purported to be reflected in 4Q464 and genuinely 

reflected in later Jewish sources. “As such, the notion was not necessarily devoid of 

mythological overtones, but these elements did not take centre stage until a much later 

period” (Smelik 2008, 151). 

6.2.1.2. Nationalism 

Hebrew was clearly connected with Jewish nationalism (Cotton 1999, 225). This 

can be seen from the coins of the various kinds of governments ( (204)  Table 39). Coins 

issued by the rebelling Jewish governments used only Hebrew, specifically the 

Paleo-Hebrew script, which might work better to connect people with the ancient national 

heritage. Antigonus used Paleo-Hebrew script and Greek on the same coins, coinciding 

with the fact that he was not a fully independent Jewish king, but under Parthian 

patronage. In contrast, coins of Roman procurators and the Herodian rulers who were 

under Roman patronage all used Greek. These rulers had no interest in promoting Jewish 

nationalism. 
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6.2.2. Aramaic 

In the present investigation, no direct statement is found about the attitude toward 

Aramaic by early Roman Israel inhabitants. An indirect method is to look at how they 

referred to Aramaic.10 Ben Azzai (fl. AD 110-35) uses the word ארמית (ʾrmyt) ‘Aramaic’ 

in m. Šeqal. 5:3 to refer to it. Josephus calls it Συριστί (syristi) ‘Syrian’ (Ant. 10.8). These 

two labels look neutral without emotional overtones, unlike ‘the Holy Tongue’ for 

Hebrew. Moreover, these two names plainly spell out the foreign origin of Aramaic. In 

another place, Josephus calls Aramaic τῇ πατρίῳ (tē patriō) (J.W. 1.3, see  (257) ), which 

can be translated as ‘the language of our country’ (Whiston 1828 trans., n.p.), ‘(my) 

ancestral tongue’ (Rabin 1976, 1029), or ‘my vernacular tongue’ (Thackeray trans. 1927, 

3-5). This name may reveal an attitude of familiarity with Aramaic. 

There is some other indirect evidence. The absence of an Aramaic legend on any 

coin ( Table 39) signals that no Jewish or gentile rulers found Aramaic useful for 

promoting any ideology. Similarly, no pseudepigraphon composed in early Roman Israel 

is found to be likely written in Aramaic, while four were probably written in Hebrew 

                                                 

10 In the OT, Aramaic is referred to plainly as ֲאָרִמית  ‘Aramaic’ (2 Kgs 18:26; Ezra 4:7; Isa 36:11; 
Dan 2:4). 
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( (230) - (233) ). Religious narratives usually expressed or even promoted some ideology. 

If Aramaic was not used by Jews of that period to compose them, it may be because 

Aramaic was not felt to have enough relevance to or impact on the most important Jewish 

ideologies. Besides, the situation of Aramaic Scripture translations sheds further light on 

people’s possible attitudes to Aramaic. Only three mss. of Aramaic translations of 

Scripture portions were found among the DSS ( (244)  (246) ), compared to 206 Hebrew 

Scripture mss. Aramaic Scripture translation is non-existent in other archaeological sites 

in the Judean Desert. Rabban Gamaliel ordered an Aramaic translation of Job to be 

buried, i.e. forbidding it to circulate  (266) . All of the above suggests that early Roman 

Jewish people did not attach great ideological value to Aramaic. 

This is just what can be expected, in view of the all-important and all-influential 

Torah and Prophets handed down exclusively in Hebrew. Rabin says, 

In the context of the first century C.E., both Greek and biblical Hebrew stood for a 

rich cultural content, each in its own way. Mishnaic Hebrew stood for the values 

and folklore of Judaean Jewry. But neither literary nor spoken Aramaic carried in 

the world of first century Palestine any cultural message…Aramaic was a means of 

communication, no more. It commands no loyalty. (1976, 1032) 

It may be exaggerated to say that Aramaic carried no cultural message at all, 

because there are some Aramaic portions in Hebrew scripture (Chomsky 1951, 206), 

including the important “Son of Man” prophecy in Daniel 7. Nevertheless, this indirect 
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evidence confirms the natural expectation that people’s attitude toward Aramaic was not 

reverence or heart-felt loyalty but tended toward utilitarianism. 

6.2.3. Greek 

 (38) and  (39) indicate both utilitarianism and some animosity toward Greek. It 

was associated with the Roman enemies, but it was needed to interact with the 

government. These traditions also reveal that only when animosity ran particularly high 

did some Jewish religious leaders ban the teaching of Greek to sons; during the whole 

early Roman period, although it was a fact that the Romans were the foreign rulers, 

parental Greek teaching was not banned. This betrays the utilitarian attitude from another 

angle. 

(329)  Josephus Ant. 20.264 

…for our nation does not encourage those who learn the languages of many nations, 

and so adorn their discourses with the smoothness of their periods: because they 

look upon this sort of accomplishment as common, not only to all sorts of freemen, 

but to as many of the slaves as please to learn them. But they give him the testimony 

of being a wise man who is fully acquainted with our laws, and is able to interpret 

their meaning. 

This shows that Jewish contemporaries of Josephus did not view the ability to use 

Greek as particularly prestigious. Fully in line with my findings and reasoning above, 

Josephus contrasts knowledge of the Greek language with knowledge of the Torah (and 
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the concomitant requirement of CH knowledge); the latter was viewed by him and his 

people much more highly. 

(330)  Josephus Ant. 1:7 

I grew weary and went on slowly, it being a large subject, and a difficult thing to 

translate our history into a foreign, and to us unaccustomed, language. 

Although Josephus has “taken a great deal of pains to obtain the learning of the 

Greeks and understand the elements of the Greek language” (Ant. 20.263), he still felt 

that Greek was an unaccustomed language to the Jewish people. 

(331)  Josephus Ag. Ap. 1:10-11 

It was also late, and with difficulty, that they [the Greeks] came to know the letters 

they now use; for those who would advance their use of these letters to the greatest 

antiquity pretend that they learned them from the Phoenicians and from Cadmus; yet 

is no one able to demonstrate that they have any writing preserved from that time, 

neither in their temples, nor in any other public monuments. This appears, because 

the time when those lived who went to the Trojan war, so many years afterward, is 

in great doubt, and great inquiry is made, whether the Greeks used their letters at 

that time; and the most prevailing opinion, and that nearest the truth is, that their 

present way of using those letters was unknown at that time. 

This passage seems to disparage the lack of ancient history of the Greek alphabet. 

In antiquity, having an ancient tradition was a source of pride. 
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To sum up, in the present investigation no enthusiastic praise of the Greek 

language by Jews in early Roman Israel has been encountered. What has been found are 

some animosity, an explicit statement of not ascribing prestige, a feeling of unfamiliarity, 

together with utilitarianism. These pieces of evidence should balance our thinking about 

the use of Greek in early Roman Israel. Although we have seen its use in many domains 

( Table 37) and all regions ( Table 46), it seems that the Jewish population did not feel that 

Greek was a fully domesticated language and did not attach great emotional value to it. 

6.2.4. Conclusion 

Hebrew was highly esteemed for religious and nationalistic reasons. Aramaic was 

regarded as useful for non-ideological matters, somewhat familiar and somewhat foreign. 

Greek was also viewed as useful, but more negative attitudes were directed toward it than 

toward Aramaic. 

These attitudes were not fundamentalist. No pervasive puritan statements have 

been found that denounce the use of any language in any domain. Although Hebrew was 

called the Holy Tongue, Israelite Jews in that period had no problem teaching religion or 

ethics in Aramaic ( 5.2.2.11) or Greek ( 5.3.12). Although an Aramaic Job targum was 

buried  (266) , no ban was proclaimed against Aramaic translation of Scripture at the same 
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time. Many rabbinic statements about whether certain languages can or cannot be used in 

certain domains date to periods after AD 135 (see  3.3.2.1). While we spend so much 

effort to find out about their language choice, they themselves (including Jesus and the 

early church) seemed to maintain a more relaxed overall attitude about language choice. 

Perhaps this is why they did not bother to specify what language was used by Jesus in 

what occasions. This relaxed attitude may have contributed to the spread of the Gospel, 

because the culture of the apostles did not constrain them to use only the Holy Tongue 

and to despise Greek or Aramaic. 

Finally, two rabbinic traditions seem to hint at such a welcoming attitude to using 

more languages for the sake of expounding God’s words. 

(332)  m. Šeqal. 5:1 

These were the officers in the Temple: …Pethaḥiah over the bird-offerings. This 

same Pethaḥiah was Mordecai. Wherefore was his name called Pethaḥiah? Because 

he “opened” matters and expounded them, and he understood the seventy 

tongues…and Phineas over the vestments. 

This rabbinic tradition seems to express a sentiment that knowing many languages 

enables a person to expound matters better, presumably to a wider audience or by 

enhancing one’s own understanding of more texts. The credibility of this paragraph is 

enhanced by the words “Phineas over the vestments,” which seems to be corroborated by 
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Josephus’ J.W. 6:390: “The treasurer of the Temple also, whose name was Phineas, was 

seized, and showed Titus the coats and sashes of the priests...” 

(333)  m. Soṭah 7:5 

When Israel crossed the Jordan and came to Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal…they 

brought the stones, built the altar and plastered it with plaster, and inscribed thereon 

all the words of the Torah in seventy languages, as it is said, “very plainly” [Deut 

27:8]. 

The passages before and after this tradition deal with priests and the Temple. Thus, 

this tradition may also originate in Second Temple times. In this tradition, the injunction 

in Deut 27:8 “and you shall write on the stones all the words of this law very plainly” is 

interpreted to mean to write them in seventy languages. Again, this reflects a positive 

attitude of using more languages, because this helps more people understand the Torah 

better. 
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7  Overall Conclusion 

7.1. Summary of the findings 

Here is a summary description of a sociolinguistic profile of early Roman Israel. 

Mainly six codes in three languages were used: CH, LCH, MH, IA, MA, and KG. 

Hebrew and Aramaic were not thought of as the same language. Functional distribution 

of the codes exists to a certain extent, but often not with a one-to-one mapping 

relationship. In many domains, MH, MA, and KG were all used. These include speech of 

Jews in daily life outside Qumran, and daily-life writing, Written acknowledgments about 

property, written declarations and their subscriptions, funerary inscriptions, Jewish 

government administrations, Temple religious administration, religious and ethical 

instruction, religious narratives read in Qumran, archived Scripture in Qumran, and 

Scripture reading or use outside Qumran. Although Hebrew was not mapped to 

religion-related domains in a one-to-one fashion, it appears to be more prominent in these 

domains. Code-mixing was present, not copiously, but not extremely rare. 

In terms of regional distribution, the two kinds of people that are supposed to 

have different linguistic repertoires, i.e. Jews and gentiles, by and large lived mixedly in 
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the whole Land, so that these two repertoires do not have clear-cut geographical 

boundaries. Jewish use of all three languages is testified in Jerusalem, in Judea, and in 

Galilee. It is plausible that MH and MA each had a Judean dialect and a Galilean dialect, 

but the preservation or weakening of guttural consonants is not a reliable differentiating 

feature. 

As for language attitudes, Hebrew was viewed as specially connected to religion 

and the Jewish national identity. Early Roman Jewish inhabitants of Israel seem to hold 

more utilitarian attitudes to Aramaic and Greek, compared to Hebrew. There was some 

degree of negative attitude toward Greek. On the whole, these language attitudes were 

only loosely held, did not hinder the use of Hebrew in more secular domains, and did not 

prevent the use of Aramaic and Greek in religion-related domains. 

7.2. Implications for Bible translation and footnoting 

This evidence-based sociolinguistic profile has some important implications for 

translating and specific Bible verses. I mention only three here as examples. 

In view of the evidence for spoken Hebrew ( 5.1.3.2) and attitudes to Hebrew and 

Aramaic ( 6.2.1 and  6.2.2), Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) in the NT should be translated as 

‘Hebrew.’ The argument from language attitudes is as follows. Merely for the sake of 
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argument, let us for a moment hypothesize that Jewish population between 63 BC and 

AD 135 called Aramaic by the name “Hebrew.” Would this justify translating Ἑβραϊστί 

(Hebraisti) in the NT as “Aramaic”? The answer is still “no,” because that disregards the 

subjective identification of the NT writers. In section  6.2 we have seen that the name 

given by speakers to a language is not just a matter of objective linguistic features. The 

name of the language carries feelings of identity, ideology, and cultural heritage with it. 

If you insist on objectivity and call one language by another name, speakers may be 

offended. You may argue that “but in the case of translating the NT, I would not offend 

the speakers, because they were all dead.” That may be true, but you would have skewed 

your own and your readers’ understanding of the cultural milieu of the NT authors and 

original readers. That is equally undesirable, if not more. How much more so when 

objective evidence shows that early Roman Jews in Israel regarded Hebrew and Aramaic 

as two languages ( 4.5), and they had different attitudes to these two languages ( 6.2.1 

and  6.2.2). How much more appropriate, therefore, it is to translate Ἑβραϊστί (Hebraisti) 

as ‘Hebrew,’ when objective evidence shows that Jewish population between 63 BC and 

AD 135 did not call Aramaic by the name “Hebrew” ( 4.5)? 

The NET Bible footnote for ὡσαννά (hōsanna) in Matt 21:9 is misleading. It says, 
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Both the underlying Aramaic and Hebrew expressions meant ‘O Lord, save 

us.’…Hosanna is an Aramaic expression that literally means, ‘help, I pray,’ or 

‘save, I pray.’ By Jesus’ time it had become a strictly liturgical formula of praise, 

however, and was used as an exclamation of praise to God. 

First of all, this word with this sense is not Aramaic, but Hebrew (see  (141) ). 

This word in Aramaic means the date palm branch (CAL s.v. “hwšˁnˀ”; Jastrow 1926, s.v. 

 .The support enlisted by this NET footnote is Lohse’s article (1974, 682-84) .(”הֹוַׁשְעָנא“

However, Lohse explicitly states that “ὡσαννά [hōsanna] renders the Hbr.  ְַעָנאהֹוׁש  

[hôšaʿnāʾ], not an Aram. term.” The NET footnote’s view may be engendered by the 

belief that only Aramaic was spoken by Jesus’ contemporaries in Israel. Once we 

acknowledge the evidence and the use of three kinds of Hebrew by that population at that 

time, such erroneous footnotes that sprang from mere inferences and assumptions can be 

reduced. This footnote could have been worded instead like this: “The underlying 

Hebrew expression meant ‘Save, please!’” 

For some NT verses, acknowledging the underlying concepts couched in one of 

these five Hebrew or Aramaic codes may guide us to clearer and more natural 

translations. This does not mean believing in any existence of written Hebrew or Aramaic 

first drafts of NT books; this only means recognizing that in the brains of multilingual 

speakers, ideas and forms from different linguistic heritages influenced each other. For 
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example, to “fulfill the Law” in Matt 5:17 reflects a MH idiom which means explaining 

the real meaning and application of God’s Law (Watt 2013, 24). For another example, the 

Greek word δικαιοσύνη (dikaiosynē) in Matt 6:1 may well refer specifically to 

almsgiving, reflecting this sense of the MH word ְצָדָקה (ṣədāqâ) ‘righteousness’ (Jastrow 

1926, s.v. “ְצָדָקה”) and the same sense of the MA word ִצְדְקָתא (ṣidqətāʾ) ‘righteousness’ 

(Jastrow 1926, s.v. “ִצְדְקָתא”) (cf. García 2016). 

7.3. Implications for exegesis 

Scholars have long recognized that it is valuable for NT exegesis to investigate 

which specific languages were spoken by Jesus, his apostles, and their audience. As Barr 

writes, 

Starting from the Greek text of the New Testament, we can try to translate back into 

a Semitic language…[this] may shed light on something that in the Greek text was 

obscure...It is at least possible that such reconstruction may give us a clearer picture 

of what Jesus may have intended… (1970, 15). 

With an evidence-based linguistic repertoire, now we know that five codes should 

be considered as possibly underlying obscure NT Greek text: CH, LCH, MH, IA, and 

MA. All these were in use and had the potential to influence the words of Jesus or the NT 

authors. Moreover, the present study’s summary of which code(s) were used in which 

domains can serve as a guideline in this regard. For example, the domains of Jewish 
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prayers (Safrai 2006, 237) and parables (Safrai 2006, 238) used Hebrew only; so, when 

studying Jesus’ prayers or parables, it would be best to look out for underlying Hebrew 

idioms rather than Aramaic idioms. Daily-life speech and writing used Hebrew, Aramaic, 

and Greek ( Table 37). For an utterance in these domains depicted in the NT, it would be 

counter-productive to hypothesize that the underlying Semitic language must be only 

Hebrew or only Aramaic. 

7.4. Further research questions 

More comprehensive surveys of early Roman texts would yield more definite 

descriptions of the sociolinguistic profile of that Jewish society in Israel. This thesis is 

limited in its scope and methods. If one can conduct systematic searches in 

well-constructed databases, clearer patterns may be extracted. 

Characteristics of the Judean and Galilean dialects of MH and MA can be further 

explored. The grammatical variations which researchers have pointed out can be 

examined to see whether they are free variations or truly constitute systematic dialectical 

difference. Such results may even contribute to understanding the NT text. 

At the end of the day, studying a fuller picture of the use of Hebrew, Aramaic, 

and Greek in the NT era improves and enriches our grasp of the contextual background of 
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the texts. By looking into the details of the multi-facet language use in a wide range of 

domains, we walk deeper into that society, know more about their behaviors and thoughts, 

and transform our conceptions about their messages. 
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